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NOMENCLATURE 
Symbols 
A 
a 
Ap 
AR 
C 
Dz 
f 
He 
K 
K' 
L 
M 
N 
n 
n 
P 
Pe 
6a 
Description 
cross-sectional area 
surface area/volume ratio 
perimeter area/unit length 
amplitude ratio 
concentration 
overall mass transfer 
coefficient 
membrane mass transfer 
coefficient 
volumetric diffusivity 
frequency 
hematocrit 
constant 
constant 
mass transfer coefficient 
capillary length 
metabolic rate 
volumetric flux 
moles 
molar flow rate 
pressure, partial pressure 
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sq cm 
cm ^  
cm 
dimensionless 
ml gas STP/ml blood 
ml gas STP/mmHg-sec 
ml gas STP/mmHg*sec 
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ml RBC/ml whole blood 
mmHg 
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ml gas STP/sec*sq 
cm «mmHg 
cm 
ml gas STP/sec 
ml gas STP/sec«sq cm 
gm moles 
gm moles/sec 
mmHg 
dimensionless 
ml gas STP/sec 
V 
Qg perfusion rate 
Qg total ventilation rate 
R rate constant • 
t time 
capillary blood-residence time 
u linear blood velocity 
V volume 
V volumetric flow rate 
y distance perpendicular to 
capillary flow 
z distance along capillary 
a blood-gas solubility 
3 distribution coefficient 
6 gas uptake rate 
phase lag 
0) frequency 
Subscripts 
A alveolar 
a arterial 
B barometric 
c capillary 
CO carbon monoxide 
CO^  carbon dioxide 
D dead space 
F fast space 
ml whole blood/sec 
ml gas STP/sec 
dimensionless 
sec 
sec 
cm/sec 
ml 
ml/sec 
cm 
cm 
ml gas STP/ml whole 
blood-mmHg 
dimens ionles s 
ml gas STP/ml 'whole 
blood•sec-mmHg 
radians 
radians 
vi 
H high 
I in; inspired 
L low 
M mean; membrane; medium 
m mixed 
Ng nitrogen 
O out 
o initial 
Og oxygen 
P plasma 
RBC red blood cell 
S slow space 
s shunt 
T total 
V venous 
W water 
y y-direction 
z z-direction 
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INTRODUCTION 
The human external respiratory system (lungs) is a mass 
transfer device with the vital purpose of continually exchanging 
the metabolic gases, oxygen and carbon dioxide, between man and 
his environment. In this century many essential contributions 
have been made towards understanding respiratory anatomy and 
physiology as related to the performance of this device. A 
significant tool in the development of these contributions has 
been the practice of mathematical modeling. This investigation 
follows in this pursuit with a comprehensive analysis of mass 
transfer in the lung, emphasizing the construction and limita­
tions of proposed models, generalizing numerical procedures to 
solve the complex models, and exploring the models for phenomena 
that may correlate pulmonary performance to variations in or 
values of conventional parameters. 
One of two primary purposes usually directed the develop­
ment of respiratory models. The first was concerned with 
effects that parameter values had on the various measures of 
performance. Parameter values were assigned and the mathe­
matical models were solved to yield values of respiratory gas 
compositions throughout the system. The parameters were then 
perturbed to yield new compositions and the subsequent effect 
of a parameter was noted. Numerous illustrations of this 
"effects" analysis are available and noteworthy examples are 
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given by Farhi et al. (30,31), West (133,134), and Piiper 
(94,95,96). 
The second purpose was to support methods of evaluating 
the parameters themselves. A limited model was developed in 
conjunction with a clinical procedure to measure various gas 
compositions and a few more readily accessible parameters. 
The model then defined the remaining parameters as functions of 
these variables. Unique examples of this "methods" analysis 
are given by Briscoe (10), Gurtner et al. (45), King and Briscoe 
(65), Lenfant and Okubo (71,86), and Riley et al. (108,110a). 
These classifications are not mutually exclusive. While 
the essence of an "effects" analysis is to elucidate the 
importance of a particular parameter with regard to gas uptake, 
the efforts will necessarily suggest clinical applications. 
The applications may be immediately implemented by comparison 
of mathematical and clinical responses, or by redefining the 
dependent and independent variables of the mathematical model 
and using the clinical data as input to the model. "Methods" 
analysis merely insures the latter proposition and is thus 
inherently bounded by experimental confirmation, albeit con­
firmation of a relatively unsophisticated representation of the 
total respiratory process. 
The position of this study is then towards an "effects" 
analysis moderated by the realization that the ultimate goals 
are to predict and interpret actual physiological behavior. 
Thus, no new "methods" of parameter evaluation will be advanced. 
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but the models, solution procedures, and results will be 
presented with clinical adaptability in mind. This implies a 
readily servicable amount of sophistication in the respiratory 
models such that subsequent solutions will optimally capture 
the most significant aspects of the pulmonary mass transfer 
function. 
Regardless of the immediate purpose, theoretical explora­
tions into respiratory physiology are essential to the clinical 
diagnosis of pulmonary performance. The progression of theory, 
and an accompanying progression of experimental confirmation, 
has been clearly exemplified in the area of respiratory control 
phenomena (55). This investigation essentially excludes the 
control aspects of respiration to explore the limitations to 
mass transfer at fixed ventilation rates. Thus, it is necessary 
to review the advancements that have been made with this 
emphasis in mind. To facilitate this review, a brief descrip­
tion of the system and its processes will be instructive. More 
elaborate descriptions will be given when the models are 
explicitly developed. 
The functional units of the lung are the alveoli where the 
alveolo-capillary membranes introduce environmental air to 
pulmonary blood. These alveoli are outpouchings near the 
terminal portions of the gas distribution system and an esti­
mated 300 million alveoli participate in the normal lung (pair 
implied). An elaborate system of conductive airways connects 
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the alveolated regions to the environment. Functionally, the 
conductive airways do not contribute significantly to membrane 
mass transfer and this (typically) 150 milliliters of volume is 
known as an anatomic dead space. In contrast, the alveoli and 
the alveolated transition regions of airways provide the active 
mass transfer area, an estimated 70 square meters in a resting 
volume of (typically) 2500 milliliters. Figure A-1 illustrates 
these regions (20,68,130). 
As pulmonary gas is expired in tidal volumes of (typically) 
500 milliliters, alveolar gas displaces the expiring anatomic 
dead space gas. Then, upon inspiration, the "previous" 
alveolar gas is reinspired from the (approximately) constant 
volume dead space and "fresh air" follows until the tidal 
volume requirements of the alveolar regions are satisfied. 
Pulmonary gas distribution is then primarily convective and 
temporal, with many potential anomalies: 
1. Tidal volumes, respiration frequencies, and ventila­
tion patterns may alter time constants and influence the 
ventilatory distributions (e.g. 3,17,60,111). 
2. Dead space volume y and the distribution of this volume 
relative to local alveolar groups, influences "fresh air" 
ventilation and interalveolar mixing characteristics (e.g. 7, 
14,113,127). 
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Figure A-1. Functional gas regions of the lung 
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3. Resistance in these same conductive airways, and the 
compliance of the alveolar region tissues, combine to determine 
both global and local (distributions) convection patterns 
(e.g. 8,13,29,81,132). 
4. Resistance and compliance characteristics may also 
promote the asynchronous ventilation of alveolar groups and, 
in turn, modify the respiratory responses that define certain 
convective maldistributions or dead space parameters (8,37,72). 
5. Alveolar volumes and the distribution of alveolar 
volumes alter transient responses (e.g. 17, 45, 49). 
Pulmonary blood distribution is likewise complicated in 
structure (38) and potential anomalies; 
1. Cardiac output (9) and pulsatile blood flow (23,24, 
36,84) are definite parameters of gas uptake. 
2. Portions of venous (deoxygenated) blood are shunted 
around the mass transfer surfaces and mix with arterial 
(oxygenated) blood without being conditioned by pulmonary gas 
( 2 0 )  .  
3. Hydrostatic pressures, and variations in capillarity 
or vasoconstriction, combine to induce a preferential perfusion 
of local lung tissues (e.g. 2,56,61,132,135). 
4. Capillary volumes influence blood-gas exposure time 
(59,116,123). 
Ventilation and perfusion parameters are essential 
specifications of the local mass transfer units, but to these 
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must be added the characteristics of the gas-membrane-blood 
diffusion barrier. Often, an assumption of alveolar gas - end-
capillary blood equilibration was invoked while some of the 
remaining parameters of respiration were investigated. However, 
mass transfer coefficients are certainly finite and, although 
measurements are made by inference and are difficult to isolate, 
an impaired membrane diffusion process can contribute signifi­
cantly to overall gas uptake limitations (e.g. 66,74,97). The 
mass transfer coefficients (per unit volume) are numerically 
distributed over the entire lung transport surface and have a 
temporal aspect due principally to the periodic inflations of 
the alveoli with respiration. 
The remaining parameters of pulmonary gas uptake are the 
metabolic requirements of the body, the quality of "fresh air", 
and the (respiratory) gas capacity of the blood. There are, 
then, four primary areas of interest; gas distributions, blood 
distributions, diffusion limitations, and "external" respira­
tory parameters. Many of these concepts are restated in 
Figure A-2 with only two functionally dissimilar, homogeneous 
lung masses (alveoli) depicted. 
As respiration is vital, so is the qualitative and 
quantitative analysis of pulmonary dysfunction. Respiratory 
diseases directly claim more than 100,000 lives per year in 
the United States and more than a million people in this 
countiry are insidiously impaired by chronic bronchitis and 
ENVIRONMENT (P,) 
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Figure A-2. Parameters of pulmonary gas uptake 
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emphysema. Millions more function without loss of routine 
maneuverability, yet have little success with even moderately 
strenuous endeavors. Consumption and pneumonia are no longer 
dread as they once were, but relatively new environmental 
stresses have spawned even more devastating diseases. 
Each respiratory disease manifests itself by destroying 
the integrity of one or more lung structures. In Figure A-3 
the more common manifestations are illustrated in terms of a 
single conductive airway into an alveolated volume. Many 
diseases, with their accompanying structural defects, are 
merely progenitors of another disease and/or defect. For 
instance, chronic bronchitis with increased airway resistance 
and emphysema with tissue destruction are virtually inseparable 
allies. Fibrosis may result from many industrial environments 
(silicosis, asbestosis, bysinosis, etc.) and will eventually 
manifest the characteristics of emphysema. 
The implications of increased airway resistance have 
already been presented. Fibrosis and edema primarily reduce 
compliance and increase membrane diffusion resistance. 
Emphysema also reduces compliance, reduces the available mass 
transfer area, and reduces vascularity. Atelectatic alveolar 
regions essentially shunt venous blood around the lung and are 
useless. 
Most of these diseases are incurable in that destroyed 
tissues cannot be restored. However, most diseases can be 
arrested and often the symptoms can be at least temporarily 
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relieved. Occasionally, two diseases may compete to further 
provoke any possible treatments. For instance, if portions of 
a lung are cancerous while the remaining lung structures are 
severely emphysemateous, removal of the cancerous portions may 
only promote an even more intolerable situation. 
In all cases, it thoroughly behooves us to have clinical 
methods by which we may evaluate the temporal and topographical 
progressions of these respiratory diseases. Unfortunately, 
clinical methods have been limited by the many variables or 
parameters that cannot be directly measured. End-capillary 
blood and alveolar gas have not been sampled in situ and esti­
mates of these quantities must be inferred from assumed 
characteristics of pulmonary structure and function. Even if 
such measurements were possible, it would be seemingly 
impossible to provide a sufficient number of samples to 
adequately represent every portion of this complex organ. 
Distribution parameters and mass transfer coefficients are 
examples of equally elusive quantities. 
An exception to these inferred measures is the more 
recently developed technique of radiological scanning to 
quantify intrapulmonary blood and gas distribution patterns 
(e.g. 2,13,135). These are rather difficult to perform and do 
not necessarily produce an accurate quantification of patho­
logically similar alveoli (139). Endotracheal gas sampling is 
another exception where gas samples which are more representa­
tive of local alveolar air spaces are presumably retrieved (77). 
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These exceptions are few however, and are not without criticism, 
and the measurable variables are essentially limited to con­
centrations (partial pressures) of ventilated gas streams and 
venous and arterial blood streams. To this end, virtually all 
internal phenomena must be observed at these locations with 
lung models ultimately providing the necessary information con­
cerning transport and capacitance lags, distribution and mixing 
effects, and diffusion limitations. 
It is necessary to define some measures of pulmonary 
performance to be considered. With the emphasis on gas uptake, 
at least two related standards of performance are available. 
The first is to measure the equivalent partial pressures of 
arterialized blood and compare them with those of the environ­
ment. A perfect mass transfer unit would show no steady-state 
partial pressure gradients between these two streams. The 
second measure of performance is the total amount of gas trans­
ferred across the alveolo-capillary membrane (blood-gas 
content). Both performance coefficients are dependent on the 
same blood and gas distributions (and total flow rates), mixing, 
and structural characteristics of the lung, but each is indi­
vidually and selectively amplified under identical circumstances. 
A change in state or condition of the respiratory system may 
produce large changes in partial pressure gradients with little 
influence on total gas uptake due to portions of blood-gas 
equilibrium curves where low solubility prevails. Similarly, 
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changes in gas uptake may become more significant due to 
relatively high solubility or due to changes in cardiac output, 
for example. 
The gradient expression that received the most attention 
was the alveolar air-arterial blood-oxygen partial pressure 
gradient (AaDOg). Oxygen was selected as the reference com­
ponent because it is the most sensitive measure of performance. 
It offers the greatest resistance to alveolar-capillary gas 
transport by combining a relatively high effective solubility 
in blood with a relatively low mass transfer coefficient. 
Also, the nonlinear oxygen dissociation curve amplifies small 
oxyhemoglobin concentration differences into large blood-oxygen 
partial pressure gradients at typical arterial oxygen concentra 
tion levels. Another reason to select oxygen is that any 
statement concerning pulmonary performance will eventually be 
referred to oxygen uptake as this is a component of primary 
interest to the living organism. 
Other component gradients have been explored. Carbon 
dioxide release is also vital to the organism, and carbon 
dioxide uniquely combines the properties of very high effective 
solubility in blood with a dissociation curve that can be more 
reliably represented by a single linearization over the entire 
venous-arterial blood concentration range. Linearity facili­
tates computational methods and, again, high effective 
solubilities provide a greater challenge to alveolo-capillary 
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gas transport. Inert (physically dissolved only) gases have 
relatively low solubilities in blood and, hence, offer only the 
advantage of linear blood-gas equilibria relationships. The 
gradients for inert gases have been induced and observed to 
isolate ventilation-perfusion maldistributions (45,103,136, 
139). 
Although alveolar-arterial gradients are normally 
mentioned, the total gradient performance function may be 
defined as 
EaD = EAD + AcD + caD (A-1) 
for each gas species transferred across the alveolo-capillary 
membrane (132). The total expired air-arterial gradient (EaD) 
is the time dependent sum of three distinct contributions; 
a) expired air-alveolar gradient (EAD) resulting from the 
mixing of dissimilar alveolar partial pressures in a non­
functional anatomic dead space volume; b) alveolar - end-
capillary gradient (AcD) due to diffusion limitations; c) end-
capillary - arterial gradient (caD) due to mixing of end-
capillary blood from dissimilar alveoli, including venous blood 
shunted past any functional alveoli. The latter two sum 
separately to yield the alveolar-arterial gradient (AaD). 
Further, the existence of dissimilar alveolar partial pressures 
is the consequence of ventilation-perfusion maldistribution and 
diffusion limitations or diffusion-perfusion maldistributions. 
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Certainly other measures of pulmonary performance are 
monitored, and even more frequently than gradient measurements. 
The primary reasons for the latter consequence are that blood­
less methods are most desirable and that blood-gas levels are 
rather difficult to measure. New in vivo blood-gas analyzers 
and more powerful and sophisticated pulmonary function tests 
will soon overshadow these objections. More conventional tests 
now include measures of total ventilation rates, lung volumes, 
and carbon monoxide diffusing capacity, as well as nitrogen 
washout or helium equilibration tests for functional distribu­
tions, airway obstruction-forced ventilation tests, and rather 
modest differential ventilation studies using radioactive 
isotopes to obtain topographical distributions between lung 
halves or quarters (114). 
The models developed to evaluate respiratory parameters 
were quite numerous and much diversified in both detail and 
purpose. Specific characteristics of many of these models will 
be presented in later paragraphs, but an overview of the 
literature is appropriate now. To identify those anomalies and 
subsequent gas partial pressures previously mentioned, the con­
ventional procedure was to partition the dead space and 
alveolar volumes into a number of homogeneous regions. 
Virtually no other conventional practices existed. How­
ever, all but a few models assumed that the alveolar regions 
were ventilated in parallel through one or more (parallel) 
dead space regions. Of the few exceptions (e.g. 98,104,126), 
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the most prominent was an analysis of stratified inhomogeneity 
utilizing two alveolar compartments in series and a much 
simplified ventilation scheme (104). Although the analysis did 
satisfy some clinical observations involving the single-breath 
alveolar plateaus (8,29), there was no justification to deny 
the abundant observations of a much more prominent regional 
(parallel) inhomogeneity associated with disease. 
The assumed ventilation pattern was one of the most 
distinctive characteristics of any respiratory model and the 
purpose of a particular investigation was closely correlated 
to this assumption. The most rigorous,and least presumptuous, 
modeled ventilation patterns attempted to incorporate the 
actual breath-by-breath characteristics of the bidirectional 
distribution system. Either a single expiration or a few 
breaths were simulated with a typical purpose of merely 
describing temporal alveolar and blood-gas partial pressures, 
at constant conditions of environmental air and venous blood 
composition, and of cardiac output and ventilation (16,17,24, 
25,119,122,138). 
For the single breath analysis or the discontinuous, 
multiple breath analysis, a more specific purpose was to 
interpret clinical observations concerning alveolar washout 
(e.g. 1,14,33,36,49,83,137) and carbon monoxide diffusing 
capacity tests (35,73). The reasons for developing a complete 
alveolar gas cycle were perhaps less tangible, but some 
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possibilities were to (1) compare mean alveolar partial 
pressures with those on expiratory recordings (20,25), 
C2) evaluate the influence of and possibly corroborate the 
reality of cardiogenic oscillations (24,84), (3) evaluate the 
temporal process of capillary gas uptake (23,24,119), 
(4) investigate blood-gas response characteristics as appli­
cable to respiratory control theory (44,85,119,138) and 
(5) bracket the possible influence of the dead space regions 
with regard to the reinspiration of mixed (perhaps asyn­
chronously) alveolar gases (72). 
Finally, the most elaborate continuous, multiple breath 
models, with two exceptions (24,72), were developed in conjunc­
tion with the respiratory control mechanisms (44,85,119). 
These control models did not isolate the lung and permitted 
dynamic variations in venous compositions, cardiac output and 
ventilation, as constrained by various circulatory and con­
troller characteristics and by one or more compartments of 
metabolizing tissues. In all cases the assumed ventilation 
pattern was sinusoidal and almost no attention was given to the 
potential anamolies within the lung. 
The next approximation to ventilation was to assume a 
continuous, unidirectional pattern. With this assumption, the 
periodicity of respiration disappeared and any influence of the 
dead space was, at most, averaged over the entire respiratory 
cycle (a similar dead space simplification occasionally 
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appeared in the breath-by-breath models (119)). 
For the unsteady-state (unidirectional) case, most efforts 
were directed towards the analysis of respiratory control 
mechanisms because this pattern of ventilation was more amenable 
(than bidirectional) to numerical solutions on digital com­
puters (e.g. 42,54,78). This model also served well to study 
the dynamic characteristics of bodily gas uptake (15), which is 
especially important in the administration of anesthetics (51). 
In several instances, this unsteady-state model was 
applied to the appropriate clinical data for the purpose of 
quantifying alveolar distribution patterns and the methods for 
inert gas washout from a limited number of alveolar compart­
ments have been well established (8). One investigation 
attempted to resolve ventilation and perfusion between two 
alveolar compartments by correlating unsteady-state inert gas 
release following venous injections (45). And, in what was 
perhaps the most elaborate distribution analysis, continuous 
ventilation-perfusion distributions were determined from 
unsteady-state arterial blood-oxygen concentrations during a 
nitrogen washout procedure (71,86). 
The final simplification assumed the continuous, uni­
directional ventilation patterns once again, but now the entire 
respiratory process was considered at steady-state. The 
problem reduced to a set of algebraic equations, linear for 
inert gas studies (139), and also linear for oxygen and carbon 
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dioxide upon linearization of blood-gas equilibrium data and 
upon linearization of functions that ultimately define the 
alveolo-capillary membrane gas transport processes (this paper). 
More typically, problems concerning oxygen and carbon dioxide 
were alinear (e.g. 9,80,128). 
The principal advantages of the steady-state methods are 
that they are computationally much more feasible than those for 
the unsteady-state. Subsequently, more details concerning 
ventilation and perfusion distributions, membrane diffusion 
limitations, and precise blood-gas equilibrium functions, may 
be obtained at the obvious expense of all temporal effects. 
Furthermore, steady-state conditions are readily achieved for 
the common respiratory gases (ignoring breath-by-breath 
periodicity) and a quasi steady-state analysis has proven 
acceptable for certain unsteady-state inert gas investigations 
(30,102,139). 
An abundance of these models appeared in the literature 
with a certain commonality of assumptions and assertions 
between all of them. On the other hand, many investigations 
offered new and unique insights into pulmonary gas transport; 
in clinical techniques, in methods of data analysis, and in 
extensive presentations of probable parameter sensitivity. 
The remarks that follow in this report are very much out­
lined by this literature overview. Initially, respiratory 
models will be developed to accommodate a large variety of 
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problems. Then a number of FORTRAN digital computer sub­
programs will be presented, and demonstrated, to solve each 
model. Finally, some unique applications of the subprograms 
will be presented and discussed. 
21 
MODELING VENTILATION AND PERFUSION DISTRIBUTIONS 
The two primary gas space designations of the lung have 
already been introduced; the alveolar regions and the anatomic 
dead space regions. The alveolar regions are characterized by 
short gas phase diffusion distances (<4 mm) within the many 
differentiated alveolar groupings. In turn, the short dif­
fusion paths suggest a homogeneous gas phase adjacent to the 
mass transfer surfaces and, consequently, a macroscopic model 
(4) of these alveolar gas spaces is seemingly appropriate. 
This concept of local, or stratified homogeneity, has been 
generally accepted, but some experimental results demonstrated 
an inhomogeneity (29). In any event, convective mal­
distribution effects, or parallel inhomogeneities, are 
certainly more the essence of impaired gas uptake. Moreover, 
if local alveolar septa are destroyed by disease, diffusion 
distances are increased, but the compliance and transfer area 
of the region are decreased. The net result is an increase in 
convective maldistribution and in diffusion limitations that 
combine to impair gas uptake far more than could be attributed 
to any stratified inhomogeneity. 
In contrast to the alveolar diffusion distances, the 
system of airways provides a relatively long (30 cm) path from 
environment to alveoli. Flow patterns are naturally turbulent 
due to the many dichotomous branchings of the system, but an 
increasing total cross-section flow area reduces the velocity 
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and, as the inspired gases approach the alveoli, turbulent 
transport diminishes and molecular transport prevails (strati­
fied inhomogeneity previously mentioned). Nevertheless, the 
gas movements through the airways are primarily convective and 
an appropriate model of the anatomic dead space would be a 
distributed-parameter model with variable bidirectional plug 
flow and axial diffusion, or a distributed-lumped-parameter 
model that effectively simulates this system. This and even 
more extensive types of analysis have been approached in the 
literature when the emphasis was on topics not specifically 
dedicated to the expressed objectives of this investigation 
(98,126). When the objectives were similar to those in this 
work, inclusion of the anatomic dead space was restricted to 
no more than a single lumped-parameter model, and most steady-
state respiratory models totally disregarded this space except 
to acknowledge the "wasted" ventilation. 
A molar balance around an alveolar compartment is then 
simply 
dt = "l. - "O. (B-l) 
for any gas component (i) or for the total mixture. Before 
specifying the molar quantities, it is advantageous to con­
clude that total pressures throughout the lung are essentially 
uniform. Normal variations are + 3 mmHg and are not signifi­
cant. Maximal variations are -80 to +100 mmHg (46) and are 
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significant, but a mechanical model of the lung, with lung 
compliance and flow resistances explicitly included, would be 
required to define the absolute and distributed pressure varia­
tions. This inclusion was not attempted. 
In addition to the assumption of uniform pressure, all 
gas volumes are assumed to behave ideally at normal body 
temperature and water saturated. Environmental air partial 
pressures and volumes must be corrected accordingly (water 
vapor pressure at 37®C is 47 mmHg). This conditioning of 
inspired air is, in fact, accomplished early in the upper air­
ways of the respiratory tract for all but most severe environ­
mental conditions. Conventional conditions for expressing 
blood-gas concentrations and flow volumes are standard 
temperature and pressure (STP), O'C and 760 mmHg respectively. 
These conventions were not always consistent throughout the 
literatureI 
The alveolar equation, for each gas component, then 
becomes 
. . .  
dt = W - (B-2 
where (positive) KV^  represents the gas uptake rate from 
alveoli to capillary blood. Five functions (V^ , , Qg, , 
Vj^ ) require definition before this equation may be solved for 
alveolar partial pressure. The two respiratory flow rates. 
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inspiratory (Q^  ) and expiratory (Qg), and the alveolar volume 
(V^ )f are related by an overall material balance: 
a(VJ . n . 
sr- = «E, - 2E -
I 1=1 
where the last term is a summation over all gas uptake rates 
(n components) and accounts for a net gas transfer across the 
alveolo-capillary membrane. The constants K and K* include 
pressure, temperature and saturation corrections as required 
(90). When all gas volumes are expressed at standard tempera­
tures and pressure, K is the reference pressure (760 mmHg) and 
K' is reference pressure/total dry gas pressure (760/713). 
Breath-by-breath analysis 
To define these functions further, a particular respira­
tory maneuver must be approximated. For the normal process of 
periodic, bidirectional ventilation, the alveolar equation 
(B-2) becomes two equations (24): 
Inspiration defined by 
d(V ) n . 
+ K' E V. > 0; (B-4a) 
dt i=i 1 -
n 
d(V-)/dt = Q„ - K' Z V. (B-4b) 
 ^ i=l  ^
and 
—— = Qn Pn - KV. CB-4C) 
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or 
V%> d(V,) 
— = (P„ - p, ) dt dt 
n 
+ P- K' Z V. - KV. 
°i i=l  ^ 1 
(B-4d) 
Expiration defined by 
d(V ) n . 
:^ + K' s V. < 0 ; (B-5a) 
dt i=i 1 
n 
d(V_)/dt = -Q„ - K' Z V. (B-5b) 
A i=l 1 
and 
— = -Ô=P* - KV, (B-5C) dt i 
or 
V<%' n . 
— = P, K' 2 V. - KV. (B-5d) dt A. i 1 
Three conventions are implicit in these equations. Gas uptake 
positive into the blood has already been established. The 
second convention is that ventilation rates are positive, 
independent of direction. The third convention is more subtle 
and consists of the selection of alveolar volume as a primary 
parameter rather than ventilation rates. This is merely a 
numerical convenience. If ventilation rates were defined 
explicitly, then the total material balance equation would have 
to be integrated to determine the instantaneous alveolar volume. 
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By specifying the alveolar vol\ame, and its rate of change, this 
complication is avoided and the constraint that alveolar volume 
is conserved over an extended respiratory period is readily 
attained by proper definition of 
This complication does not arise if the net alveolo-capillary 
gas exchange is (assumed) zero and if the defined ventilation 
rates are convenient analytic functions. 
Several ventilation patterns have been used as inputs to 
respiratory models (e.g. 17,24,25,39,119,138). The most often 
used periodic function was a simple sinusoid 
that did not attempt to distinguish between individual 
expiratory and inspiratory rhythms. Indeed, more elaborate 
approximations have not been necessary to characterize any 
significant transient responses associated with periodicity. 
Special respiratory maneuvers, single breath analysis and 
apnea, are readily accommodated: 
"t>>0 
V^ dt = 0 (B-6) 
0 
Va = + 2^  sin(2nft) (B-7) 
"inspiration" 
0 or -K' z V. 
i=l  ^
n . 
"apnea" (B-8) dt 
"expiration" 
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The parenthetical definitions here are necessary to distinguish 
these qualitative remarks from the quantitative definitions of 
inspiration and expiration previously given. The zero function 
for apnea implies an open airway such that lung volumes do not 
change with variations in net gas transfer across the alveolo-
capillary membrane. The other extreme is a closed airway with 
an appropriately changing lung volume. [Note that these 
special functions, with could also be introduced 
within the context of the next subsection.] 
Returning to the alveolar equation (B-2), two functions 
are yet to be defined. The rates of gas uptake across the 
membrane are discussed later when blood-side, or capillary, 
modeling procedures are presented. Symbolically, the instan­
taneous rates are 
where the dimensionless capillary length (z*) is unity and the 
mass transfer coefficients (D^  ) are potentially functions of 
i 
time, alveolar volume and blood-gas compositions. Blood-gas 
partial pressures (P\) are nominally bounded by venous and 
arterial blood values (P. > P. > P_ ) and, as with alveolar 
i  ^ i 
partial pressures, are functions of time. 
The remaining function requires a model of the anatomic 
dead space regions and, without further justification, the 
single lumped parameter model will be retained. The appropriate 
rl 
(Pj. -P. (z*))dz* 
Li 1 
(B-9) 
0 
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equations for each gas component are (24): 
Inspiration defined by 
m 
E j=l 
a (V ) n . 
-âf- + K' V. j > 0 ; (B-lOa) 
dt % j=i j=i 
Expiration defined by 
m 
Z j=l 
atv.) n . 
-ât^ - + K' 
1—-L 
. < 0 ; 
(B-lOb) 
(B-lOc) 
V'^ D.> 
at 
m 
= Z 
j=i '\j • 
(B-lOd) 
where dead space volumes are assumed constant and small 
quantities of gas uptake in these regions can be ignored (7). 
Note that m alveolar compartments are defined, each with indi­
vidual alveolar volume functions that determine any specified 
gas-side distributions. Asynchronous ventilation is readily 
accommodated within the inspiration equation and one alveolar 
space may inhale while another exhales or is momentarily 
stationary. One possible set of alveolar volume functions 
would be 
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(B-lla) 
(B-llb) 
(B-llc) 
Continuous, unidirectional ventilation 
The original alveolar equation (B-2) implied a continuous, 
unidirectional ventilation scheme. Although not a true 
representation of respiration, this approximation is quite 
useful and is generally applicable to inquiries concerning the 
significance of maldistributions and diffusion limitations. 
The immediate benefits from the simplication are; (1) only one 
alveolar equation (for each component) is required; (2) no 
explicitly defined anatomic dead space equations are required; 
(3) alveolar partial pressures may, in many cases, be con­
sidered constant relative to a particular element of blood 
passing through the capillaries. When modeling simultaneous 
alveolar mass transfer units, these benefits are especially 
reflected in the economy of obtaining solutions to the result­
ing systems of equations. 
The disadvantages are the obvious loss of breath-by-breath 
phenomena, especially the loss of the "true" response 
m m 
Va = : V = z 
j=i j=i ^ 6j(t) ~ sin(2iTft) 
where 
t = 
f V 
B.(t) •=— sin(2nft) dt = 0 
J  ^
and 
m 
Z B.(t) = 1 
1=1 3 
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characteristics of expired gas compositions. Furthermore, the 
potential influence of distributed dead space volumes must 
still be recognized and the limits of the last advantage stated 
above must not be seriously encroached upon. 
Rewriting Equation B-2 to incorporate a mean alveolar 
volume yields 
^ ^ Va. ) 
= 0= Pn - QttPa - KV, (B-12a) dt i^ E 1 
and 
dCV^ ) . n 
= QE; - OE - K' *1 (B-12b) 
For "steady" ventilation relative to mean alveolar lung volumes, 
d(V^ )/dt =0. When alveolar partial pressures can be con­
sidered constant relative to blood-gas transfer (16,17), 
Vi = OB(Ci-Cv.)+ 
d (C. )" 
V 
c dt (B-13a) 
where 
= ^ oap<%' 
The formulation of the function (f ) that relates alveolar 
partial pressure to end-capillary concentration (C^ ) will be 
discussed later. Suffice to say for now that the function is 
merely a blood-gas equilibrium relationship when capillary 
blood and alveolar gas are equilibrated. The bracketed term 
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on the right hand side of the equation represents the capaci­
tance of the capillary blood volume, where the defined 
instantaneous mean concentration 
rl 
i^ = (z)d2* (B-13c) 
will range from the venous concentration for no mass transfer, 
to the alveolar gas equilibration value for (essentially) 
infinite mass transfer. Note that the assumption is 
equivalent to a one-pool, lumped-parameter capillary model 
(118) and also note that a mean capillary blood-gas partial 
pressure is conventionally defined by (9) 
(B-13d) 
At steady-state, the alveolar equation simplifies further 
to 
KOgtCi - Cy,) = Qj, 37 ' '*1 (B-14a) 
where, again. 
Ci = fcap(%' (B-13b) 
With all temporal variations deleted, we need only to establish 
some policy for characterizing the dead space gas partial pres­
sure, and to define the inspiratory-expiratory total ventila­
tion ratio (^ g /Qg). 
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The inspiratory-expiratory ratio can be defined by the 
previously mentioned total material balance (at steady-state 
in this case). Alternately, a balance on one of the component 
gases may be used for this purpose and it is convenient to 
select a gas that has a linear blood-gas equilibrium relation­
ship (Cjç = . One such inert gas is nitrogen, present in 
nearly all respiratory situations, and assuredly equilibrated 
(18,35). The resulting equation is 
Qe, 
Since a steady-state model does not permit an explicit 
definition of dead space gas compositions, some policy must be 
applied to artificially establish these values. The simplest 
policy implies that the dead space has no affect other than to 
reduce the portion of "fresh air" that reaches the alveoli with 
each breath, or tidal volume. That is, functionally different 
alveoli do not influence one another by mixing in a dead space 
volume. Instead, each alveolar volume inspires a gas mixture 
consisting of a dead space aliquot of previously expired 
alveolar gas and an aliquot of fresh air; 
= Va, + - Vo)?!. (B-15) 
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Then/ an "alveolar ventilation rate" may be defined as 
(B-16a) 
or 
T 
(V^ -^Vp) 
(B-16b) 
and Equation B-15 may be inserted into Equation B-14a to yield 
KOB'Ci - Cvi' = °A (B-17a) 
where (87) 
a„ K(Pa - P„ ) N V. N. 
'A (Oa/OBlPi N. 
4%, 
N, 
(B-17b) 
Note that inspired gas partial pressures are inherently cor­
rected for water vapor added in the upper airways (P^  = 
°2 
159*713/760 throughout this work, etc.). 
A second policy is to assume that functionally dissimilar 
alveoli do mix expired gas in a common dead space volume and 
thereby additionally influence pulmonary gas uptake (14,72, 
113,136). The definition of P^  becomes 
"i 
W = VA. + <% - (B-18a) 
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where 
m m 
P = E V P / E V (B-18b) 
1 j=l i^j j=l j 
The summation again includes all alveolar units contributing 
to a common dead space. 
The third policy(s) investigates the significance of 
asynchronous ventilation (37,91); a factor at steady-state only 
because of potential dead space mixing characteristics (72). 
The many possibilities for asynchronous patterns, among several 
alveolar units, forbids the explicit presentation of a single 
definitional equation. We may note, however, that the 
potential effect is clearly manifested when one of two func­
tional alveolar units exhales and inhales last into a common 
dead space. This unit then receives a larger aliquot of fresh 
air, while the other unit receives much less (potentially zero) 
fresh air and is augmented by large amounts of expired gas from 
the first unit. If the entire lung can be represented by only 
two alveoli and a common dead space, generalized expressions 
can be derived: 
Let the subscript 1 imply "first" and the subscript 2 
imply "last" with reference to the order of either inspiration 
or expiration. Then, if V_  ^V , 
II 
<B-19a) 
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and 
t^ D - >^ A + 
1 2 1 P = i 
2^ 
or, if V„ > V 
P. 
VA + (% - ^ D>^ i 
•^ 1 
°1 
and (B-19b) 
and 
Vl-PA, + (Vo - Vr.iPA. 
P ,  ^ ^ ^ i ( B -19C) 
where P = P if > V^ . This construction assumes the 
 ^ 2^ 2 
sequential displacement of dead space volumes followed by 
perfect mixing. Although quite artificial, these approxima­
tions can satisfy a basic exploratory venture into this area 
of asynchronous behavior. 
Number and description of alveolar transfer units 
It was previously noted that an estimated 300 million 
alveoli participate in the normal lung. Grouping these 
alveoli into functionally similar units is a task modified by 
purpose and convenience rather than by strict anatomical con­
siderations. The latter might require 70 thousand units 
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representing terminal conductive airway regions (130), while 
other topographical considerations might include delimited 
segments of lobes, lobes, right and left lung, or arbitrary 
"slices" of lung representing certain gravitational depen­
dencies (36,77,131). On the other hand, functionally similar 
alveoli may be dispersed throughout the lung and, thus, any 
topographical concept would be all too limiting (139). 
Most lung models have utilized one or two functionally 
distinct alveolar units, or compartments. More compartments 
have been employed to describe certain features of respiratory 
behavior and even continuous distributions of ventilation and 
perfusion have been offered. A particularly interesting result 
was presented by West (133). Utilizing an arbitrary log normal 
distribution for ventilation or perfusion. West divided the 
distribution among successively increasing numbers of compart­
ments and compared the resulting net gas uptake rates. As one 
might expect, there were considerable variations between small 
numbers of compartments, but, after six compartments, the 
variations were markedly reduced and were virtually gone after 
ten compartments. That is, a model with ten compartments and 
one with one thousand compartments both predicted the same gas 
uptake rates. This does not suggest that ten alveolar compart­
ments are required to successfully characterize ventilation 
and perfusion distribution effects, but does suggest a signifi­
cantly more reasonable number than might be gleaned from 
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anatomical considerations. 
Single-alveolar-compartment models have been utilized to 
characterize gross maldistributions, diffusion limitations, 
periodic ventilation responses, capillary blood flow effects, 
and respiratory control phenomena. All but the former selected 
the one-compartment model because inhomogeneities were not an 
integral part of the question at hand. The results of these 
efforts, consequently, must be evaluated in view of this 
omission. 
The first approximations to gross maldistributions were 
presented eighty years ago. Bohr (6) recognized the "wasted" 
ventilation to the anatomic dead space and distinguished 
between this volume and an alveolar volume. Over the next six 
decades, the concept of ventilation-perfusion maldistribution 
was introduced and the alveolar-arterial gradients due to this 
malfunction were differentiated from those due to diffusion 
limitations (74). Eventually, a physiological dead space was 
defined to include the anatomic dead spaces and those alveolar 
regions that had very high ventilation-perfusion ratios. 
Additionally, a venous admixture was defined to combine ana­
tomically shunted blood with blood to alveolar regions that 
had very low ventilation-perfusion ratios. The resulting 
model then had one "ideal" alveolar compartment, a (physio­
logical) dead space, and a (effective) blood shunt (100,108). 
Clinically, steady-state equations were coupled with an 
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assumption of no diffusion limitations. A carbon dioxide mass 
balance differentiated the alveolar compartment from the dead 
space and, then, an oxygen material balance provided a numeri­
cal evaluation of the venous admixture. Obviously, this is 
only a conceptual extension of the single alveolar compartment 
model mentioned in the previous paragraph. However, the in­
sight provided by these efforts was a milestone accomplishment 
and all respiratory studies should (many do not) minimally 
include these concepts. 
The next logical increment was to a two-alveolar-compart­
ment model, one that would identify anatomic dead space and 
(true) shunt values and then also provide two functional 
alveolar regions to further describe ventilation-perfusion 
maldistribution and, perhaps, diffusion limitations. This 
readily conformed to observations that normal lungs, in an 
upright position, displayed distinctive maldistribution charac­
teristics minimally modeled by "upper" and "lower" zones 
(e.g. 13,61,103,131). However, even more applicable were 
observations relating to the "fast" and "slow" (with reference 
to high and low ventilation-alveolar volume ratios respec­
tively) alveolar spaces associated primarily with emphysema 
(e.g. 11,26,66). 
The two-alveolar-compartment concept also provided a 
minimum framework from which many theoretical investigations 
began. The effects of (1) ventilation-perfusion 
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maldistribution (e.g. 10,36,127), (2) simultaneous overall and 
regional diffusion limitations (50,59,65,73,95), (3) mixing 
expiratory gases from dissimilar alveoli in a common dead 
space region (72,137) and asynchronous ventilation (72), and 
(4) blood-gas equilibrium capacity and nonlinearity, with 
reference to maldistribution (139), were all demonstrated by 
this respiratory model. 
The popularity of this particular model may, however, 
also be attributed to reasons even beyond these points of 
observation and demonstration. Typically, solutions from the 
equations that describe these phenomena can require extensive 
numerical efforts and, then, because a vast number of para­
meters are required to describe the systems, it is difficult 
to present a concise record of possible parameter interactions. 
In recognition of these problems, graphical procedures were 
introduced to accommodate implicit, nonlinear blood-gas 
equilibrium functions, to compare and relate parameter sensi­
tivity, and to promote a more clear understanding of the 
entire respiratory process. In many cases the graphical 
techniques were not subject to any restrictions on the number 
of alveolar compartments, but possible compartmental inter­
actions and subsequent discussions were most difficult if 
extended beyond the two units. 
Graphical procedures began with an oxygen-carbon dioxide 
alveolar partial pressure diagram, with the respiratory 
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quotient as a variable parameter and with venous blood and 
environmental air compositions as fixed parameters. Assuming 
that alveolar gas and end-capillary blood are equilibrated, a 
single curve was drawn representing the possible alveolar 
compositions at any ventilation-perfusion ratio. This 
ventilation-perfusion line was initially utilized to clarify 
the concept of "ideal" alveolar air and associated blood-gas 
partial pressure gradients (108) and was extended to a "four-
quadrant" diagram that included blood-gas concentrations as 
well as partial pressures (109). Simultaneous diffusion 
limitations (109) , reinspirations of mixed dead space air 
(113), variations in environmental parameters (47,88,93,102), 
and the presence of soluble inert blood-gas components (30) 
were all discussed with the aid of this Og-COg diagram or the 
related N2-CO2 diagram (101,132). And, more than twenty years 
after its inception, ventilation-perfusion lines were made 
available as computerized constructions (87) and, although 
no provisions for diffusion limitations nor dead space mixing 
were incorporated, the tedium of new constructions, that did 
not require these two features, was averted. 
These diagrams also provided a trial-and-error method to 
fit the ventilation-perfusion ratios of a two alveolar compart­
ment model to arterial blood-oxygen and carbon dioxide data 
(110b). Neither this technique nor two other graphical two-
compartment procedures (10,65) were (apparently) overwhelmingly 
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received as evidenced by the absence of applications recorded 
in the literature and by personal inspection of clinical 
pulmonary function records. However, if adequate computer 
routines would continue to replace the graphical procedures, 
clinical acceptance should improve. One particular method 
(65) appears to be exceedingly worthy of numerical assistance 
and will be presented in subsequent paragraphs. 
Models with more than two alveolar compartments were rare, 
but the exceptions did provide unique insights, Wiener et al. 
(136) determined that the respiratory model must have three 
alveolar compartments to properly fit arterial oxygen, carbon 
dioxide and nitrogen data. When the previous two-compartment 
analysis was applied to data from emphysema patients, the 
predicted arterial nitrogen levels were consistently higher 
than those measured. By insisting that all the blood-gas 
concentrations be fit according to a three-compartment model 
("slowest" space ventilation was independently measured as 
were always the constraints of total alveolar ventilation and 
total pulmonary blood flow), the severity of maldistribution 
appeared to be overestimated by the two-compartment model in 
terms of fractional perfusion to least ventilated spaces. 
This fact did not, however, preclude the utility of the two-
compartment model because diffusion limitations were not 
adequately considered (and such an inclusion would predict 
lower arterial nitrogens), because the three-compartment 
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distributions were typically close to the two-compartment 
distributions, and because relative distributions, changing 
with levels of pulmonary malfunction, are more important than 
absolute measures. 
Other three-compartment models have been presented to 
describe inert gas washout tests for ventilation-volume dis­
tributions (8) and a six-compartment model has been said to be 
(generally) necessary for the same purpose (49). One other 
interesting model with a finite number of alveolar compart­
ments was derived from radiological scanning techniques (131). 
The upright lung was divided into nine slices by ventilation-
perfusion ratios and volumes. Other scans have been 
accomplished, but the results of this particular work were 
most presentable. 
Continuous distributions were first suggested more than 
two decades ago (100) and log normal ventilation-perfusion 
distributions have been arbitrarily applied to several 
respiratory models (31,134). The most extensive and informa­
tive of these efforts was the one previously mentioned by West 
(133) where, in addition to evaluating the required number of 
compartments to describe gas uptake, the influences of overall 
ventilation and perfusion, and of blood-oxygen and carbon 
dioxide equilibrium parameters, were superimposed on the 
distributions. 
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The clinical problem of matching continuous distributions 
to data from patients is not easy, nor can it be precise. One 
method suggested, but not implemented, was to assume log normal 
distribution parameters (perhaps variance and skewness) until 
the data was most closely approximated (133). Another method 
observed that a unique two alveolar compartment model was 
defined for every inert gas pair introduced into venous blood 
and subsequently washed out of the lungs (139). By selecting 
gas pairs with distinctively different solubility ratios, a 
quasi steady-state analysis of alveolar gas and arterial blood 
provided a cumulative response of slow space ventilation as a 
function of slow space perfusion. To simplify the clinical 
requirements, n inert gases could be injected simultaneously 
to provide 2(n-2)! distribution points. 
The most elaborate fits of continuous distributions were 
accomplished by Okubo and Lenfant (71,86) as previously 
mentioned. Recognizing that alveolar nitrogen and arterial 
blood-oxygen records may be interpreted as Laplace transforma­
tion integrals during nitrogen washout, numerical inversion 
techniques were employed to determine continuous distributions 
of ventilation to alveolar volume and of ventilation to per­
fusion. The approach and results were impressive, but many 
simplifying assumptions were required and no truly remarkable 
conclusions were reached. 
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Auxiliary components 
Complete models of external respiration must also include 
provisions for cardiovascular mixing and time delay, tissue 
metabolism, and ventilation and cardiac output control schemes. 
At steady-state these elements are not important except that 
the last three parameters must have assigned values. Moreover, 
if only alveolar periodicity, due to periodic ventilation or 
to pulsatile blood flow, is to be considered, the feedback 
systems again are not important and constant venous blood 
compositions may be assumed. 
Arterial mixing and time delay have been represented by a 
single lumped-parameter compartment (e.g. 119). Majority 
contributions to the volume of this compartment are from the 
left heart and proximal large circulatory vessels containing 
oxygenated blood. The compartment receives end-capillary blood 
from the functional alveoli and venous blood that bypasses all 
alveolar units. The importance of the transport delay is 
unique to controller analysis, while mixed arterial blood 
compositions are essential to many pulmonary performance tests. 
Finally, in contrast to these rather simplified arterializa-
tions, transfer functions have been experimentally determined 
(67). 
Tissue metabolism has also been modeled by a single 
lumped-parameter compartment (e.g. 119) with large ill-defined 
volumes including tissues and tissue capillary and venous 
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blood reservoirs. The tissue volume that correctly relates 
transient responses is an effective volume and minimally 
depends upon the tissue solubility of a particular gas. More­
over, not all venous-tissue spaces are identical with respect 
to solubility and metabolism (e.g. 15,45,76,78), or transport 
delay times and controller sensory characteristics (e.g. 42, 
76), and more than one such space is typically required. 
Lesser details were associated with inert gas transients during 
washin or washout, and greater details were associated with 
respiratory control analysis and with the analysis of distribu­
tions of gas stores throughout the body. 
Several possible control schemes were presented in the 
literature for both ventilation (e.g. 19,43,79) and cardiac 
output (42,78,119). To contrast and exemplify these functions, 
consider the following forms that would be readily adapted to 
single lumped-parameter arterial and venous-tissue compart­
ments : 
For ventilation (54) 
with 
O < = 66.7(0.405?^  
P 
CO 2 
a, 
o 2 
or (119) 
45 
ff\2 (V 
A = —£ 5- = 1 + 69.2 (C - 0.52) > 1 (B-21) 
(0 = 2)^  (500) ^ "^ COj 
For Cardiac output (42) 
Q„ = 16.7(5 + AQ„ + AQ„ ) (B-22a) 
 ^ ®°2 =°2 
where 
0 < AQ„ = 9.6651 - 0.2885P + 2.9241E-03 (P^  ) (B-22b) 
" ®°2 °2 °2 
- 1.0033E-05 (P^  ) 
a.a 
0 < AQ„ = 0.3(P - 40) < 6 (B-22c) 
or (119) 
Qg = 50 + 8Mq . (B-23) 
Each expression catered to a particular point of view and the 
response characteristics were certainly not identical. 
The scope of this work does not warrant further discus­
sions concerning these auxiliary components. However, they 
will be included, in part, within the digital subprograms 
provided for transient analysis. Most functions may be readily 
substituted and additional compartments and time delays could 
be added at the discretion of the investigator. 
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Finally, these remarks might best be summarized in 
Figures B-1 and B-2. The first generation model represents 
the most fundamental approximation to the composite lung. The 
generation model then expands the approximation to incor­
porate dead space, N alveolar spaces with diffusion limited 
gas transport into blood (shown here as a distributed-lumped-
parameter capillary model), multiple tissue spaces and time 
delays, and more exacting controller functions. No single 
effort has yet approached the generation model. 
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Figure B-1. Composite lung model. A first generation model 
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Figure B-2. Composite lung model. An generation model 
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BLOOD-GAS TRANSPORT 
A rigorous model of gas uptake in the pulmonary capil­
laries would necessarily include unsteady-state continuity 
equations, coupled with reaction rate expressions and equi­
librium relations, applied locally to gas phase, membranes, 
plasma and red blood cells. The resulting simultaneous set of 
partial differential equations with moving boundaries would be 
very difficult to solve. Hence, the first steps in modeling 
pulmonary capillary gas exchange are to simplify the model 
with assumptions that do not measurably detract from the 
validity of the information to be derived. 
The first level of assumption is to assume a two-
dimensional problem, either a cylindrical geometry with axial 
symmetry or a semi-infinite sheet (referring to blood flow 
within appropriately shaped structures). The subsequent 
elliptic or parabolic partial differential equations have never 
been approached with regard to gas uptake in pulmonary capil­
laries, but have been solved to yield tissue-capillary oxygen 
concentration profiles (12,48,58,105,106,107,117). These 
models assumed the cylindrical form and questioned the pene­
tration of oxygen from blood into brain tissue. Both steady-
and unsteady-state, and models with and without axial 
diffusion, were solved with a variety of numerical and hybrid 
techniques. 
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The pulmonary problem may be better represented by the 
semi-infinite sheet of blood flow sandwiched in the alveolar 
membrane (38), although most references began with an assump­
tion of parallel cylindrical capillaries (e.g. 80). The 
distinction was not important in the latter, as further 
assumptions reduced the problem to one (axial) dimension and 
combined the specific geometric parameters to get overall area 
and thickness expressions. 
The purpose of a two-dimensional approach to the pulmonary 
capillary problem would be to obtain and integrate concentra­
tion profiles perpendicular to the direction of blood flow and, 
subsequently, define local mass transfer coefficients in terms 
of system geometries, and in terms of transport, thermodynamic 
and kinetic properties. Despite questionable assumptions that 
would have to be applied (such as estimation of characteristic 
dimensions, system dynamics and in vivo transport properties), 
the extensive effort might generate valuable phenomenological 
insight. 
This work intentionally avoids this question and, hence, 
obviates the necessity of the two-dimensional models. An over­
all mass transfer coefficient, local only in the sense of 
functionally similar alveoli, will be defined to model the 
series of resistances from the gas phase to the blood phases. 
This maximum gradient model is depicted in Figure C-1 with 
characteristic dimensions, residence times and dimensionless 
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Figure C-1. Pulmonary capillary models with approximate 
dimensions 
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partial pressure profiles. A general material balance over a 
capillary element, dz, is 
Accumulation of all 
dissolved gas forms 
= Z 
All dissolved gas forms in-out 
by convection 
(C-1) 
All dissolved gas forms in-out 
by axial diffusion 
Gas diffused in from 
alveolar spaces 
for each respiratory gas present in the system. The designa­
tion of different dissolved gas forms identifies physically 
dissolved gas and varieties of chemically combined gas, as 
applicable. By summing over all gas forms, generation and 
depletion expressions due to chemical reaction are not required. 
Inserting appropriate flux expressions (N) and taking the 
limit as dz^ O, 
3(C^ ) -aCNg) 
~3t  ^ 9z N (C-2) 
If the red blood cells retain their identity, or, in other 
words, if an inhomogeneous blood system is assumed, two 
simultaneous equations are developed for each gas present: 
3(C_) ) 8(C ) 
^  =  H C  — +  ( 1 - H c )  ^  3t at at (C-3a) 
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3(Cp) 
Nz = «(HcCgac) + (l-Hc)Cp)-D^ (l-Hc) -g/- (C-3b) 
(C-3c) 
and 
(C-4) 
The concentration terms are expressed as mis of gas per 
ml of the respective blood phase; total (T), plasma (P), and 
red blood cell (RBC). Only the dissolved gas forms of the 
plasma are considered to be diffused axially and the concentra­
tions in each blood phase are related to the gas partial 
pressures of that phase by suitable equilibrium relationships. 
Implicit assumptions are that axial diffusion coefficients (D^ ), 
hematocrit (He), and blood velocity (u) are not functions of 
any spatial dimension within a functionally defined alveolar 
unit. 
More conventional nomenclature may be introduced: 
0 = K a He (C-5a) 
®RBC 
for the volumetric rate of gas uptake by red blood cells (ml 
gas per ml whole blood«sec«mmHg); and 
(C-5b) 
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for the alveolo-capillary membrane mass transfer coefficient 
(ml gas per secmmHg) ; and 
c^ = Ac^ c (C-5c) 
for the capillary volume of the defined alveolar unit. The 
substantial derivative of total blood concentration then 
becomes 
0 
D. D(C ) 
-Dt^= D,(1-HC) 
9^ (Cp) 
(9z) 
M 
V. (p^ -pp) (C-6) 
and for red blood cells specifically 
"Dt ~ ® He (C-7) 
Ignoring the axial diffusion term and assuming a particular 
respiratory gas is concentrated primarily in the red blood cells 
such that 
He Dt Dt (C-8a) 
the rates of gas uptake may then be equated to yield 
D (P* P ) = 0V„(P -P^ o^ ) 
M A- RBC 
(C-8b) 
Since 
(C-8C) 
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an overall mass transfer coefficient may be defined as 
c 
(C-8d) 
and, subsequently. 
He 
D(C 
Dt 
RBC M'A P (C-9) 
This approach to pulmonary capillary gas uptake has had 
several appearances in the literature. Roughton and Forster 
(116) used this model to describe the rate of carbon monoxide 
uptake as a function of oxygen partial pressure, 0^ ,Q(PQ ). The 
results not only provided this function, but also suggested a 
method of estimating capillary blood volume. Staub et al. 
(123,125) and others (23,35,65) applied the model to obtain 
oxygen profiles along a capillary for a variety of circum­
stances, and again the uptake rate as a function of oxygen 
partial pressure, (P^  ), was determined (65,124,125). The 
"2 "2 
underlying premise in both instances was that mass transfer 
rates across the alveolo-capillary membrane are independent of 
gas concentrations (and rates), but rates into the red blood 
cell are concentration dependent. More detailed models of red 
blood cells have been introduced to simulate simultaneous dif­
fusion and chemical reactions within the hemoglobin solutions 
(34) , but these efforts ar'e not of particular interest here. 
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The established symbols and have been persistently 
referred to as diffusing capacities in the bulk of the litera­
ture. Long recognized as a misnomer (20), the more proper 
reference to mass transfer coefficients will prevail through­
out these paragraphs. The symbolism, however, will be retained. 
If the interest in the capillary model is restricted to 
characterizing diffusion limitations, rather than fundamentally 
predicting local phenomena or coefficients, then the assumption 
of a homogeneous blood system is only a slight extension of the 
previous development. Defining homogeneous blood-gas partial 
pressures and concentrations, 
 ^ lira ^  
 ^(8z)^  c 
with the axial diffusion term momentarily reinstated. The 
distinctive influences of the individual blood phases are still 
present. The blood-hemoglobin content must eventually be 
specified for the equilibrium relations and the overall mass 
transfer coefficient must reflect any significant oxygen 
partial pressure variations. Furthermore, the distinction 
between diffusable gas forms of the plasma phase compared to 
total blood concentration, is considered by defining an effec­
tive diffusivity, D^ . 
It is convenient to introduce dimensionless variables into 
the problem. A complete list, with related coefficients, 
appears in Table C-1. 
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Table C-1. Defined pulmonary capillary parameters 
z* = z/L Y = (P^ -P)/(P^ -P^ ) 
t* = t/T = tu/L^  Y = (P^ -P)/(P^ -P^ ) 
Ob = V/'c  ^= (C-Cv)''<VS> 
Pe = 5l /^d; 
Equation C-10 becomes 
3(C) . 3(C) ^  1_ 3^ (C) 
(3z*)2 Qg 
(C-11) 
or, if alveolar gas and venous blood concentrations are 
constant. 
3(X) 
3t* 
ul 3(X) ^  1_ 3^ (X) 
"J " *= (az*): OayQB 
(C-12) 
Axial dispersion 
All pulmonary capillary models found in the literature 
assumed that axial dispersion was not significant {Pe-»-«>). It 
is instructive to challenge this assumption, but to do so 
requires some knowledge of blood-gas equilibrium functions. A 
sufficient description of equilibrium for the immediate purpose 
is expressed by inserting X = 1-Y (linear solubility function) 
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into Equation C-12. Then, ignoring all temporal variations, a 
familiar second-order, ordinary differential equation may be 
recognized: 
This equation is identical to that for an isothermal, plug-flow 
reactor with axial dispersion (4). If the mass transfer 
coefficients are constant, the parallel extends further to a 
reactor with first-order reaction kinetics, and the established 
results in this area of reactor design might be readily applied. 
It is necessary, however, to establish values of the Peclet 
number (Pe) and "rate" constant (R = , and the 
boundary conditions, for the pulmonary capillary problem 
specifically. 
The feasible boundary conditions have been critically dis­
cussed (129) for the reactor problem. However, the flow 
geometries associated with the pulmonary problem would not 
necessarily lead to the same conclusions. Possible boundary 
conditions and corresponding solutions are given in Table C-2. 
The modified Hulburt boundary conditions have been applied to 
the previously mentioned tissue-capillary problems (105), where 
the parameter M was fitted to "expected" results. 
The evaluation of the Peclet number must reflect the fact 
that not all the blood-gas forms participate in axial diffusion. 
For oxygen, convected (total) forms differ from axially 
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Table C-2. Solutions to Equation C-13 
Solution Boundary conditions References 
I. Danckwerts B.C. 
Yj^ (z*)=T{exp(^ )^} Y^ (0'^ )-(|^ )Yj^ (0'^ )=0 (4,28,129) 
{f(a,z*)-f(-a,z*)} Y^  (1) = 0 
for 0 ^  z* 1 
where a = (1+4R/Pe) 
Y = 2/{(l+a)f (a,0)-(l-a)f(-a,0)} 
f(a,z*) = (1+a){exp(aPe(l-z*)/2)} 
II. Hulburt B.C. 
Yjj(z*)=Yp(z*)/Yj^ (0) Yjj(O) = 1 (129) 
where Yj^ (0)=-v'[f (a,0)-f (-a,0) ] Y^ (l) = 0 
III. Modified Hulburt B.C. 
Y^ (z*) = Yjj(z*) = 1 (105) 
1+ M |^ {exp (|^ ) } 
f(-a,z) 
f(-a,0) 
f (a 
f (a 
[f(a,z)-f(-a,z) M = M 
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diffusible forms by the very large quantity of oxyhemoglobin 
bound in the red blood cells. The same situation prevails for 
carbon monoxide and carboxyhemoglobin. For carbon dioxide, the 
differences are much less with carboamino compounds bound to 
relatively immobile plasma and red blood cell proteins, while 
abundant bicarbonate ions are presumably free to diffuse with 
physically dissolved carbon dioxide gas. Finally, the differ­
ences must be virtually nonexistent for inert gases or gases 
contributing only the physically dissolved forms. An approxi­
mation of the effective Peclet number then becomes 
UL 
Pe = ^
(dC_/dP) 
(dCg/dP) (C-14) 
where the subscripts T and D denote total and diffusible blood-
gas forms, respectively. 
Figures C-2 and C-3 summarize this modeled influence of 
axial dispersion. The basis for estimating Peclet numbers and 
"rate" constants is necessarily a matter of conjecture, in­
volving point estimates of flow rates, capillary lengths, 
transport properties, mass transfer coefficients, and blood-gas 
equilibrium capacitances. In turn, the ranges of these param­
eters have been extended well beyond their probable limits to 
tolerate even the most liberal amount of conjecture. 
The first and foremost conclusion afforded by this 
analysis is that axial diffusion is not a significant effect 
and this second-order term may be (and will be) eliminated 
Figure C-2. Linear, distributed-parameter capillary models with axial dispersion 
and Danckwerts boundary conditions. Dimensionless end-capillary 
partial pressure gradients versus dimensionless "rate" constants at 
five values of the Peclet number 
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Figure C-3. Linear, distributed-parameter capillary models with axial dispersion 
and Hulburt (solid lines) and modified Hulburt (dashed lines) boundary 
conditions. Dimensionless end-capillary partial pressure gradients 
versus dimensionless "rate" constants at five values of the Peclet 
number 
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from further considerations. For any boundary conditions, and 
for the most likely Peclet values (Pe ^  250), the response 
curves for finite Peclet numbers are virtually identical to 
the response curve for no axial dispersion (Pe = «>). It is 
conceivable that smaller Peclet numbers could exist for carbon 
dioxide or inert gases, but the "rate" constants for these 
blood-gasses are typically large > 10) . This then 
suggests end-capillary gradients so small that equilibration 
may be assumed regardless of (realistic) dispersion levels. 
Note that the Hulburt solution at all capillary positions 
is the Danckwerts solution at all capillary positions divided 
by the Danckwerts solution evaluated at z = 0. For Peclet 
numbers greater than fifty, the end-capillary solutions are 
essentially identical, and a nonzero boundary condition at 
z = 1 is of little additional consequence. 
Danckwerts boundary conditions do introduce an interesting 
possibility by virtue of an entrance effect. With the value 
for the Peclet number assumed constant across the entrance of 
the active capillary segment, dimensionless gradients were 
calculated for regions that were defined as precapillary 
(z* < 0), or extrapolations into venous streams. If the Peclet 
number is 50 and the "rate" constant is 10, the dimensionless 
gradient at the entrance of the active capillary (Yj^ (O)) is 
0.85 and becomes unity at approximately 0.05 capillary lengths 
(Lg/20) prior to the entrance. For greater dispersion (Pe=10), 
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the entrance gradient decreases to 0.65 and 0.4 capillary 
lengths are required to reach unity. Consequently, gas uptake 
in pulmonary capillaries could be influenced by precapillary 
(venous) diffusion and mixing phenomena. The significance of 
the result, however, is certainly tenuous because of the very 
conjectures that led to the result, and because proximal 
capillaries with similar operating charactersitics would modify 
the consequences,. Certainly in vivo experimental verification 
of the phenomena is not yet possible. 
The analysis of axial dispersion effects could be extended 
to include nonlinear equilibrium functions and nonlinear 
mass transfer coefficients, and the unsteady-state could be 
reinstated. Assorted boundary conditions and analytical and 
numerical solutions for these cases have been presented for the 
related capillary problems previously mentioned and for the 
reactor (28). However, in view of the closing remarks of the 
previous paragraphs, these extended efforts are not warranted. 
Nonlinear parameters ; equilibrium 
Blood-gas equilibrium relationships have been given many 
representations in the literature (e.g. 15,23,80). The most 
simple relationship is a linear function (dC = a^ d^P) over the 
alveolar-venous range of gas partial pressures. The propor­
tionality constant (a^ )^ is peculiar to each gas and, possibly, 
to each alveolar-venous range such that it is defined by the 
operating characteristics of the individual alveolar transfer 
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units and by the total external and internal respiration 
processes. For an inert gas, a single constant (a = ct^ )^ is 
applicable over the entire range of blood-gas partial pressures 
and is virtually equivalent to the Bunsen absorption coeffi­
cient for the gas in water, evaluated at body temperature. 
Other measures of this inert gas solubility are tabulated as 
Henry's law constants or Ostwald solubility coefficients. 
The equilibrium functions for oxygen, carbon dioxide and 
carbon monoxide are not as readily expressed as those for inert 
gases. Moreover, a linear approximation over the prevailing 
alveolar-venous range of gas partial pressures is not neces­
sarily sufficient, nor is it even obvious what numerical value 
to assign to this linear approximation. It is, however, 
instructive to introduce generalized linear and nonlinear 
equilibrium functions to characterize the significance of 
slope (capacity) and shape (capacity variations with loading) 
effects on pulmonary capillary gas uptake. 
Several generalized functions are represented in Figure 
C-4a. At steady-state, assume 
X = 1-Y .n (C-15a) 
such that 
R.„2-n 0 
(C-15b) 
Y(0) = 1 
Figure C-4a. Generalized blood-gas 
equilibrium expressions 
Figure C-4b. Dimensionless end-capillary 
partial pressure gradients 
versus dimensionless "rate" 
constants to isolate equi­
librium curve shape 
influences (see Figure 
C-4a) 
X^ C-C^  
P P P 
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The solutions are 
(—±—) 
Y(z*) = (1-(n-1)Rz*/n) , n ^  1 and Y > 0 (C-15C) 
and 
Y(z*) = exp(-Rz*) , n= 1 (linear). (C-15d) 
Note that for n > 1, equilibration (Y = 0) must occur at 
Once again, dimensionless end-capillary gradients are of 
sufficient interest and are presented in Figure C-4b. The 
given "rate" constant is directly proportional to the overall 
mass transfer coefficient and inversely proportional to both 
blood-gas capacitance and capillary blood flow rate. In turn, 
the overall mass transfer coefficient is, at least in part, 
directly proportional to the solubility of the gas within the 
tissues (water) surrounding the capillary (20,35). With these 
dependencies established, comparative diffusion limitations 
may be readily approximated. 
Inert gases, with relatively little blood-gas capacity, 
have large "rate" constants and, short of extreme membrane 
disorder, offer virtually no end-capillary gradients (18). 
These values would appear to the right of the curves displayed 
in these figures. The other extreme is carbon monoxide. Here, 
a very large blood-gas capacity prevails and the "rate" con­
stant is near zero. Consequently, the equivalent partial 
z* = In/R(n-1)] < 1 (C-15e) 
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pressure of this gas does not change appreciably as the blood 
passes through the capillary (this property is utilized in 
conjunction with carbon monoxide tests for diffusion limita­
tions (35)). 
Oxygen and carbon dioxide "rate" constants fall in a wide 
range of possible values depending upon the pathology of the 
alveolo-capillary diffusion barriers and upon the particular 
set of venous concentrations and alveolar gas partial pressures 
involved. The latter dependency refers to the equilibrium 
linearization processes. It is generally noted that for normal 
venous and alveolar values, 
where the carbon dioxide coefficients are expressed in oxygen 
equivalents (20). The appropriate ranges of values are then 
indicated in Figure C-2, with the right-hand limits correspond­
ing to normal diffusion limitations and the left hand limit 
(R = 0) corresponding to pathological chaos. Note that the 
relative factor of two does not necessarily prevail throughout 
the ranges. 
Having discussed "slope" characteristics, equilibrium 
function "shape" characteristics may be similarly scrutinized. 
The conclusions, still from Figure c-4b are: (1) For a convex 
equilibrium curve (n > 1) and during gas uptake, the mass 
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transfer process is enhanced by the higher initial capacitance 
which conserves the driving force until much of the gas is 
diffused into the blood. This situation resembles oxygen up­
take at normal inspired oxygen partial pressures. C2) For a 
concave curve (n < 1) and gas uptake, much of the available 
driving force is consumed in the early stages of gas uptake 
without a commensurate increase in blood-gas concentration, and 
the net transfer process is hindered by the shape of the 
equilibrium curve. Oxygen uptake at severely reduced inspired 
oxygen partial pressures would approach this response. (3) For 
gas release, the effects are reversed and the convex curve 
hinders the process. Carbon dioxide release is slightly 
influenced by this phenomena. 
It is also worthy to note that a relatively flat equi­
librium curve near end-capillary partial pressures will amplify 
partial pressure gradients with little change in concentration. 
Consequently, the actual reduction in gas uptake with impaired 
diffusion is not perfectly mirrored by the more conventional 
partial pressure measurements of impairment. Conversely, these 
same gradients provide an early warning system for respiratory 
disorders. These observations are, of course, merely exten­
sions of standard observations made on the sigmoid shape of the 
oxygen dissociation curve. 
Not only are general blood-gas equilibrium relations non­
linear, but oxygen, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide mutually 
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interfere with one another such that 
i^ ~ CiCPg ,Pco ,Pco) 
(C-17) 
i = OgfCOafCO 
The completely dimensionless forms of the capillary equation 
are no longer appropriate and the steady-state expression 
becomes 
dC. °L. 
 ^(P. -Pi) (C-18) 
With constant mass transfer coefficients, this is the conven­
tional Bohr integral (5b) and many solutions to this problem 
have been presented. Each solution introduced a different 
equilibrium approximation, or expanded on techniques of solu­
tion and presentation. 
Briehl and Pishman (9) traced in historical sequence the 
growth of Bohr integration principles and introduced a "Bohr 
integral chart" to simplify the prevailing graphical calcula­
tions. King and Briscoe (65) subsequently used these Bohr 
integral charts to draw "Bohr integral isopleths" of end-
capillary oxygen concentration versus alveolar oxygen partial 
pressure. The former elucidated aspects of oxygen uptake in 
the capillaries, while the latter extended the analysis of 
ventilation-perfusion maldistribution by incorporating diffusion 
limitations into one graphical portrait. 
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Crandall and I'lumerfelt (23) and Visser and Maas (128) 
fit oxygen concentration as a function of oxygen partial 
pressure such that the Bohr integral could be analytically 
integrated. Milhorn and Pulley (80) added the interference 
phenomena and numerically.integrated the coupled oxygen and 
carbon dioxide equations. Their equilibrium functions con­
sisted of a cumbersome series of localized equations and they 
did not elaborate on the interference phenomena. Others have 
used the basic principles of Bohr integration to define dif­
fusion limitations without elaborating on the details of the 
process. 
In the past five years, several explicit expressions have 
been presented that describe nearly all aspects of blood-gas 
equilibria. With these expressions, numerical integrations 
are readily programmed on the computer (particular equilibrium 
expressions and numerical integration procedures will be 
discussed later). The most tedious aspects of investigation 
then become the selection of representative parameter values 
and the presentation of calculated results. 
Figure C-5 provides one set of results with alveolar and 
venous partial pressures near normal and with mass transfer 
coefficient-perfusion ratios permitted to vary from near normal 
down to severe impairment. Note that the degrees of freedom 
have gone from one in the dimensionless linear systems to six 
for oxygen-carbon dioxide systems (and to eight if 
Figure C-5. End-capillary blood-oxygen and carbon dioxide 
partial pressures versus oxygen mass transfer 
coefficient to perfusion ratios. Two assumed 
values of venous blood-carbon dioxide 
provide a demonstration of O^ -CO- equilibrium 
interferences. Normal oxygen atmospheres, 
and carbon dioxide mass transfer coefficients 
at twenty times the respective oxygen 
coefficients, are assumed 
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carbon monoxide were included). To simplify the selection of 
parameter values, the carbon dioxide mass transfer coefficients 
are consistently defined (throughout this investigation) to be 
twenty times the value assigned to oxygen. This is not only 
convenient, but consistent with accepted approximations. 
According to the calculated results, end-capillary oxygen 
gradients first appear at a mass transfer coefficient-perfusion 
ratio of about 0.002. This value represents a reduction of 
thirty to sixty percent from normal "healthy" values reported 
in the literature (e.g. 35,52,99). 
A typical assumption made in studies of oxygen diffusion 
limitations is that carbon dioxide partial pressures may be 
fixed at their alveolar values. To test this assumption, Bohr 
integration was performed twice, once with a "true" value of 
venous carbon dioxide and then with this venous value equal to 
the prevailing alveolar partial pressure. End-capillary blood-
oxygen contents were as much as 5 mmHg lower in the former 
calculation. The explanation is apparent by noting that the 
Bohr effect (46) defines a lower venous oxygen concentration at 
the higher value of venous carbon dioxide partial pressure and 
a larger blood-oxygen capacitance results. The effect persists 
even though end-capillary carbon dioxide concentrations from 
thé two integration processes are approximately equal and very 
close to the alveolar value. 
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The Haldane effect is also evident. With venous and 
alveolar values initially equal, a gradient for carbon dioxide 
was produced by the changes in blood-oxygen content, and then 
maintained by low mass transfer coefficient-perfusion values. 
This effect is small and not to be confused with the more 
prominent Haldane effect associated with variations in venous 
and alveolar oxygen levels (46). 
It has been stated that the equilibration of alveolar 
carbon dioxide and blood is slightly slower than that for 
oxygen (80). With normal, healthy physiological parameters, 
an inspection of calculated capillary profiles will demonstrate 
that 99% equilibration occurs first for oxygen and then for 
carbon dioxide. However, if diffusion is impaired so that 
equilibration no longer prevails for some respiratory gases, 
the end-capillary partial pressure gradients for oxygen are 
much more persistent and much larger than those for carbon 
dioxide. The explanations rest once again with the equilibrium 
curves. In the former calculation, the convex oxygen equi­
librium curve enhances gas uptake. However, when diffusion is 
impaired, the relatively large blood capacitance at the 
beginning of the convex curve is an added deterrent to oxygen 
equilibration, and the significantly reduced capacitance near 
the end of the curve amplifies partial pressure gradients. The 
more linear curves for carbon dioxide are not subject to these 
phenomena and the much larger carbon dioxide mass transfer 
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coefficients consistently enhance the equilibration of this 
gas. 
Figure C-6 simulates reduced oxygen environments and is 
another demonstration of these effects. Additional observa­
tions are that oxygen end-capillary gradients prevail even at 
normal mass transfer coefficient-perfusion ratios and that 
oxygen concentration gradients (reduced gas uptake) are more 
significant under these conditions. The difference in venous 
oxygen content for the two integration processes is also 
evident. 
Nonlinear parameters: mass transfer coefficients 
The Bohr integral may be extended to include oxygen 
partial pressure variations in the mass transfer coefficients. 
Staub, Bishop and Forster (124) initiated the extension for 
oxygen coefficients and Crandall and Flumerfelt (23) incorpo­
rated these alinearities into the previously mentioned second-
order fit of the oxygen equilibrium curve. King and Briscoe 
(65) also included this phenomena in their Bohr integral 
isopleths/ isolating the magnitude of the effect at several 
levels of alveolar partial pressure and Bohr integral values. 
They also noted that the interpretation of the results may 
depend upon increasing the coefficient from an oxygenated 
value versus decreasing the coefficient from a deoxygenated 
value. 
Figure C-6. End-capillary blood-oxygen concentrations and 
blood-carbon dioxide partial pressures versus 
oxygen mass transfer coefficient to perfusion 
ratios. Essentially repeating the observations 
in Figure C-5, but now for reduced oxygen 
atmospheres 
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Rewriting Equation C-8d with oxygen dependencies indicated 
5^ 7^  ° k ^  
and inserting (1) the definition of capillary blood-residence 
time, = V^ /Qgf and (2) the experimentally determined oxygen 
uptake rate (approximated from (125)) 
0(Pq ) = [2.8-0.04 (PQ -40)]/60 
2 2 (C-19b) 
40 < < 104 
- °2 -
the mass transfer coefficient-perfusion ratio becomes 
^ ^ (V6b> ceT,)  ^X 
QB + °B 
where 
<°L /Qs'(SyTr' (V°B> =  ^ (C-19d) 
" ® (D^ /Q3)-(e^ V 
v 
The subscript v implies that the functions are evaluated at 
venous conditions. Note that the membrane contribution to the 
overall diffusion resistance is assumed independent of oxygen 
partial pressure. 
In Figure C-7 end-capillary oxygen partial pressures are 
plotted as a function of the venous value of oxygen mass 
transfer coefficient-perfusion ratios. The uppermost curve is 
a reference calculation with no oxygen variations in the 
Figure C-7. End-capillary blood-oxygen partial pressures 
versus (venous) oxygen mass transfer coefficient 
to perfusion ratios. The effect of blood-oxygen 
partial pressure on is observed at three 
°2 
values of (likely) capillary blood residence 
time (seconds) 
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coefficient (D_ = D_ ). Subsequent curves reflect the influence 
of the capillary blood-residence-time parameter. For each 
assumed value of the oxygen coefficient, evaluated at a venous 
oxygen partial pressure of 40 mm Hg, a twenty-fold value is 
again applied to the oxygen-independent carbon dioxide coeffi­
cient. The calculations were then performed with the same 
numerical integration techniques used previously (see BORINT). 
The maximum effect is an increased end-capillary gradient 
of approximately 3 mm Hg if the lower limit of residence time 
is considered to be a third of a second. The effect diminishes 
CI) at low ratios because the variations in oxygen uptake rate 
are not significant, (2). at high ratios because equilibration 
is approached and low blood-oxygen capacity "competes" with 
the reduction in oxygen uptake rate as demonstrated by the pre­
viously defined dimensionless "rate" constant, and (3) at high 
residence times for reasons identical to those just given. The 
parameters of venous and alveolar oxygen partial pressures may 
be extended to explore the effect further, but the oxygen up­
take rate is approximately constant below an oxygen partial 
pressure of 40 mm Hg and, above 104 mm Hg, equilibration is 
most eminent and, moreover, the data is not available for this 
region. 
This presentation, although not new in basic content, is 
more complete and concise than previous demonstrations (65,123). 
Oxygen partial pressure variations have also been observed for 
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carbon monoxide mass transfer coefficients (116), but the range 
of this phenomena precludes any application in this work. 
Other concentration dependencies in mass transfer coefficients 
are unknown and corrections for high mass transfer rates are 
seemingly unnecessary. 
Unsteady-state capillary responses 
The capillary blood-gas response to temporal variations 
in respiratory parameters has been the interest of several 
investigators. The principle questions were related to varia­
tions in alveolar partial pressures (24,119), in capillary 
blood flow (23,24), or in mass transfer coefficients (119). 
The primary objective in each case was to better understand the 
respective phenomena and to determine what influence each may 
have on the clinical analysis of pulmonary performance. 
The former considerations, variations in alveolar partial 
pressures, may be conveniently summarized by first inspecting 
the previously introduced linear problem. The partial differ­
ential equation is 
and the necessary solutions are given by Laplace transforma­
tions of the time variable such that 
(C-20a) 
P(t*,0) = P^ (t*) = constant (C-20b) 
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+ (R+s)P(s,z*) = RP^ Cs)+P (0 ,z*) (C-21a) 
and, without loss of generality with regard to frequency 
response characteristics, 
P(0,z*) = constant (C-21b) 
The end-capillary frequency response is then 
P(t*,l) = + (P^ -P^ ) exp (~R) 
+ e {AR).sin (wt*-JZf) 
(C-22a) 
where 
P^  = P^  + gsin wt* (C-22b) 
AR = 
l-2exp (-R) cos (w) + exp(-2R) 
1 + (w/R) 
1/2 
(C-22c) 
and 
fl = -tan ^  (w/R) + tan ^  exp (-R)sin(w) 1-exp (-R) cos (w) (C-22d) 
The dimensionless frequency is w = 2iTfL^ /u radians and the 
amplitude ratio (AR) and phase angle (0) are the response 
parameters to be evaluated. The computations are summarized in 
Figures C-8 and C-9. 
Figure C-8. Frequency responses of the linear, distributed parameter capillary 
models (Pe = <»). Amplitude ratios (AP/AP^ ) versus dimensionless "rate" 
constants at four multiples of normal respiration frequency 
(dimensionless) 
AMPLITUDE RATIO (AR) 
68 
Figure C-9. Frequency responses as in Figure C-8. Phase lags versus dimensionless 
"rate" constants 
NORMAL 
RATE" = R 
'^Av 
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This system, identified as a shell and tube heat exchanger, 
has been studied previously for a single value of the parameter 
R and the responses have been approached experimentally (22). 
A similar development has also been presented for a tissue-
capillary transport problem (58). 
The purpose of the calculation is to permit a preliminary 
evaluation of frequency response as a clinical measure of 
pulmonary dysfunction. The results indicate considerable 
resolution between amplitude ratio and the pulmonary parameter 
at all respiration frequencies. The resolution is not as 
significant for phase lags, which are invariably less than 1 
second. Furthermore, as pulmonary dysfunction becomes more 
prevalent and, thus, as measurement becomes more vital, the 
phase lag analysis suffers from yet another deficiency in that 
respiration frequencies must be more carefully discerned. This 
is the result of high frequency (w > 1) reflections induced by 
the distributed capillary system (22). Similar reflections 
would be observed in the amplitude ratios if lower respiratory 
parameter values were presented. 
As various alinearities are introduced into the unsteady-
state problem, the solution procedures become increasingly 
more complicated. However, if alveolar partial pressures are 
arbitrarily specified and are not explicitly dependent on any 
of the events associated with capillary blood-gas uptake, then 
the substantial derivatives 
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DCj^  
- (^ A.- Pi) 
<B (C-23) 
i = OgfCOgfCO 
may be integrated. The procedure involves integration along a 
capillary from some alveolar time t* to t* + T*, where T* is 
the dimensionless residence time of a blood element that 
entered the capillary at time t*. This process may be repeated, 
incrementing x* each time, until a complete end-capillary 
response curve is generated. Subsequently, time-averaged 
responses may be calculated according to 
T «  
CD = 
C^ (l,t*)u(t*)dt* 
u (t*)dt* 
N 
Z C..(l)u. 
lim j=l  ^  ^
~ N-i-oo N 
S u. j=l ] 
(C-24) 
where T' is the overall period of blood-gas concentrations and 
N is the number of incremental solutions obtained in the 
interval[0,T']. 
Specifically, if blood velocities are constant, but 
equilibrium alinearities are retained, the Bohr or modified 
Bohr integration procedures may be repetitively applied to 
obtain the end-capillary concentrations. In this case, the 
dimensionless residence time is unity and, if venous partial 
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pressures are considered constant while only alveolar partial 
pressures vary periodically, then the net period of blood-gas 
concentrations is merely the dimensionless period of the 
alveolar function driving force (u/fL^ ). Hence, an alinear 
frequency response is generated. 
Figure C-10 demonstrates these computations for one set of 
periodic alveolar oxygen and carbon dioxide partial pressures 
(see FRERES). The three curves representing end-capillary 
blood-oxygen partial pressures define two levels of impaired 
diffusion and also demonstrate the influence of volume-dependent 
mass transfer coefficients. Four points of interest are: 
1. Phase lags are certainly less than one second as is 
observed in the linear problem. 
2. End-capillary partial pressure amplitudes may be 
greater than alveolar partial pressure amplitudes. Only 
attenuations are possible in the linear problem, but the non­
linear (equilibrium) problem permits amplifications (AR > 1). 
This phenomena has been previously identified by Seagrave and 
Warner (119) and will be explained and extended later. 
3. When alveolar gas and capillary blood approach equi­
libration, the direction of mass transfer may reverse near the 
end of the capillary (122) as the curve labeled D^ /Qg = 0.002 
illustrates. This result has, at most, numerical significance. 
Figure C-10. Frequency responses of the nonlinear, 
distributed parameter capillary models (Pe = «>) . 
Three end-capillary blood-oxygen partial 
pressures are shown responding to one set of 
periodic alveolar partial pressures (P^  
COg 
IT radians out of phase from P_ , with an 
°2 
amplitude of 3 mmHg and a mean of 40 mmHg). 
Except for the curve with /Qg labeled 
"constant", the influence of variable alveolar 
volumes are included (V^  in phase with P. , 
«2 
with an amplitude of 250 ml and a mean of 
2500 ml, and  ^
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4. As lung volumes vary periodically with respiration, 
the membrane surface area available to mass transfer and, 
hence, the mass transfer coefficients per unit of lung volume 
must also vary periodically. The nature of this area-to-volume 
function is not known; the rhythm of respiration may expand and 
2/3 
contract alveoli like spherical balloons (area a (volume) ' ), 
or some alveoli may open on inspiration and close on expiration 
(area a volume). In the latter case, typical tidal volumes and 
mean alveolar volumes of 500 and 2500 milliliters, respectively, 
would imply a twenty percent variation in the mass transfer 
coefficients. This variation significantly increases the 
amplitude ratio, and the mean end-capillary partial pressure is 
slightly greater than the mean partial pressure associated with 
the (equivalent) constant coefficients. 
This last point also introduces the fact that, given dif­
fusion limited conditions, the mean end-capillary partial 
pressures associated with alveolar periodicity are slightly 
greater than the steady-state end-capillary partial pressures 
defined by the equivalent mean alveolar partial pressures. 
This is obviously not true for the linear problem (Equation 
C-22a) and, even for the present nonlinear observations, gas 
uptake is not necessarily enhanced. 
Now, an interesting clarification concerns the influence 
of periodic blood-gas partial pressures on mean concentrations, 
or on gas uptake. It has been categorically stated that the 
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periodicity does not have an effect (24), although another 
article demonstrated a contradiction to this statement (84). 
To review and perhaps complete this demonstration, consider 
C(P) = a^ P^ + a^ P + a^  (C-25a) 
and 
P(t*) = P + b^ f(t*). (C-25b) 
The second-order term in the equilibrium expression defining 
end-capillary concentrations provides a general nonlinearity. 
Then, 
AC = C(P) - C(P) 
=^ 1 
-m:' p2 - 1,1 p^  dt* (C-26) 
-aibj 
tT" 
T' 2 
f^ (t*)dt* 
where T" is again the period of the end-capillary partial 
pressure cycle. It is apparent that temporal variations along 
linear portions of the equilibrium curve (a^  ^= 0) do not matter, 
but a difference is clearly manifested along nonlinear seg­
ments. The magnitude of the difference depends on the degree 
of alinearity (a^ ), on the amplitude and frequency of the 
partial pressure function (b^ , T'), and on the shape of this 
function (f(t*)). For oxygen, the coefficient a^  is always 
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2 2 less than or equal to zero (d C/dP  ^0) and, thus, the mean 
end-capillary concentration is always less than or equal to 
that concentration defined by the mean alveolar partial 
pressure. 
If pulsatile blood flow is also introduced into the 
unsteady-state behavior, an additional differential equation 
must be solved to determine the dimensionless residence time 
of each blood element that enters the capillary; 
1 = 
t*+T* 
at* (C-27) 
t * 
u 
The computational consequence of this addition, assuming the 
velocity function can be analytically integrated, is to require 
at most a numerical root-solving technique to evaluate T* 
given each t* value (23). Also, the net periods of blood-gas 
concentrations will be some value greater than the alveolar 
partial pressure periods. 
Crandall and Flumerfelt (23) studied the effect of 
pulsatile blood flow at constant alveolar partial pressures 
and concluded that the rate of oxygen uptake was reduced by 
pulsating blood as compared to an equivalent constant blood 
flow. At normal alveolar oxygen levels and normal mass trans­
fer rates, end-capillary equilibration was still readily 
achieved, but at reduced oxygen levels end-capillary gradients 
were markedly increased by the pulsatile flow. In a later 
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paper (24) these authors reinstated periodic alveolar partial 
pressures and essentially mimicked their previous results. In 
view of these efforts and one other (84), this subject was not 
pursued further. The FORTRAN source statements necessary to 
compute these effects, however, are presented (FRERES). 
Distributed-lumped-parameter capillary models 
In the last section,^  unsteady-state capillary responses to 
several predefined alveolar functions were presented and a 
computer subprogram (FREFES) is available to compute many other 
responses of possible interest. However, the actual unsteady-
state problem is far more complicated in that the blood- and 
gas-side transport problems are coupled, and the distributed 
capillary models introduce partial differential equations (24). 
To resolve this uncomfortable situation, distributed-lumped-
parameter capillary models have been introduced such that only 
one independent variable is involved, computational diffi­
culties are reduced, and more solution techniques become 
available (especially electrical analogs). However, these 
models are only approximate and it is necessary to establish 
the errors associated with the approximations. 
The capillary equations for each gas present (the compo­
nent subscript is again supressed) are 
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dC. NQ_(t*) 
= -T (C. - i-C.) + (C-28) 
«B  ^  OB 
j = 1,2,...,N capillary blood pools 
Co = 
Cjj = end-capillary concentration 
Seagrave and Warner (119) assumed the well-mixed volumes 
implied by this model, but defined the partial pressure driving 
force as ' or venous-end driving forces. This defini­
tion was apparently motivated by the inability of the model to 
correlate literature values of mass transfer coefficients with 
literature values of end-capillary gradients when using the 
more conventional and consistent driving force (P.-P.). 
" J 
Seagrave and Warner (119) also included time variations in 
mass transfer coefficients and varied alveolar partial pressures 
with sinusoidal ventilation and coupled alveolar equations. 
Blood flow was held constant and equilibrium relations were 
linearized without mutual interference effects. The equations 
were solved on an analog computer with interesting, but not 
conclusive, amplitude, lag and wave shape characteristics being 
presented. 
The significance of the approximations introduced by this 
model might first be portrayed by linearizing the equations and 
recovering the "rate" parameter R once again. Thus, at con­
stant blood flow 
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dPj/dt* + (N+R)Pj = NPj_i + (C-29) 
and, for constant alveolar partial pressures, end-capillary 
gradients are given by 
= (1 + R/N)"^  (C-30) 
In Figure C-11, these linearized end-capillary gradients are 
plotted for several distributions of lumped-parameter capillary 
pools. The limits are one pool, representing a completely un­
distributed system, and an infinite number of pools, represent­
ing the "true" distributed system. The finite limit of five 
pools was established because more pools imply proportionally 
more calculations, with substantially diminished returns as 
measured by improved accuracy. This is an extremely important 
cost consideration when nonlinear transient solutions are 
attempted. 
It should be noted that the pools are evenly distributed 
along the modeled capillary. It was determined that this uni­
form distribution is an optimum, yielding minimum end-capillary 
gradients with respect to any given number of total capillary 
pools. This result was readily achieved by using Lagrange 
multipliers on the linear models and less readily achieved by 
numerous numerical integrations on the nonlinear models. 
When equilibrium and mass transfer coefficient non-
linearities are incorporated, the discrepancies due to the 
model become even more apparent. In Figures C-12 and C-13, 
Figure C-11. Linear, distributed-lumped-parameter capillary models. Dimensionless 
end-capillary partial pressure gradients versus dimensionless "rate" 
constants for five distributions (i.e., N pools) 
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Figure C-12. End-capillary blood-oxygen partial pressures 
versus (venous) oxygen mass transfer 
coefficient to perfusion ratios. Comparing 
the errors introduced by the distributed-
lumped-parameter models 
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Figure C-13. End-capillary blood-oxygen concentrations 
versus (venous) oxygen mass transfer 
coefficient to perfusion ratios. Repeating 
the observations in Figure C-12, but now at 
reduced oxygen atmospheres 
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large end-capillary gradients are predicted by distributed-
lumped-parameter models when, in fact, no gradients even exist. 
It is now not difficult to understand why the previously 
mentioned driving-force problem was encountered. 
To avoid this problem of offset, an "effective" mass 
transfer coefficient is defined such that the end-capillary 
blood-oxygen partial pressure from the distributed-lumped-
parameter model is equivalent to the same partial pressure from 
the distributed-parameter model (and the "true" mass transfer 
coefficient), at steady-state (see SSLPM). One example of this 
result is shown in Figure C-14 for three- and five-pool models. 
The oxygen mass transfer coefficients are increased by twenty 
to forty percent to achieve end-capillary equality. It must be 
noted, however, that the complete capillary blood-olxygen pro­
files do not coincide and transient responses from one model 
to the next are still model-dependent. Another point is that 
all other (applicable) mass transfer coefficients are increased 
proportionally, without regard for their respective end-
capillary compositions. Perhaps the only component, involved 
in typical transient computations, subject to this assumption 
is carbon dioxide and, thus, no serious limitations are antici­
pated. 
More discussions could be provided concerning linear and 
nonlinear frequency responses, but no special insights would 
be afforded. It is best to conclude that the "effective" mass 
Figure C-14. Blood-oxygen partial pressure profiles along 
the capillary.(Venous) oxygen mass transfer 
coefficients are increased such that end-
capillary blood-oxygens are approximately 
equivalent from one model to the next 
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transfer coefficient analysis is the most productive correction 
procedure, acknowledge the fact that imperfections introduced 
by the models are among many imperfections (unknowns) through­
out the complex temporal system, and then enjoy the relative 
economy and flexibility of the distributed-lumped-parameter 
models for transient (especially breath-by-breath) computa­
tions. Such calculations will be demonstrated in the next 
section of this paper (see FCTLPM). 
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FORTRAN DIGITAL COMPUTER SUBPROGRAMS 
FOR RESPIRATORY MODELING 
Blood-gas equilibria subprograms (DISOC and DISCOI) 
The subprograms DISOC and DISCOI (all subprograms are 
listed in Appendix I) calculate blood-gas concentrations and 
equivalent partial pressures, respectively, for oxygen, carbon 
dioxide, and carbon monoxide. These three gases exhibit 
coupled, nonlinear equilibrium properties, and functions have 
not yet been defined to describe all possible combinations of 
blood parameters and blood-gas content. Moreover, this 
physiochemical system cannot be precisely specified among 
individuals, nor over extended periods of time. The literature 
does, however, provide extensive information about the system 
and certainly the principal properties of the system are well 
established and relatively constant (e.g. 88,115,120). 
The relationships most often appeared as tabulated data 
or on charts (e.g. 20), but the increasingly sophisticated 
numerical analysis of respiratory performance required descrip­
tive empiricisms acceptable to digital computer computations. 
The least descriptive empiricisms ignored all mutual inter­
ference phenomena and utilized linear, quadratic or other 
simplified expressions of concentration as a function of 
equivalent partial pressure (e.g. 24,84,119,128). The most 
descriptive empiricisms introduced the Haldane (increased 
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oxygen content decreases carbon dioxide capacity) and Bohr 
(increased carbon dioxide content decreases oxygen content) 
effects and, perhaps, corrected for variations in hemoglobin 
content, base excess and temperature. Typically, several 
equations were required to describe the system for just oxygen 
and carbon dioxide, and extensive computer subprograms were 
developed (62,64,80,88). 
The source statements for this particular subprogram 
represent an adequate compromise (15): 
CMAX(i^ ) 
ALCO*P 
1+-
CO 
+ 3*10"^ *P. (D-la) 
CcOg = [0.145-0.017(^ 1^ )] ,0.36 CO* (D-lb) 
C^O = 
ALCO*P + 1 CO 
(D-lc) 
where 
u = 0.925*V + 2.8*V^  + 30*V^  (D-ld) 
and 
V = (0.004273 + 0.04326*P^ Q*^ ^^ )(Pq + ALC0*P^ Q) (D-le) 
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The values of constants in the carbon dioxide equation were 
changed from the original values to obtain a better comparison 
with the available data (88). Input parameters (in labeled 
COMMON area LCI) are maximum oxyhemoglobin capacity (CMAX) and 
carbon monoxide affinity (ALCO). The compromises concern the 
omission of explicit temperature and base excess parameters 
and the equations do not properly fit those concentrations of 
simultaneously high oxygen and carbon dioxide. However, the 
latter combination is not likely and, as demonstrated in Figure 
D-1, concentrations within the more normal physiological ranges, 
and at normal body temperature and zero base excess, are well 
modeled. The compromises are justified if the complexities of 
blood-gas equilibria need only to be represented in an analysis. 
Sharp deviations from the assumed conditions or more accurate 
solutions would suggest the subprograms offered by Olszowka 
and Farhi (88). 
The inclusion of carbon monoxide is unique, but is 
minimally warranted by the presence of the gas in smokers and 
during carbon monoxide membrane diffusion tests. In Figure 
D-2, a carbon monoxide partial pressure of 0.05 mmHg has been 
assumed throughout this oxygen-carbon dioxide chart. Not only 
are oxygen concentrations significantly reduced at oxygen 
partial pressures greater than 20 mmHg, but carbon dioxide 
concentrations are similarly reduced, and both the Haldane and 
Bohr effects are moderated. 
Figure D-1. Blood-oxygen and carbon dioxide equilibria at 
zero base excess and 37®C. No carbon monoxide 
present 
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Figure D-2. Blood-gas equilibria as in Figure D-1 with 
0.05 mmHg carbon monoxide added 
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While the charts drawn here show oxyhemoglobin saturation, 
the actual concentration arguments of the subprograms refer 
to total blood-gas. Furthermore, consistent values used for 
oxyhemoglobin content and for carbon monoxide affinity were 
0.201 and 210, respectively, and all the constants are compat­
ible with gas volumes referenced to standard temperature and 
pressure. 
For DISOC, the triplet of required input arguments are 
those of partial pressure, with concentrations returned to the 
main program. For DISCOI, the triplets are reversed and this 
routine is somewhat more complicated than the former. Newton*s 
method for nonlinear simultaneous equations (21) provides a 
numerical iteration technique and convergence is assured by a 
predefined selection of initial partial pressures according to 
the input concentrations. The most critical initial value is 
that for oxygen, while only one properly selected initial 
condition is sufficient for either carbon dioxide or carbon 
monoxide. No more than five iterations were ever required, 
and three or less are typical, with iteration tolerances 
established at 0.05 mmHg for oxygen and carbon dioxide and 
0.0005 mmHg for carbon monoxide. 
Both routines also supply the partial derivatives of 
concentration with respect to equivalent partial pressure. 
These partiale are available from labeled COMMON area LCI and 
are subsequently used in other subprograms. They may also be 
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of value in determining local linearization coefficients for 
approximating the equilibrium functions in simplified models. 
Bohr integration subprograms (BORINT and FRERES) 
The subprogram BORINT calculates blood-gas concentrations 
and equivalent partial pressures along the distributed-
parameter capillary model. The routine requires constant 
venous and alveolar partial pressures for oxygen, carbon 
dioxide and carbon monoxide, mass transfer coefficient-perfu­
sion ratios for each gas and for the membrane component 
associated with a variable oxygen mass transfer coefficient, 
and the residence time for blood in the capillary. These 
values, supplied in the main program or by another subroutine, 
are available in labeled COMMON area LC2. If carbon monoxide 
is not present in the system under consideration, the venous 
and alveolar partial pressures are set equal to zero, but the 
carbon monoxide transfer coefficient-perfusion ratio must be 
assigned some value. The subprogram DISOC and the parameters 
CMAX and ALCO must also be provided. 
A Runge-Kutta fourth order integration process is used 
without error monitoring nor step size adjustment. Instead, 
the step size is initially adjusted according to the input 
value of the oxygen mass transfer coefficient. The smallest 
necessary step size along the unit capillary was 0.05 and the 
largest allowable step size was 0.2. The latter value was 
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conservatively reduced to 0.1 and only these two alternatives 
are consistently offered. However, the time required to com­
plete the integration along the capillary is directly propor­
tional to the step size and, as this is a relatively slow part 
of subsequent routines, it would behoove the user to further 
optimize this parameter given the particular circumstances 
involved. Repeated runs indicated that £0.3 seconds of execu­
tion time were required (IBM 360, Model 65, digital computer). 
The provisions for oxygen partial pressure variations on 
the oxygen mass transfer coefficient (modified Bohr integra­
tion) may be omitted. When included, the input value of the 
coefficient is considered to be a deoxygenated (venous) value 
and is subsequently reduced as the blood becomes oxygenated. 
The membrane transfer coefficient and the blood residence time 
are only required for the latter case. To accomplish the 
integration, the derivatives of blood-gas concentration are 
expanded and the coupled equations are algebraically solved to 
isolate the resulting partial pressure differentials. 
Although only end-capillary values are transferred back 
to the calling program, capillary profiles and integrated 
mean values of concentration and equivalent partial pressure 
may be generated. The former requires only a print statement 
while the latter also involves a numerical procedure such as 
Simpson's rule to sum the appropriate values. The location of 
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these statements are identified on the listing in Appendix I. 
Another capillary integration subprogram, FRERES, permits 
unsteady-state capillary responses to arbitrary alveolar 
partial pressure variations and possibly concomitant mass 
transfer coefficient variations, or to arbitrary pulsatile 
blood flow functions. The source statements are as defined in 
BORINT except that the independent variable is time rather than 
distance and the substantial derivatives of concentration are 
solved concurrently with an equation for blood velocity. The 
integrations begin at some specified time along a blood pulse, 
for instance. A particular element of blood entering the 
capillary at this time will then "ride" this pulse and leave 
the capillary-membrane gas transport system at a residence 
time defined by the unit capillary length and the integrated 
velocity equation. 
The velocity equation is not necessary if residence 
times are fixed and the only additions to BORINT are then 
those to compute periodic alveolar partial pressures, for 
instance. Nevertheless, a distinct subprogram is presented to 
simultaneously accommodate and conveniently demonstrate all 
source statements associated with these unsteady-states. Un­
like FRERES, the subprogram BORINT was ostensibly developed for 
clinical applications and should not be encumbered by equations 
not applicable to steady-state approximations. 
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Matrix inversion subprograms (LINSYS and NEWVAL) 
Subprograms LINSYS and NEWVAL are matrix inversion methods 
used to obtain solutions to the steady-state alveolar equa­
tions. LINSYS utilizes the completion procedure (5a) to 
invert the original coefficient matrix and NEWVAL permits a 
recalculation of the inverse, when one or more of the original 
coefficients is changed, without reinverting the entire matrix. 
The routines were originally selected to take advantage of 
this fact as well as provide a solution technique that reduces 
the propagation of round-off error associated with the 
relatively ill-conditioned matrices encounted in this work. 
The final usages did not, however, take advantage of the former 
consideration, and the latter problem was not too severe such 
that the system of equations could probably have been solved 
by a direct elimination technique without matrix inversion. 
Despite this increase in necessary computations, the subsequent 
programs that utilize LINSYS will be shown to be very competi­
tive with routines in the literature that yield, in part, 
similar results. Furthermore, the method has been amply tested 
and there is no conjecture about its efficiency with regard to 
the ill-conditioning encountered. 
The input arguments for LINSYS are the size and coeffi­
cients of the coefficient matrix and the output argument is 
the inverse matrix. For NEWVAL, the coefficient matrix and 
its inverse are input arguments, as are the column number and 
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' the coluitm containing the difference between old and new 
coefficient values. The updated inverse is then returned. 
Locations for print statements to follow the progress of the 
inversion process are suggested in the listing. The direction 
of the process and the alterations and significance of the 
tolerance values are also given. A further outline of the 
process is given in Table D-1. 
Steady-state subprograms (SSALV and SSSYS) 
Subprogram SSALV directs the solution of the steady-state 
alveolar equations. For each alveolar compartment, a system 
of linearized equations is solved for the alveolar partial 
pressure of each gas present and for the blood-gas concentra­
tions of oxygen, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide (if 
present). The system of equations, shown in Figure D-3, is as 
previously defined, but with end-capillary blood-gas concentra­
tions expressed as equivalent partial pressures by Taylor's 
series expansions through first order teinns. 
The basic system assumes that oxygen, carbon dioxide and 
nitrogen are present. The value of the input argument N for 
this case is N = 5. If an inert gas is added to the system 
N = 6, if carbon monoxide is added N = 7, and if both are 
added N = 8. The system shown is for N = 8 and reduces accord­
ingly. More inerts may be added by extending the pattern 
established for the single inert gas. Merely assign the 
designations XI to XM for M inert gases and add and modify 
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Table D-1. The completion procedure for matrix inversion (5a) 
Formulas : 
(1) = C\ + B)-l = Rj^  -
where 
(2) 5 = a yT 
(3) 
(4) Yi = -
 ^ 1+y^ Rj.x 
1 — Of Ijr 2 g # * * 
Process: 
(1) Start with = Î = 
C2Ï Select a vector, x, containing one or more elements 
of a column_from the original coefficient matrix. 
The vector y is a unit vector to properly identify 
the column. 
(3) Add columns, or partial columns, according to the 
criteria  ^tolerance > 0. Continue until all 
the elements of the coefficient matrix have been 
"completed". 
(4) To change a coefficient(s) in a column, merely record 
the difference(s) required_to correct the 
coefficient(s) in another xy^  simple product matrix, 
and "complete" the inversion process again. 
Figure D-3. Linearized equations necessary to describe the steady-state of an 
alveolus, with Og, COg, Ng, CO and an inert (x) potentially present 
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appropriate statements whenever X now appears (including COMMON 
statements and input/output requirements). These remarks apply 
to all subsequent routines as well. 
Another input argument is the identification of equi­
librated or diffusion limited blood-gas conditions. KM = 0 
implies that end-capillary blood is equilibrated with alveolar 
gas for all gases present. KM = 1 indicates that one or more 
gases are diffusion limited and the Bohr integration process 
must be invoked to determine the alveolo-end-capillary partial 
pressure gradients. Note that inert gases and nitrogen are 
always assumed to be equilibrated, but oxygen, carbon dioxide 
and carbon monoxide may be diffusion limited. In fact, carbon 
monoxide is certainly diffusion limited, but may not be present 
in the system or may not be of primary interest. The purpose 
in distinguishing between the two cases is to reduce computa­
tion time (cost) when equilibration prevails. As previously 
mentioned, the Bohr integration routine is much slower than 
the equilibrium routine and the cost of obtaining diffusion 
limited values is relatively high. 
Other input specifications, by way of labeled COMMON 
areas LCI, LC2 and LC3, are: venous concentrations and partial 
pressures of oxygen, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide and 
venous partial pressures of inert gas and nitrogen? dead space 
partial pressures of all gases; solubilities of inert gas and 
nitrogen; the expired ventilation-perfusion ratio of the 
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alveolar compartment; and the iteration tolerances for oxygen, 
carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide. Additionally, the sub­
routines DISOC, DISCOI, BORINT and LINSYS are called from SSALV 
and the inputs for these routines must be provided. Alveolar 
partial pressures must be assigned initial values, but then are 
assigned directly by SSALV as are end-capillary concentrations 
and partial pressures. The absence of inert gas or carbon 
monoxide is again noted by the value of N, but the input 
partial pressures and concentrations of these components should 
be included (zero) and all physical data (solubilities, mass 
transfer coefficients, etc.) must be included. 
The linearized coefficients that relate blood concentra­
tions to alveolar partial pressures are either explicitly 
calculated by the equilibrium subroutine or constructed by 
repeated application of Bohr integration. In the latter dif­
fusion limited case, one alveolar partial pressure is perturbed 
from its previously iterated value while the other two, of 
three involved in the integration, are held constant and 
partial derivatives (and elements of the right-hand-side 
vector) are then approximated. These partials then become new 
coefficients in the system of linear equations, the system is 
solved, new values of alveolar gas partial pressures are 
generated and these values are compared with those used to 
obtain the partial derivatives. The iteration process is 
terminated when the alveolar gas partial pressures from two 
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consecutive iterations are within the predefined tolerances for 
each (coupled) gas. Inert gases and nitrogen have linear 
equilibrium properties and, hence, do not require iteration, 
but are a part of the system and do change from one iteration 
to the next. When carbon monoxide is not present in the 
system, those partials for the diffusion limited case are not 
constructed. The overall process is outlined in Figure D~4. 
Provisions for steady-state variations in inspired and 
expired ventilation rates, due to a nonzero net gas transfer 
across the membrane, are accounted for by the nitrogen mass 
balance. For this reason, some nitrogen must be present in 
the system as it is now presented. However, two alternatives 
are available. The first is to select any inert gas present 
in the system to replace nitrogen. No assumptions about 
nitrogen solubility, other than linearity, have been made and, 
thus, any inert gas could be interpreted to be nitrogen. That 
is, merely insert the appropriate properties and partial 
pressures under the nitrogen label and continue the calcula­
tions. The second alternative is to rearrange the equations 
such that the inspired-expired ventilation ratio appears 
explicitly on the right-hand side of the system of equations 
and then add an iteration scheme for this ratio. The procedure 
presented and the first alternative will be sufficient for most 
cases of interest in respiratory analysis. 
When no mixing in the dead space is an integral assump­
tion of a particular study, the expired ventilation-perfusion 
Figure D-4. A flowchart for the subprogram SSALV 
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ratio and the dead space gas partial pressures become an 
alveolar ventilation-perfusion ratio and inspired gas partial 
pressures, respectively. When mixing is involved, the dead 
space gas partial pressures may be arbitrarily selected, or 
defined as in a subprogram not to be discussed (Equations B-18). 
The output printed from the routine includes the number 
of iterations required and the end-capillary blood concentra­
tions and alveolar gas partial pressures from the last two 
iterations. When diffusion limitations prevail, blood-gas 
equivalent partial pressures are included and the end-capillary 
concentrations from the Bohr integration are compared to those 
from the solution of the system of equations to check the 
procedure. Additional procedure checks are made for both 
equilibrated and diffusion limited cases by calculating both 
blood and gas respiratory quotients, and by summing the 
alveolar partial pressures. The former must be equal, and the 
latter must equal the total dry gas pressure. The last record 
in the output is the inspired-expired ventilation ratio. 
Xn all cases tested, the required number of iterations 
never exceeded four. However, convergence was not assured 
unless the initial estimates for alveolar oxygen and carbon 
dioxide partial pressures were below those eventually calcu­
lated. Safe values were estimates near the given venous 
partial pressures for oxygen and carbon dioxide and zero for 
carbon monoxide. The computer execution time required for each 
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alveolar compartment ranged from a small fraction of a 
second (all alveolar gas and capillary blood-gas components 
equilibrated) to more than three seconds (some diffusion 
limited conditions). 
The potential applications of SSALV are nearly as numerous 
as the questions concerning pulmonary performance. It is well 
established that computational difficulty is a frequent barrier 
in many investigations and much of the "discussion" of the 
ensuing technical reports is devoted to the reasons for and 
the consequences of simplifying assumptions. An excellent 
example of a contrast here is provided by West (133) compared 
to King and Briscoe (65). Although both works are exceptional 
contributions, the former was computerized and virtually free 
of argumentative numerical approximations, while the latter 
was needlessly encumbered by justifications for certain 
graphical procedures. Furthermore, the computer subprograms 
were always available for further parameter extrapolation, 
while the graphical results were only available (excluding new 
constructions) as a set of several charts at predefined 
environmental and metabolic conditions. 
SSALV significantly extends the previous computer sub­
programs as can be readily demonstrated by simultaneously 
constructing Bohr integral and ventilation-perfusion isopleths 
on a chart of end-capillary blood-oxygen concentrations versus 
alveolar oxygen partial pressures (65). Figure D-5 refers to 
Figure D-5. Bohr integral and ventilation-perfusion isopleths at reduced oxygen 
atmospheres. End-capillary blood-oxygen concentrations versus alveolar, 
oxygen partial pressures at several "alveolar points" /Qg and Qj^ /Qg 
°2 
isopleth intersections). Equilibrium blood-oxygen partial pressures are 
also available along the abscissa, as defined by the dashed lines. 
Venous blood-nitrogen is established at 573 mmHg and carbon dioxide mass 
transfer coefficients are fixed at twenty times the respective (venous) 
oxygen coefficients (shown) 
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a particular inspired (reduced) oxygen, (zero) carbon dioxide, 
(balance) nitrogen mixture at atmospheric pressure. Reduced 
inspired oxygen was selected to emphasize alveolo-capillary 
membrane diffusion limitations and the venous blood-gas con­
centrations are approximately consistent with this choice, and 
with basal metabolic rates. Unique alveolar - end-capillary 
points are defined at the intersections of the isopleths and 
all alveoli participating in blood-gas transfer within a lung, 
subject to the basic constraints mentioned, are represented. 
Although true alveolar interactions are not immediately 
available from the chart, the construction does provide unique 
insights into potential interactions. Many such insights have 
already been presented (65) and the purpose now is to declare 
the advantages of numerical superiority. 
The Bohr integral isopleths represent constant mass 
transfer coefficient to perfusion ratios ranging from a 
complete alveolo-capillary block (D^ /Qg = 0, C = and 
= Pj.) to perfect equilibration of alveolar gas and end-
capillary blood (Dj^ /Qg = «> and C = fg (P^ ) ). Normal values for 
this diffusion parameter reportedly fall between 0,0025 and 
0,005 ml gas STP/ml blood*mmHg at reduced oxygen conditions 
(e,g, 9,20,65,80). Patients with pulmonary distress may 
exhibit as little as ten percent of this normal diffusibility 
(66 )  .  
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The ventilation-perfusion isopleths represent constant 
ventilation to perfusion ratios with ventilation volumes also 
referenced to standard temperature and pressure. For this 
particular chart, no dead space mixing influences were acknowl­
edged and ventilation values refer then to alveolar ventilation 
as previously mentioned. Reference to a normal alveolar venti­
lation to perfusion ratio is not applicable. However, a normal 
overall value may be identified (0.7 to 1.0 ml gas STP/ml 
blood)(20)), and ranges for both normals (0.3 to 3.3 (e.g. 75, 
131,132)) and diseased patients (<0.1 to >10 (e.g. 26,71,136)) 
have been reported. 
Blood-oxygen equivalent partial pressures are also 
included in the chart. In the absence of diffusion limitations, 
alveolar partial pressures equal end-capillary partial presr-
sures, and one curve (D^ /Qg = <») is sufficient. When diffusion 
limitations do exist, two curves are required. First, as the 
Bohr integral isopleths are intersected by ventilation-perfu­
sion isopleths, alveolar oxygen partial pressures and end-
capillary blood-oxygen concentrations are defined. Then, a 
horizontal line from this intersection to one of the dashed 
equilibrium lines that shroud the chart, define the equivalent 
blood-oxygen partial pressures. Each equilibrium line corre­
sponds to a particular ventilation-perfusion value and is 
constructionally an extension of that isopleth. 
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At high ventilation to perfusion ratios, alveolar carbon 
dioxide partial pressures are reduced and, since the mass 
transfer coefficients for carbon dioxide are assumed to be 
twenty times those for oxygen, end-capillary and alveolar 
carbon dioxides are nearly equilibrated at all but extremely 
severe impairments. Consequently, along a line of constant 
end-capillary blood-oxygen concentration, carbon dioxide con­
tent varies and, because of blood-gas equilibrium interferences, 
blood-oxygen equivalent partial pressures necessarily change 
(Bohr effect). Although not shown, the dashed equilibrium 
lines eventually return to the venous point as carbon dioxide 
diffusion limits are eventually reached and blood-carbon 
dioxide increases. This phenomena was mentioned in the pre­
vious work (65), but it was not then practical to quantify all 
possibilities. Once again, by incorporating this equilibrium 
variation, one more concern is expeditiously eliminated and 
investigative efforts may be channeled in more profitable 
directions. 
Two more peculiarities are interesting. The shift in the 
"inspired" oxygen points 
P 
2 
(D-2) 
located at the intersections of the base line and the 
ventilation-perfusion isopleths, intrinsically reflects the 
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increase in alveolar carbon dioxide as this ratio decreases. 
The isopleth intersections then form a locus of tangents with 
an infinite ratio being perpendicular to the base line 
(P =0). A second peculiarity, not previously observed, is 
CO2 
that at high ventilation to perfusion ratios and low-to-
moderate mass transfer coefficient to perfusion ratios, the 
Bohr integral isopleths exhibit a slightly increasing slope. 
As in other areas of this chart, the slopes had previously been 
constant or decreasing. However, little clinical significance 
can be given to this effect and it must rest as no more than 
an interesting arbeit. 
In addition to the basic oxygen charts, other pulmonary 
variables are available for inspection. In Figure D-6, 
alveolar nitrogen and alveolar carbon dioxide partial pressures 
are plotted at various isopleth values. The decrease in 
alveolar and (equilibrated) end-capillary nitrogen is a passive 
reflection of diffusion limitations due to an increase in 
alveolar oxygen partial pressures, and a constraint on total 
pressure, along a ventilation-perfusion isopleth. A similar 
reduction occurs in alveolar carbon dioxide partial pressures 
as transport into the alveolar spaces is hindered and, more 
significantly, as blood-oxygen concentrations are reduced 
CHaldane effect). 
In Figure D-7, respiratory quotients and oxygen uptake 
rates are observed corresponding to this particular respiratory 
Figure D-6. Alveolar carbon dioxide partial pressures versus 
alveolar nitrogen partial pressures. Values are 
consistent with those in Figure D-5 
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Figure D-7. Respiratory quotients (COg release/Og uptake) 
versus oxygen uptake in the alveolar 
compartments. Values are consistent with 
those in Figures D-5 and D-6 
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situation. With virtually no diffusion limitations = 
0.008), oxygen uptake increases steadily with ventilation to 
perfusion ratios until oxyhemoglobin saturation is approached. 
As mass transfer coefficient to perfusion ratios are reduced, 
the benefits of increasing ventilation are considerably 
restrained. In contrast, carbon dioxide has no comparable 
barriers and consistently increases with ventilation to perfu­
sion ratios. Nevertheless, at a ventilation to perfusion ratio 
of four, for instance, the product of respiratory quotient and 
oxygen uptake is approximately twenty percent less with 
impaired diffusion (D^ /Qg = 0.0005) than with no such impair­
ment (Dj^ /Qg = 0.008). 
One further observation concerns the total influence of 
ventilation-perfusion maldistribution. West (133) has clearly 
demonstrated that both overall oxygen uptake and carbon dioxide 
release can be severely hindered by moderate-to-extensive mal­
distributions, and Piiper (94,95) simultaneously added mass 
transfer coefficient-perfusion maldistribution to further 
emphasize potential problems in a composite lung. The observa­
tion here is simply that the ventilation-perfusion uniformity 
index ((amount of gas transferred with ventilation-perfusion 
maldistribution/amount of gas transferred assuming a uniform 
distribution) £ 1) for oxygen is certainly greater with uni­
formly impaired diffusion, although total uptake is reduced. 
The same index using carbon dioxide would not significantly 
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demonstrate this dependence on impaired diffusion. This sug­
gests that an interesting investigation might be to pursue 
continuous, simultaneous maldistribution patterns with respect 
to this index, overall transport rates, and mixed alveolar-
arterial partial pressure gradients. The computational 
requirements are now available and only selectivity of emphasis 
and presentation need be considered. 
To further illustrate the range of problems that may be 
approached with this subprogram, a soluble inert gas was added 
to the oxygen-carbon dioxide-nitrogen system. To check the 
results, the problem introduced by Farhi and Olszowka was 
repeated (30). In that work, nitrous oxide was included in the 
inspired gas compositions and the subsequent dilution effects 
on alveolar oxygen and carbon dioxide partial pressures were 
striking. Figure D-8 provides a comparison of three inspired 
nitrous oxide compositions, at several ventilation to perfusion 
ratios, and assuming equilibrated blood conditions. The 
respiration model then presumes that venous blood-nitrous oxide 
content is zero while other venous blood-gas compositions are 
fixed at steady-state values established prior to the inspira­
tion of nitrous oxide. This pseudo steady-state approximation 
is applicable shortly after inhalation begins and the lung has 
reached a steady-state relative to venous return. Successive 
venous return compositions could then be inserted into the 
Figure D-8. The effect of inspired soluble inert gases at steady-state. Alveolar 
carbon dioxide versus alveolar oxygen partial pressures at three levels 
of inspired nitrous oxide. Equilibrated blood-gas conditions prevail, 
venous blood-gas compositions are assumed constant, and normal oxygen 
atmospheres are considered 
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steady-state calculations to simulate the time course of the 
entire system without resorting to differential equations (30). 
The observation here is that in the presence of soluble 
inert gases, inspired alveolar gas volumes may extensively 
exceed the respective expired volumes and oxygen, restricted 
either by diffusion limits or by solubility limits, will con­
centrate in the alveolar spaces. Alveolar carbon dioxide 
partial pressures do not experience similar concentrating 
effects if environmental concentrations of this gas are zero. 
In Figure D-9, diffusion limitations are again superim­
posed on a particular respiratory situation. With mass trans­
fer coefficients reduced to a fifth of their normal values, 
the influence of diffusion limitations is considerably less 
significant at higher nitrous oxide inspirations because of 
increased alveolar oxygen partial pressures. 
For the general steady-state lung problem, multiple 
alveolar units with individual ventilation-perfusion ratios 
and mass transfer coefficient-perfusion ratios are necessary 
to define the system. Subprogram SSSYS simply organizes this 
system of alveolar units. 
Inputs to the routine, through labeled COMMON area LC4, 
are the distribution coefficients for ventilation (AQV array) 
and perfusion (AQB array), the venous-oxygen mass transfer 
coefficient for each compartment (D02 array), the control 
Figure D-9. Alveolar oxygen partial pressures versus 
(alveolar) ventilation-perfusion ratios at 
three levels of inspired nitrous oxide. A 
different perspective on the results presented 
in Figure D-8 with diffusion limited cases 
added 
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specification KM for each compartment (KMI array), cardiac out­
put less shunted blood, shunted blood flow rate and total ex­
pired ventilation. Also, the number of alveolar compartments 
(NCOMP), the number of gas components present minus one (NGAS), 
the number of gases with mutual equilibrium interferences 
(MIGAS = two or three), and the number of lumped-parameter 
capillary pools (NPOOL), must be given. The number of capillary 
pools is zero if distributed-parameter models are used 
exclusively. 
From these inputs, ventilation-perfusion and mass transfer 
coefficient-perfusion ratios are calculated and SSALV is called 
to provide the appropriate steady-state alveolar values. Addi­
tional inputs are as required by SSALV. 
The direct output from SSSYS includes a. title record 
to identify the routine, overall and local parameter values, 
and then each compartment is appropriately numbered (followed 
by the respective results from SSALV). Finally, the routine 
also constructs two important arrays that are made available 
to the main program or to other subroutines through the labeled 
COMMON area LC4. 
The first of these is an array containing mixed end-
capillary concentrations of oxygen, carbon dioxide and carbon 
monoxide and mixed end-capillary partial pressures of inert gas 
and nitrogen. The former may be converted to equivalent partial 
pressures by calling DISCOI with the mixed concentrations in 
the argument list. The array is actually an unsubscripted 
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collection of literal expressions as noted in Appendix I. 
The second array (AYA) is subscripted and is no longer a 
literal expression of the variable within the array. However, 
the literal expressions inserted into the array are evident 
from the listing of the subprogram. The purpose of the array 
to store specific variables required in other steady-state sub­
programs or required as initial conditions for transient 
calculations. The size of the array and the location of 
variables within the array are determined by the variable 
dimensions of the problem. Note that oxygen and carbon dioxide 
are always present while carbon monoxide and inert gas are 
optional and the array is expanded accordingly.• After space 
has been provided for the alveolar compartment variables, 
additional space can be reserved for dead space gas partial 
pressures and then for variable alveolar volumes which are a 
part of some transient calculations. Finally, at the end of 
the array, end-capillary concentrations from the distributed-
parameter model are stored and made available for comparison 
with their counterparts from the lumped-parameter models 
(LPMPIT). 
It should be noted that the alveolar compartment variables 
include alveolar partial pressures of all independent gases, 
and blood-gas concentrations of oxygen, carbon dioxide and 
carbon monoxide (if present) from the lumped-parameter capillary 
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pools. The latter values are supplied by subprogram SSLPM if 
they are necessary (i.e., NPOOL = 0 for the distributed-
parameter capillary model). 
Distributed-lumped-parameter capillary models (SSLPM and LPMFIT) 
Subprogram SSLPM calculates steady-state blood-gas 
profiles along a distributed-lumped-parameter model of the 
capillary. The basic source statements are provided by 
Equation C-28 and the routine is dimensioned to accommodate any 
number of capillary blood pools. Each pool is of equal size 
within an alveolar compartment and the calculations for each 
pool, beginning at the venous end (given) of the capillary, 
depend only on given alveolar gas partial pressures, the con­
centrations of blood entering the pool, and the local mass 
transfer coefficient to perfusion ratio. The pools are, in 
this sense, uncoupled and the calculations are made sequentially 
with the output of the first pool becoming the input to the next 
and so on. 
The mass transfer coefficient for the alveolar compartment 
is equally distributed among the capillary pools and partial 
pressure variations in the oxygen mass transfer coefficient are 
included. As in BORINT, the distributed-parameter counterpart, 
only oxygen, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide (if present) are 
involved in the calculations. A system of equations. Figure 
D-10, are developed according to the mutual equilibrium inter­
ferences involved, and the partial derivatives of concentrations 
Figure D-10. Linearized equations necessary to describe the steady-state profiles 
along distributed-lumped-parameter models of the capillary 
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with respect to equivalent partial pressures are explicitly 
provided by DISOC. The linearized system of equations are 
solved with LINSYS and the partial derivatives are iterated as 
in the blood-gas equilibration portion of SSALV. Initial 
values of equivalent partial pressures must be provided at the 
start of the routine, either by the main program or by a 
previously called subprogram. Venous values are suggested, but 
not essential. Four iterations were typically required for 
each capillary pool. 
Inputs to the routine are those required by DISOC, the 
iteration tolerances previously mentioned, alveolar gas partial 
pressures, venous blood concentrations, capillary residence 
time, the dimensions of the problem as outlined for SSSYS and 
the number of the particular alveolar compartment involved. 
The alveolar gas partial pressures may be arbitrarily specified 
or given by SSSYS and affiliated subprograms. For a finite 
number of capillary pools, the lumped-parameter models will not 
yield the same end-capillary values as those from the 
distributed-parameter model (SSSYS) with the same mass transfer 
coefficients. This situation is considered in LPMFIT. 
The outputs from SSLPM include a subprogram identification 
statement, the number of the alveolar compartment and the number 
of the capillary pool within that compartment, and a summary of 
the linear convergence including the final blood-gas concentra­
tions and equivalent partial pressures. Additionally, these 
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equivalent partial pressures from the capillary pools are 
appropriately stored in the previously mentioned AYA array for 
potential use as initial values in transient calculations. 
Subprogram LPMFIT provides a value of the oxygen mass 
transfer coefficient to be used in SSLPM such that end-
capillary oxygen concentrations from the lumped-parameter models 
coincide with those given by the distributed-parameter model 
of the capillary. The routine begins by calling SSSYS with 
"true" estimates of the mass transfer coefficients. Then, 
given the calculated alveolar gas partial pressures and the 
(calculated) desired value of end-capillary oxygen concentration 
for each alveolar compartment, a linear function, /Qg 
versus P_ , is implicitly constructed from SSLPM. By inter-
polating the function with respect to the desired end-capillary 
oxygen partial pressure, a better estimate of the "equivalent" 
lumped-parameter mass transfer coefficient is obtained. The 
process is iterated, typically three times, until the end-
capillary values coincide. The new coefficient is then inserted 
in place of the "true" value for use in transient calculations 
that involve lumped-parameter models of the capillary. 
Inputs to this subprogram are entirely satisfied by the 
requirements for SSSYS. New outputs are a remark identifying 
the subprogram, the progress of the convergence, and the final 
values of the "equivalent" mass transfer coefficients for each 
alveolar compartment. 
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A root-finding subprogram (ITRAT) 
The previous subprograms require the specification of many 
respiratory parameters and the role of independent (input) and 
dependent (output) variables is well structured. Although this 
regimen is often satisfactory for evaluating "effects", several 
exceptions must be considered. And, when the roles of two or 
more variables are reversed, either the basic equations must be 
reorganized within new subprograms, or the present subprograms 
must be iterated until the input variables satisfy the given 
output criteria. The latter procedure is certainly more 
available and contributes to the intended scheme of generalized 
computer software for respiratory analysis. 
An example of this process is provided by the subprogram 
LPMFIT where an "effective" oxygen mass transfer coefficient is 
iterated until the "true" end-capillary blood-oxygen composi­
tion is computed. The root-finding technique employed for this 
implicit, nonlinear equation is known as the secant method (21). 
The method might find other applications such as fitting overall 
ventilation values to desired values of venous blood-carbon 
dioxide, an important pair of parameters in control studies. 
A more typical iteration problem involves simultaneous, 
nonlinear equations. For example, within the subprogram SSALV, 
alveolar gas partial pressures are linearly iterated (21) until 
their values are nearly constant from one iteration to the next. 
Another example of successful linear iteration appears in the 
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subprogram MIXING and is necessary to evaluate mixed dead space 
gas partial pressures in conjunction with, the subprogram SSALV 
(see Figure D-4). 
In more than one class of calculations, linear iteration 
techniques did not provide convergence and an accelerated linear 
iteration technique (21) was no better. At the suggestion of 
West (133), a "false position" procedure for simultaneous, 
implicit, nonlinear equations (89) was utilized. This procedure 
is detailed in Table D-2 for two equations and two unknowns, 
and is accomplished in the subprogram ITRAT for the same size 
system. The procedure may be extended to larger systems, but 
such extensions were not necessary and were not examined. 
One application might be to fit venous blood-oxygen and 
carbon dioxide partial pressures to ascribed metabolic rates. 
The x-y pair become the venous blood-gas partial pressures and 
the functions become 
F(P , P ) = Q (C - C ) - Mq (D-3a) 
% °2 «2 2 
and 
G(P , P ) = Q* (C - C ) - M = 0 (D-3b) 
"^ Og C^Og ®T 0^2 O^g °^2 
The initial partial pressure estimates are to be provided 
in the argument list of the subprogram. The subprogram then 
calls another subprogram (ITFUN), also named in the argument 
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Table D-2. Method of "false position" for two simultaneous 
equations (implicit) and two unknowns (89) 
I. Define the two equations, F and G, such that 
F(x,y) = 0 = F(x^ ,y^ ) + aCx-x^ ) + b(y-y^ ) 
and 
G(x,y) = 0 = GCx^ fy^ ) + cfx-x^ ) + d(y-y^ ) 
II. For three noncollinear points in space (three initial 
estimates required to start), write 
a(x-x^ ) + b(y-y^ ) = -Ffx^ /y^ ) 
and 
c(x-xx) + d(y-y^ ) = -G(x^ ,y^ ) 
III. Solve for (x-x^ ) and (y-y\) terms, eliminate the constants, 
and observe 
x-x^  y-Yi 
F(Xi'yi) = 0 
G(Xi,yi) G(Xi,yi) 
or 
X = T 
*i 
F(x^ ,y^ ) 
G(Xi,yi) 
y = Â F(Xj^ ,yj^ ) 
G(x^ ,y^ ) 
A = F(x\,yi) 
G(Xi,yi) 
IV, Iterate by replacing the "worst" point (x^ ,y^ ) with the 
new point (x,y) until the equations are satisfied. 
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list for general reference, to compute F and G. For this 
particular computation, ITFUN is referenced to the subprogram 
VENFIT. A typical calculation required two or three iterations. 
Another application concerns fitting two parameters of the 
lung to measured values of arterial blood-gases. The details 
of one such process will be presented in Results and Discussion 
and, for this computation, ITFUN is referenced to the sub­
program A02FIT. 
Many other applications are possible and, perhaps, the 
iteration procedures should be extended to larger systems. 
However, some larger systems can be approached by simultaneously 
iterating on smaller subsystems. This procedure, with a dif­
ferent numerical approach, has been demonstrated on a three-
alveolar-compartment model (136). 
Unsteady-state subprograms (FCTDPM and FCTLPM) 
The subprogram FCTDPM permits an evaluation of unsteady-
state gas transfer in the lung. Unlike previous routines, 
including the approximations afforded by the subprogram FRERES, 
alveolar gas and capillary blood-gas partial pressures are now 
coupled through both spatial and temporal dimensions. However, 
to avoid the unjustified expense associated with more exact 
solutions (e.g. 24,48), several simplifying assumptions have 
been introduced as summarized by Equations B-12 and B-13. 
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The essential characteristics of these computations are 
then (1) continuous, unidirectional ventilation, (2) "long-
term" respiratory transients such that diffusion limited 
circumstances are evaluated by the distributed-parameter 
capillary model (BORINT), and (3) mean capillary blood concen­
trations incorporated within the definition of an "effective" 
mean alveolar volume ) where 
"i 
'  a(c.  )  
\ sr- = 
The last characteristic is actually reduced further to 
3(C.) 
\ = & + K (D-4b) 
where the partial derivatives are evaluated at end-capillary 
concentrations. With the possible exception of inert gases. 
Equation D-4b is only an approximation. However, the approxi­
mation is quite adequate (16,17) and numerical integrations 
along capillary concentration profiles are subsequently avoided. 
Inputs to FCTDPM are the same as those required by SSSYS 
with the addition of distributed mean alveolar volumes and 
distributed capillary blood volumes. The latter values must be 
consistent with the assumed distribution of perfusion rates and 
with the value of capillary blood residence time provided in 
the calculation of variable oxygen mass transfer coefficients. 
The subprogram SSSYS can provide a consistent set of initial 
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values and the subprogram listing in Appendix I demonstrates 
several respiratory parameters that might be successfully 
investigated with this model. 
The second subprogram to calculate unsteady-state gas 
transfer in the lung is PCTLPM and is applicable to those 
transients with important frequency components on the order of 
normal breath-by-breath variations within the alveoli. The 
periodic ventilation equations (Equations B'-4 through B-ll) are 
coupled with the lumped-parameter capillary models. Calculat­
ing diffusion limited end-capillary values with BORINT would 
not be suitable as the required assumption of constant alveolar 
gas partial pressures would contradict the supposed emphasis on 
short-term effects. 
The inputs to FCTLPM are the same as those for FCTDPM 
plus initial values for equivalent partial pressures of each 
capillary blood pool. As previously described, this additional 
information is provided by subprograms SSLPM and LPMFIT. 
Initial values for dead space gas partial pressures must be 
consistent with the starting point of the assumed ventilation 
maneuver and, along with (corrected) inspired gas partial 
pressures, are also necessary inputs. 
Within the routine, mass transfer coefficients and cap­
illary blood volumes for each avleolar compartment are uni­
formly distributed along the capillary. Also, partial pressure 
variations in the oxygen mass transfer coefficient and the 
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effect of alveolar volume (area) variations on all coefficients 
are included. 
As in previous routines, both subprograms are dimensioned 
to accommodate any number of alveolar compartments; oxygen, 
carbon dioxide and nitrogen are assumed to be present, and an 
inert gas and carbon monoxide are optional. The systems of 
equations are expanded for the optional gases as required, and 
alveolar nitrogen partial pressures are determined by the con­
straint of constant total pressure. 
The subprograms are written in conjunction with numerical 
integration procedures from IBM's Scientific Subroutine 
Package (57). The argument list of the subprogram is a con­
sequence of this fact. It is also required that the output 
come from another subprogram (OUTP) with the desired values 
made available either through the argument list or through the 
labeled COMMON areas. Complete examples of the subprograms, 
including the respective MAIN programs with important initial­
izations and the output subroutines (OUTP), are listed in 
Appendix t. 
Example calculations using FCTDPM and associated sub­
programs are provided in Figure D-11. The calculations involve 
a two alveolar compartment model of ventilation-perfusion mal­
distribution and assume no diffusion limitations and no dead 
space mixing influences. With constant venous blood composition 
and with fixed total ventilation and total perfusion functions 
Figure D-11. The effect of inspired soluble nitrous oxide 
on arterial oxygen with inspirations followed 
by (equally) short periods of apnea. In all 
cases, two alveolar compartments (20-80 
ventilation, 50-50 perfusion, and no dif­
fusion limitations) are assumed, dead space 
mixing is ignored, and no NgO in the venous 
return. Particulars are: Case 1. 0% NgO and 
a closed airway during apnea; Case 2. 78% NgO 
and a closed airway; Case 3. 78% NgO and an 
open airway (adventilation) - open to air; 
Case 4. 78% NgO and an open airway - open to 
100% Og. Total alveolar volumes and total 
alveolar ventilation rates are also shown 
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(no auxiliary components), one minute inhalations of nitrous 
oxide are followed by one minute of apnea. Although the 
computed results are qualitatively comparable to experimental 
results (51), it is not within the scope of this project to 
discern any particular consequences of this, or any other, 
unsteady-state respiratory maneuver. It is, however, note­
worthy that a one-minute transient typically required two to 
three seconds of computer execution time, while problem time 
increments greater than two seconds were generally not per­
mitted. Hamming predictor-corrector numerical integration 
equations with automatic step-size adjustment (57) were 
employed. 
Had blood-gas transport, in only one alveolar compartment, 
been evaluated by the distributed-parameter capillary model, 
the execution time would have increased by more than twenty 
seconds. Problem extensions to more alveolar compartments, or 
to more alveoli with potential diffusion limitations, would 
proportionally increase these execution times. 
Sample results utilizing subprogram FCTLPM are shown in 
Figures D-12, D-13 and D-14. Alveolar and dead space gas and 
capillary blood-gas partial pressures are presented for a one-
alveolar -compartment lung model, ventilated periodically through 
an anatomic dead space, with the capillary modeled by three 
blood pools. The results, including the partial pressure 
amplifications along the capillary, are favorably comparable to 
Figure D-12. Breath-by-breath variations of alveolar 
oxygen and capillary blood-oxygen partial 
pressures. One alveolar compartment, three 
capillary blood pools, and a dead space are 
assumed. The subscripts 1, 2 and 3 refer 
to sequential pools (P^  is end-capillary 
blood). Vp = 150, = 2500, = 650, 
f = 5, Qg = 90 (constant), Qg , 
(effective) = 0.0665, = 0.67, and normal 
oxygen atmospheres prevail 
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Figure D-13. Breath-by-breath variations of carbon dioxide 
in the model of Figure D-12 
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Figure D-14. Breath-by-breath variations of dead space 
oxygen and carbon dioxide partial pressures 
in the model of Figure D-12 
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previously computed results (24,119). 
Once again, the cost was quite high and three breaths 
(fifteen seconds of respiration) required more than forty 
seconds of execution time. For relatively simple models such 
as the one in this discussion, periodic solutions might best 
be approached on electrical analog computers (72,119). The 
first ventures of this investigation attempted analog computa­
tion, but^  with an emphasis on distribution phenomena and 
significant nonlinear parameters, the capabilities of one 
forty-eight amplifier, sixty potentiometer machine were rapidly 
exceeded. 
An alternate procedure to approximate periodic responses 
is presented in Appendix II. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The purposes of this work are actually threefold; develop 
reasonable respiratory models, develop computer routines to 
facilitate pulmonary model computations, and develop or enhance 
relatively new concepts of pulmonary function analysis. Pre­
liminary results associated with model development have been 
discussed in conjunction with those developments, and computa­
tional capabilities were the subject of the previous chapter. 
In the remaining paragraphs of this report, two aspects of 
pulmonary function analysis will be presented and discussed. 
Two-alveolar-compartment lung model 
The two-alveolar-compartment lung model has been abundantly 
discussed and is generally accepted as a satisfactory represen­
tation of maldistribution phenomena. The most persistent 
criticism that might be applied to this analysis of pulmonary 
function is that oxygen diffusion limitations are typically 
ignored. Either the proposed test involves only inert gases 
and thereby avoids the question of diffusion limitations or an 
unchallenged assumption is merely invoked. In any event, 
oxygen diffusion limitations are a certain possibility and the 
maldistribution of mass transfer coefficient to perfusion ratios 
can be quite significant. Furthermore, it would behoove 
clinicians and researchers to know the magnitude and progressive 
characteristics of these distributed diffusion limitations and 
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to be able to distinguish between this source of pulmonary 
malfunction and that associated with ventilation-perfusion mal­
distribution . 
King and Briscoe (65,66) recognized this descrepency and 
developed a method to relieve the situation. As previously 
mentioned, their effort was objectionably tedious in both the 
clinical acquisition of the necessary data and then in the 
graphical analysis of this data. With the computer routines 
introduced in the last chapter, the latter objection to the 
King and Briscoe technique can no longer exist. 
Before presenting the computational procedures and results, 
the basic principles of this pulmonary function test must be 
reviewed. Four concentrations of oxygen are sequentially 
inspired by the patient. The first three concentrations are 
labeled low (L), medium (M) and high (H), with reference to 
oxygen partial pressures in nitrogen at one atmosphere total 
pressure. With each inspired oxygen concentration, the steady-
state concentrations Cor partial pressures) of mixed arterial 
and venous blood-oxygen and carbon dioxide are recorded, as 
are metabolic and ventilation rates. Cardiac output may then 
be derived from these measurements. Finally, pure oxygen is 
inspired to determine (1) anatomic plus instrumental dead space, 
to determine (2) "slow space" and "fast space" alveolar venti­
lation rates and associated alveolar volumes, and to determine 
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(3) the amount of cardiac output shunted around the alveolar 
units. Also, either by measurement or by an assumption of 
normality, the blood chemistry parameters required for equi­
librium computations are known. (King and Briscoe actually 
circumvented several of these measurements with further 
assumptions and these remarks are considerably more rigorous.) 
With data acquisition complete, the computer software can 
readily provide the remaining information concerning diffusion 
limitations and distributions. The procedure begins with the 
data from the high and medium oxygen pair. At these inspired 
oxygen concentrations, the mass transfer coefficient of the 
fast space is effectively infinite and it may be assumed that 
end-capillary blood and alveolar air from this alveolar space 
are equilibrated. Remembering that the sum of the perfusion 
rates to each alveolar space is constrained by cardiac output 
less the shunt value, only two alveolar parameters remain to 
be evaluated; the mass transfer coefficient of the slow space 
and the perfusion of either space. The object is to find the 
values of these two parameters such that the measured arterial 
blood-oxygen concentrations are equivalent to those computed 
by the model equations. 
Mathematically, the problem is one of two nonlinear 
simultaneous algebraic equations with two unknowns. Three 
pairs of estimated values for the unknowns are sequentially 
introduced into the steady-state alveolar equations (SSALV). 
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Mixed arterial blood-oxygen concentrations are computed and 
compared to those measured. New parameter estimates are 
iterated by a method of flase position (ITRAT) until the 
arterial values agree to within some specified tolerance. 
Notationally, 
(E-1) 
where the functions and are the computed arterial con­
centrations for high and medium inspired oxygen partial pres­
sures, respectively, and Ca^  and Ca^  are the corresponding 
measured arterial blood-oxygen concentrations. The implicit 
arguments of these functions are the iterated parameters, or 
unknowns, and the three initial estimates are required by the 
numerical root-finding technique. As a new pair of parameters 
are iterated, they replace the "worst" of the three previous 
pairs. 
The final step in the analysis is to determine the value 
of the mass transfer coefficient for the fast space. If it can 
be assumed that the pulmonary perfusion and ventilation distri­
butions and mass transfer coefficients do not change with the 
variations in inspired oxygen partial pressures, and do not 
change temporarily by any other potential system perturbation, 
then the fast space mass transfer coefficient may be adequately 
defined by the remaining data from low oxygen inhalation. The 
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problem is essentially as described in the previous paragraphs, 
reduced to one equation and one unknown. 
When the graphical analysis was applied, this latter 
computation was most appropriate. However, with the computer, 
an alternate approach is no more difficult and also provides a 
test of one assumption. Rather than take only the low inspired 
oxygen data, take both the low and high inspired oxygen data, 
solve for the fast space mass transfer coefficient, and re-solve 
for the perfusion rates: 
Osg) - Can = 0 
L^<%' - Cat = 0 
(E-2) 
Assuming only that the slow space mass transfer coefficient and 
ventilation distributions have not changed, it is readily 
determined if the perfusion rates have likely been altered 
during the clinical testing process. (They were apparently not 
altered in the particular test to be described.) 
The results of this procedure are shown in Table E-1 and 
in Figure E-1. The input data is essentially that given for 
patient TR in the paper by King and Briscoe (66). Notable 
exceptions may be attributed to differences in the assumed 
parameters for blood-gas equilibria. Furthermore, all gas 
volumetric flow rates are expressed here at conditions of 
standard temperature and pressure. Those in the previous 
article were at body temperature and pressure (multiply the 
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Table E-1. Two compartment analysis of respiratory distribu­
tions. Triplets sequentially refer to values at 
low, medium and high inspired oxygen partial 
pressures, respectively. See nomenclature for units 
I. Input parameters (measured or derived); 
Q = 12.0 V = 6,340 6^  = .3.3 < = -00 
A - 0-3 Q (cardiac output V = 154 
\ - 83-9 less shunt) ° 
Q„ =9.05 
s 
P_ = 149; 173; 213 (P_ = 713-P ) 
«2 "2 °2 
P = 30.4; 33.1; 36.3 
°2 
P = 47.5; 54.7; 65.9 
2^ 
P,, = 40.9; 42.5; 44.9 
COg 
=-4.600 
"2 
"C02= 4-1*7 
D, = 20 (D, ) 
=°2 
II. Calculated parameters (oxygen only); 
P^  = 94.1; 109.6; 136.2 = 0.0435 
% = 132.1, 156.1, 196.3 . 33 .25  
P3 = 37.3, 43.3, 54.5 {^ 3^-
Pp = 96.0; 156.1; 196.3 (capillary 
D_ = 0.0155 
S 
Qpj = 45.67 
Figure E-1. Pictorial process and results of a two-alveolar-compartment 
analysis. See Table E-1 and Figure D-5 for further details 
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ventilation rates and ventilation-perfusion ratios of this 
analysis by 1.135 to compare values). Despite the differences 
in blood-gas equilibrium parameters, the results of the graphi­
cal and the computer analysis agree quite favorably. 
In Figure E-1, blood-oxygen concentrations are plotted 
against oxygen partial pressures with points representing the 
end-points of appropriate Bohr integral isopleths and ventila­
tion-perfusion isopleths, and with selected blood-oxygen 
equilibrium points. The lines are to connect these related 
points, or successive events, and do not represent actual 
isopleths or equilibrium lines. The mixed arterial and venous 
points represent blood-oxygen equilibrium, and the fast (F) and 
slow (S) space points relate end-capillary concentration to 
avleolar partial pressure. The remaining aspects of this 
pictorial have already been mentioned (SSALV). 
Several aspects of the results need to be clarified. 
First, at low inspired oxygen partial pressures, a significant 
alveolar - end-capillary gradient exists in the fast space. The 
absence of the gradient at the next two levels of inspired 
oxygen is strictly an assumption and the significant gradient 
in the former calculation would certainly cast doubt on this 
assumption. However, the oxygen dissociation curve is very 
flat in this region of partial pressures and any oxygen partial 
pressure gradients in this region would not manifest significant 
concentration gradients to materially alter mixed arterial 
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blood-oxygen concentrations. This is one of the very reasons 
why the procedure iterates on mixed arterial values rather than 
on mixed alveolar partial pressures. Furthermore, the gradients 
could be easily determined by merely waving the assumption of 
equilibration and performing one more non-iterative calculation 
at each of these two inspired oxygen partial pressures. 
It should also be noted that no dead space mixing effects 
were included. The significance of, and the necessary computa­
tional requirements for, this inclusion will be considered in 
subsequent paragraphs. 
Dead space mixing effects 
In most respiratory models the anatomic dead space is not 
given extensive consideration. With unsteady-state equations 
this space may be dynamically modeled and all synchronous and 
asynchronous dead space mixing effects are readily but not 
often incorporated within bidirectional flow patterns. When 
unidirectional flow patterns are assumed and steady respiration 
models are subsequently developed, these effects are most often 
ignored. What are some potential ramifications of this 
ignorance? 
In Figure E-2 mixed arterial blood-oxygen partial pressures 
are plotted at four "mixing numbers". Each mixing number 
represents a certain dead space mixing policy with regard to 
two alveolar compartments expiring into a common anatomic dead 
space. This lung model is then identical to the previously 
Figure E-2. Dead space mixing effects. Two alveolar compartments and a common dead 
space. Figures E-3a through E-4b conform to the specifications in 
Figure E-2 except as noted. The (0.2, 0,5) line is common to all 
Figures for reference. See Results and Discussion for further details 
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defined two-alveolar^ compartment model, except that dead space 
partial pressures and total ventilation rates replace inspired 
partial pressures and alveolar ventilation rates, respectively, 
in the steady-state alveolar equations. The subprogram MIXING 
provides the necessary computations (Appendix I). 
For mixing number zero, the mixing policy is simply stated: 
the anatomic dead space has no effect other than to reduce the 
tidal volumes reaching the mass transfer surfaces. This is 
the typical assumption and provides a reference value for each 
set of respiratory parameters. For instance, in Figure E-2 
fixed parameters given are total blood flow rate, total venti­
lation rate, tidal volume, anatomic dead space volume, shunted 
blood fraction, mass transfer coefficients, and inspired gas 
and venous blood-gas partial pressures. In addition, several 
ventilation-perfusion maldistributions are considered, 
expressed as fractions of total ventilation and total blood 
flow to the slow space. Note that "total blood flow" excludes 
shunted blood, while "cardiac output" includes shunted blood. 
Six reference computations are provided at the combina­
tions of 10 and 50 percent slow space perfusion and 5, 10 and 
20 percent slow space ventilation. The latter percentages are 
characteristic of emphysemic behavior, but the perfusion per­
centages are perhaps more arbitrary. When the perfusion 
percentage is near those for ventilation, arterial blood-oxygen 
partial pressures are sufficiently high. The maximum, arterial 
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oxygen in this figure is merely the condition of no maldistri­
bution; alveolar perfusion and ventilation rates are perfectly 
matched. This maximum is approximately ten percent lower than 
the same literature values for healthy persons because the 
actual ratio of total ventilation to total blood flow is 
typically greater than the unity value assumed for this partic­
ular calculation. 
Mixing number one represents synchronous mixing such that 
reinspired dead space portions of a tidal volume may not 
necessarily contain the same steady-state gas composition as 
the alveolar compartment being ventilated (Equations B-18). 
Well ventilated alveolar spaces incur a reduction in alveolar 
partial pressure, while poorly ventilated alveolar spaces record 
an increase in alveolar partial pressure. In effect, the 
common dead space tends to redistribute any ventilation in­
equities and is assisted by the shape of the oxygen dissociation 
curve. Well ventilated alveolar spaces, by definition, contri­
bute the most expired air to the dead space and thereby dominate 
the composition at the reinspired gas mixture. Thus, the 
reduction in the fast space alveolar partial pressure is not as 
great as the increase in the slow space alveolar partial pres­
sure. Additionally, the fast space operates along the flat 
portion of the oxygen dissociation curve and the slow space 
along a significantly steeper portion of that curve. Then, 
even for identical alveolar partial pressure changes, the 
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increase in end-capillary blood-oxygen concentration from the 
slow space is greater than the corresponding decrease from the 
fast space. The net change is towards an increase in arterial 
blood-oxygen content and synchronous mixing is apparently 
beneficial. 
The lines connecting the arterial oxygen concentrations 
have no significance other than to suggest intermediate distri­
butions of anatomic dead space. A lung functioning as two 
dissimilar alveoli would have the synchronous mixing character­
istics of an anatomic dead space that is in part common to the 
two alveoli and in part distributed between the two alveoli. 
Consequently, the potential benefits of this phenomenon are 
certainly less than those suggested by mixing number one. 
Mixing number two represents one possible scheme of 
asynchronous mixing between two alveolar compartments and a 
common dead space. In particular, the policy establishes that 
the slow space inspires last and, then, also expires last. 
Upon expiration, the fast space completely displaces the pre-
expiratory dead space gas. Then, continuing the expiration 
process, the slow space displaces at least a portion of this 
newer dead space gas, and the two alveolar aliquots mix uni­
formly. During the next inspiration, the fast space receives 
all the reinspired gas and some freshly inspired air. The 
tidal volume aliquot to the slow space is then entirely fresh 
air. This theoretical process is described by Equations B-19 
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with subscripts 1 and 2 becoming F and S, respectively, and 
with 
V. > V > V (E-3) 
The results of this mixing policy display an even greater 
improvement in overall oxygen uptake, at all levels of ventila-
tion-perfusion maldistribution, than did those for synchronous 
mixing. Despite the fact that reinspired dead space gas partial 
pressures are lower (this particular asynchronous sequence pro­
motes a most significant slow space contribution), arterial 
blood-oxygen partial pressures are as much as 6 mmHg higher 
than with synchronous mixing. Furthermore, oxygen partial 
pressures as much as 10 mmHg higher than those for no dead space 
effect were computed. The explanations again rest within the 
construction of the blood-oxygen equilibrium curve. The slow 
space is not able to approach the oxygen capacity of blood and 
any improvements in the slow space alveolar oxygen partial 
pressure measurably increase blood-oxygen content. Blood from 
the fast space is near capacity and relatively large deflections 
in oxygen partial pressure do not measurably influence blood-
oxygen content. Diverting reinspired air to the fast space 
and only fresh air to the slow space capitalized on this 
fortuitous phenomenon. 
An even better circumstance would be to have the slow 
space expire first and inspire last. With the same distributed 
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tidal volume provisions as in the previous case, the slow space 
would once again receive only fresh air, but the reinspired gas 
to the fast space would have a higher oxygen partial pressure 
(no slow space contribution). This case was not computed 
because the weaker anatomical structures of the slow space 
alveoli are not likely to expire first (72,91). However, there 
is some conjecture concerning the sequence of inspiration (72) 
and one more asynchronous mixing policy was computed. 
The policy associated with mixing number three assumes 
that the slow space still expires last, but inspires first. 
This detrimental pattern diverts only reinspired gas to the 
already hindered slow space, and any remaining reinspired gas 
and fresh air to the "unappreciative" fast space. Furthermore, 
since the slow space expires last, the reinspired gas reflects 
the composition of that space and the reduction in overall 
oxygen uptake is even more pronounced. The computations are 
again performed with Equations B-19 with subscripts 1 and 2 
becoming F and S, respectively, for mixed alveolar partial 
pressures, and becoming S and F, respectively, for dead space 
gas partial pressures. 
This policy is most certainly the worse possible case. 
Reductions in arterial blood-oxygen partial pressure, compared 
to values for no dead space effect, range from 1 mmHg to over 
30 mmHg (see Figure E-3a). Again, the computed results must 
be tempered by both anatomical and physiological facts. The 
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distributed nature of the dead space, the overlapping of 
asynchronous ventilation patterns, and gaseous diffusion within 
the dead spaces will corporately tend to smooth the arterial 
oxygen partial pressures from one mixing policy to another. 
However, the extremes presented here do properly identify and 
numerically bound the nature of these effects. 
In Figure E-3a the parameter of ventilation-perfusion mal­
distribution is fixed at 20 percent slow space ventilation and 
50 percent slow space perfusion. With all other pulmonary 
parameters fixed at their previously defined values, this lung 
state will serve as a reference for all subsequent comparisons. 
Thus, as total ventilation is increased at constant tidal 
volume (increased respiration rate), arterial blood-oxygen 
partial pressures expectedly improve. However, the improvement 
is not consistent from one mixing policy to the next, and a 
modest gain in arterial oxygen upon increased ventilation may 
provide further clinical evidence of the slow space asynchronous 
behavior; first-in, last-out. Clearer evidences yet exist. 
When tidal volumes are increased, asynchronous behavior 
may generate even more anomalous results. With total ventila­
tion equal to total blood flow, tidal volumes of 500 and 700 
milliliters are compared. The increased "alveolar" ventilation 
associated with the deeper, less frequent respirations 
necessarily promotes improved arterial oxygen partial pressures 
when, at most, synchronous mixing patterns exist. This 
Figure E-3a. The influence of tidal Figure E-3b. The influence of dead space 
volumes and overall volumes. See Figure E-2 
ventilation to perfusion 
ratios. See Figure E-2 
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advantage has nearly vanished for the last-in, last-out slow 
space and a clear disadvantage is apparent for the first-in, 
last-out slow space. In the former case, the slow space is 
already being ventilated entirely with fresh air and the un­
changed total ventilation equals alveolar ventilation at both 
tidal volumes. Meanwhile, the fast space enjoys an increase 
in alveolar ventilation, but must also accept larger aliquots 
of reinspired gas from the slow space. The net effect is no 
change in slow space blood-oxygenation and a modest increase in 
fast space blood-oxygenation. 
In the latter case, the only source of oxygen to the slow 
space alveoli is from reinspired dead space gas. As the tidal 
volume increases, the oxygen-lean slow space expiration dis­
places more and more of the oxygen-rich dead space gas just 
expired from the fast space. Increased alveolar ventilation to 
the fast space can not recoup the resulting arterial oxygen 
depletion because of near saturated blood-oxygen conditions. 
In both cases, the deeper respirations will not be a decided 
incremental advantage until the tidal volumes from the slow 
space Exceed the common dead space volume. When these volumes 
are equal and the asynchronous behavior is described by mixing 
number three, the slow space alveolar oxygen and end-capillary 
oxygen partial pressures equal venous oxygen partial pressure. 
Alveolar ventilation is zero and a potentially large blood 
shunt results; 50 percent of total blood flow in this 
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particular calculation. Beyond this depth of respiration, the 
slow space can exert no further influences on reinspired gas, 
alveolar ventilation increases in both spaces, and arterial 
oxygenations consistently improve as recorded when ventilation 
is increased at constant tidal volume. 
The parameters of dead space volume and shunted blood 
fraction are considered in Figures E-3b and E-4a. The previous 
reference values are given (V^  = 150; Q_ /(Q^  + Q- ) = 0.01) 
° \ ®T s 
and the ranges of parameter values are quite generous, but not 
significantly beyond those observed from normal to seriously 
diseased subjects. The effect of increasing shunted blood does 
not provoke any new thoughts with regard to the influences of 
dead space mixing. It is interesting, however, to once again 
visually compare the arterial blood-oxygen partial pressures 
associated with these "true" shunts and those associated with 
the shunt-like behavior of more severe ventilation-perfusion 
maldistributions (Figure E-2). 
Any uncompensated increases in dead space volumes, 
anatomical or instrumental, reduce alveolar ventilation and, 
subsequently, lower arterial blood-oxygen. One possible excep­
tion to this rule is revealed by the computed results at mixing 
number three. With the tidal volume from the slow space fixed 
at a value near the reference dead space volume, arterial 
oxygen partial pressure is near a local minimum as previously 
explained. If the dead space volume is then increased. 
Figure E-4a. Figure E-4b. influence 
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reinspired gas to the slow space has a higher oxygen content 
and this space favorably responds to more than compensate for 
reduced alveolar ventilation to the fast space. A further 
increase in dead space volume will reverse this trend as mixing 
effects can no longer compensate the abbreviated alveolar 
ventilation. Consequently, in the presence of this particular 
asynchronous activity, variations in (instrumental) dead space 
might produce a local maximum in arterial blood-oxygen partial 
pressure. 
The computations incorporating diffusion limitations 
provided no unexpected results as viewed in Figure E-4b. At 
all but the most severe mixing policy, a reduction in mass 
transfer coefficients to 50 percent of their normal values 
significantly reduced the performance of an already impaired 
respiratory system. Diffusion limitations of equal magnitude 
are effectively more limiting in the slow space than in the 
fast space as was observed with the ventilation-perfusion and 
Bohr integral isopleth constructions of the last chapter. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions and recommendations have been, at least in 
part, included in the body of this report. However, three 
major observations are worth repeating: 
1. The contents of this work provide a computational 
framework for subsequent respiratory investigations. The 
tedium of computations, that would, or could, incorporate 
nearly all significant respiratory parameters, is no longer a 
persistent menace and the subprograms that have been developed 
here should be utilized and extended to further our compre­
hension of respiratory physiology. Special emphasis should 
continue to be placed on dead space mixing characteristics and 
diffusion limitations, two subjects often ignored. Furthermore, 
this computational software should be extensively introduced 
into clinical environments to complement and supplement an 
already extensive collection of laboratory hardware. 
2. Within the clinical environment, compartmental lung 
models, and accompanying pulmonary performance tests, should be 
evaluated over periods of changing pathology. Although two or 
three alveolar compartments do not provide a true representa­
tion of the diseased lung, they do permit considerable patho­
logical resolution, and protracted studies might produce 
meaningful, simultaneous indices of ventilation-perfusion mal­
distribution, diffusion limitation and intrapulmonary mixing. 
Indeed, much of the conflicting conjecture concerning the 
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preponderance of these effects might be finally resolved. More 
extensive distributions are appealing, but it is now not 
possible to adapt these models to a "methods" analysis that 
acknowledges anything but equilibrated blood-gas conditions and 
rather simplified equilibrium expressions. 
3. Transient analysis would not appear to be a viable, 
or at least necessary, diagnostic tool with respect to mal­
functioning lung structures. However, unsteady-state responses 
are of interest to many respiratory physiologists and their 
investigations should be extended to more detailed lung models. 
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APPENDIX lî SUBPROGRAM LISTINGS 
The following FORTRAN subprograms are sequentially listed: 
DISOC - Equilibrium blood-gas concentrations given partial 
pressures. 
DISCOI - Equilibrium blood-gas partial pressures given 
concentrations. 
BORINT - Bohr integration (steady-state capillary responses). 
FRERES - Capillary blood-gas responses to predefined temporal 
variations. 
LINSYS - Matrix inversion by the completion procedure. 
NEWVAL - Supplement to LINSYS. 
SSALV - Steady-state alveolar computations. 
SSSYS - Steady-state alveoli computations (multiple use of 
SSALV). 
SSLPM - Steady-state capillary responses with distributed-
lumped-parameter capillary models (approximation to 
BORINT). 
LPMFIT - Fitting D_ /Q„ in SSLPM such that end-capillary 
oxygens from SSLPM equal those given by BORINT and the 
"true" DT /ûn values. 
ITRAT - Solving two implicit, simultaneous equations, with 
two unknowns, by a method of false-position, 
VENFIT - A supplement to ITRAT that establishes venous blood-
gas compositions given metabolic rates. 
A02FIT - A supplement to ITRAT that establishes parameters of 
a two alveolar compartment model given arterial oxygen 
levels. 
FCTDPM - Unsteady-state computations involving long-term 
transients (preceded by MAIN and followed by OUTPl). 
218 
FCTLPM - Unsteady-state computations involving short-term 
transients (preceded by MAIN and followed by 0UTP2). 
MIXING - Two-compartment dead space mixing effects. 
Note that the subprograms were written with a nomenclature 
similar to that used in the body of this report. Several 
examples are: 
PV02 - partial pressure (P), venous (V), oxygen (02). 
CMCO - concentration (C), mixed end-capillary (M), 
carbon monoxide (CO). 
CARC02 - concentration (C), arterial (AR), carbon dioxide 
(C02). 
QEQB - total ventilation (QE) - perfusion (QB) ratio. 
D02QB - oxygen (02) mass transfer coefficient (D) to 
perfusion (QB) ratio. 
Those symbols that are not clear, are defined in comments 
following the SUBROUTINE statements. The literal nomenclature 
does increase the required number of source statements, but 
future utilizations and potential modifications are certainly 
enhanced. 
To reduce the length of the listings, repetitious source 
statements have been removed and replaced by (fewer) comment 
cards that direct the user to the proper insertions. These 
special comments are easily identified by multiple asterisks 
preceding the comment. COMMON statements are also omitted, 
but appear at the end of the listings. 
SUBROUTINE DIS0C(C02S,CC02S,CCOS,PO2,PC02,PCO) 
MODIFIED CHERNIACK EQUILIBRIUM RELATIGNSdS). INPUT PART. PRESS. 
OF 02,C02#C0, HEMOGLOBIN CONC. IN OXYHEMOGLOBIN EQUIVALENTS (CMAX) 
AND CARBON MONOXIDE AFFINITY (ALCO). LABELED COMMON AREA LCI REQUIRED 
DATA TMl,TERM2,TERM3/0.36,0.145,0.017/ 
DATA CMAX,ALCO/0.201,210./ 
PC02A=PC02**0.535 
PC02B=PC02**TM1 
V0=0.004273+0.04326/PC02A 
V=V0*(P02+ALC0*PC0) 
U=V*C0.925+2.8*V+30.0*V*V> 
UV=0.925+5.6*V+90.0»V*V 
UP=1.0/CC1.0+U)*(1.0+U)) 
C02CS REPRESENTS OXYHEMOGLOBIN SATURATION. : 
C02CS=CMAX»(U/(1.0+U))/(1.0+ALC0*PC0/P02) 
BLOOD-GAS CONCENTRATIONS IN TOTAL MLS GAS (STP)/ML BLOOD. 
C02S=C02CS+3.0E-05*P02 
CC0S=C02CS*ALC0*PC0/P02 
CC02S=(TERM2-TERM3*U/(1.0+U))*PC02B 
PART. DERIV. FOR 02,C02,C0 NUMBERED 1,2,3, RESPECTIVELY. 
C1P1S=CMAX*UP*UV*V0*(P02/IP02+ALC0*PC0))+(CMAX*U/(1.0+U))*(ALCO» 
lPC0/(P02+ALC0*PC0)**2i0)+3.0E-05 
ClP2S=(CMAX*UV*UP*(P02+ALC0*PC0)*(-0.535)*0.04326/(PC02*PC02A))/ 
l(l.O+ALC0*PCO/PO2) 
C1P3S=(CMAX*UP*UV*V0*ALC0)/(1.0+ALC0*PC0/P02)^(CMAX*U/(1.0+U))*P02 
1*ALC0/(P02+ALC0*PC0)**2.0 
C2P1S=(-TERM3)*UP*UV*VO*PC02B 
C2P2S=TM1*(TERM2-TERM3*U/11.0+U))*PC02B/PC02+TERM3*0.04326*0.535 
1 *UP*UV*(P02+ALC0*PC0)*PC02B/(PC02*PC02A) 
C2P3S=(^TERM3)*UP*UV*V0*ALC0*PC02B 
C3P1S=-C02CS*ALCO*PCO/P02**2.0+ALCQ*PCO*(C1P1S-3.0E-05)/P02 
C3P2S=ALCO*PCO*C1P2S/P02 
C3P3S=ALC0*G02CS/P02+ALC0*PC0*C1P3S/P02 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE DISCDItC02,CC02,CC0,P02,PC02iPC0) 
C 
C INVERSE OF DISOC. INPUT 02,C02,C0 CONC.. SUBROUTINE DISOC REQUIRED. 
C LABELED COMMON AREA LCI REQUIRED. 
DIMENSION XC21)vY(21)«Z(21) 
C SELECT LOCATION OF INITIAL ESTIMATES TO INSURE CONVERGENCE. : 
X(l)=20.0 
IF(C02.L£.0.1) GO TO 14 
X(l)=40. 
IF(C02.LE.0.17) GO TO 14 
X(ir=70. 
IF<C02.GT.0.195) X(l)=100. 
14 YM)=40.0 
Z(1)=0.0 
J=0 
C NEWTON - RAPHESON NUMERICAL ITERATION. 
6 J—J+1 
IF(X(J).LT.O.) X(J)=0. 
IF(Z(J»;LT.0.) Z(J)=0. . 
CALL DIS0C(C02S,CC02S,CC0S,X(J),Y(J),Z(J)* 
DEN0M=C1P1S*C2P2S*C3P3S*C1P2S*C2P3S*C3P1S+C1P3S*C3P2S*C2P1S 
1 -C3P1S*C2P2S*C1P3S-C3P2S*C2P3S*C1P1S-C3P3S*C1P2S*C2P1S 
G1=C02S-C02 
G2=CC02S-CC02 
G3=CC0S-CC0 
X(J+l)=X(J)+(-Gl*(C2P2S*C3P3S-C3P2S*C2P3S)+G2*(ClP2S*C3P3S-ClP3S 
1 *C3P2SHG3*(C1P2S*C2P3S-C1P3S*C2P2S))/DEN0M 
Y tJ+1)=Y(JI + C G1*(C2P1S*C3P3S-C2P3S*C3P1SI-G2* C C1P1S*C3P3S-C3PIS 
1 *C1P3S)+G3*(C1P1S*C2P3S-C2P1S*C1P3S)l/DENOM 
Z(J+1)=Z<J)+(^G1*(C2P1S*C3P2S-C2P2S*C3P1S;+G2*(C1P1S*C3P2S-C1P2S 
1 *C3P1S)-G3*(C1P1S*C2P2S-C1P2S*C2P1S))/DEN0M 
IF(ABS(Z(J+1 J-Z( J) ).GT.0.0005.0R.ABSCYf J+l)-rYI J)I.GT.0.05.0R. 
1 ABS(X(J+l)-rX(J) ).GT.0.05) GO TO 4 
GO TO 5 
4 IFCJ.LE.20) GO TO 6 
WRITE(6,100) J 
100 F0RMAT(1H1,30X,55H *** WARNING - N O  CONVERGENCE IN DISCOI ROUTINE 
1*** (J=,I2) 
5 P02=X(J+1J 
PC02=YCJ+1) 
PC0=Z(J+1) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BORINT 
C 
C RUNGE-KUTTA FOURTH ORDER INTEGRATION PROCESS FOR BOHR INTEGRATION. 
C INPUT ALVEOLAR AND VENOUS PART. PRESS., MASS TX. COEPF. - PERF. 
C RATIOS, AND RESIDENCE TIME. : VALUES FOR ALL THREE GASES REQUIRED 
C WITH DL/QB.NE.O. SUBROUTINE DISOC REQUIRED. 
C LABELED COMMON AREAS LCI AND LC2 ARE REQUIRED. 
DIMENSION AA(41, AP(4)V APHI(3),AZ(4,3I,AY(3) I^AYA(3) : 
C THE RUNGE-KUTTA CONSTANTS AND THE INTEGRATION LIMITS ARE: 
DATA AA,AP/él66667,2*.333333,. 166667,0., 2*.5,1./ 
C *** INSERT ATA=0.,ATB=l#rNEQN=3 OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE. o 
C THE STEP SIZE IS ADJUSTED TO ACCOMMODATE INCREASED TRANSFER RATES. 
ADT=0.05 
IF(D02QB.LT.0.002) ADT=0.1 
C ESTABLISH INITIAL CONDITIONS, INCLUDING D02QB (VENOUS). 
002QBV=002QB 
C *** INSERT AY(l)=PV02,AY(2)=PVCO2,AY(3)=PVCO. OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE. 
DO 2 IEQN=1,NEQN 
2 AYA(IEQN)=AYCIEQN) 
3 DO 1 JP=l,NEQN 
APHI(JP)=O.ODO 
DO 1 JPP=1,4 
1 AZ(JPP,JP)=O.ODO 
1=1 
AT=ATA 
7 P02=AY(1) 
PC02=AY(2) 
PC0=AY(3l 
CALL DIS0C(CO2S,CCO2S,CCOS,PO2,PCO2,PCO) 
VARIABLE OXYGEN MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS. 
IF(P02.GT.104»,OR.P02-LT.40.) GO TO 31 
THETA=12.8-0*04*C P02-40.0))/60.0 
D02QBV=DMQ B*TH ET A*TR/C DMQB+THET A*TR> 
THE EQUATIONS ARE COUPLED BY MUTUAL EQUILIBRIUM INTERFERENCES. 
31 CONTINUE 
G1=-D02QBV*(PAG2-P02): 
G2=-DC029B*(PAC02-PC02) 
G3-^DC0QB*(PACO-PCO) 
DEN0M=C1P1S*C2P2S*C3P3S+C1P2S*C2P3S*C3P1S+C1P3S*C3P2S*C2P1S 
1 -C3P1S*C2P2S*C1P3S-C3P2S*C2P3S*C1P1S-C3P3S*C1P2S*C2P1S 
AZlIt1)=(^G1*(C2P2S*C3P3S-C3P2S*C2P3S>+G2*(C1P2S*C3P3S~C1P3S 
1 •C3P2S)-rG3*( C1P2S*C2P3S-C1P3S*C2P2S) )/DENOM 
AZ(I,2)=tGl*(C2PlS*C3P3S-C2P3S*C3PlS)-G2*(ClPlS*C3P3S-C3PlS 
1 *ClP3S)+G3*(ClPlS*C2P3S-C2PlS*CiP3S))/DEN0M 
AZ(I,3)=(^G1*(C2P1S*C3P2S-C2P2S*C3P1S)+G2*(C1P1S*C3P2S-C1P2S 
1 *C3P1S)^G3*(C1P1S*C2P2S-C1P2S*C2P1S))/DENOM 
DO 4 J=1,NEQN 
4 APHI(JI=APHI«J)+AA(I)*AZCItJI 
IF(I.GT.3»G0 TO 5 
I-I+l 
AT=ATA+AP(I)*ADT 
DO 6 JJ=1,NEQN 
6 AY(JJ)=AYACJJ)+AP(I)*ADT*AZCI-1»JJ) 
GO TO 7 
5 ATA=ATA+ADT 
DO 8 I=1,NEQN 
AYA(I)=AYAtI)+ADT*APHI(I) 
8 AY(I)=AYA(I) 
INSERT I/O STATEMENTS HERE TO OBTAIN CAPILLARY PART. PRESS. (CONC. 
PROFILES. INTEGRATE PROFILES TO GET MEAN VALUES AS DESIRED. 
IFC(ATB-ATA).GT*1.0E-04)G0 TO 3 
*** INSERT P02=AY(l),PC02=AY(2)iPC0=AY(3). OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE. 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FRERESCATATATC,ADT) 
C 
C CAPILLARY RESPONSES TO DEFINED ALVEOLAR PART. PRESS. FNS. AND/OR TO 
C BLOOD VELOCITY FN5». INPUTS AS IN SUBROUTINE BORINT PLUS: INITIAL 
C 'ALVEOLAR' TIME (ATA)f 'BLOOD VELOCITY PROFILE' TIME (ATC), AND INTEG. 
C STEP SIZE (ADT). ALSO, PARAMETERS OF ALVEOLAR AND BLOOD FNS. AS INDICATED 
C NOTE THAT ALL TIMES AND TIME CONSTANTS ARE DIMENSIONLESS (T/TRf. : 
C SUBROUTINE DISOC REQUIRED. LABELED COMMON AREAS LCI,LC2,LCFNS REQUIRED-
DIMENSION AA(4),AP(4)VAPHI(4)^A2(4,4),AY(4)jAYA(4) 
DATA AA,AP/.166667,2*.333333,wl66667,0.,2*.5,1.0/ 
NEQN=4 
C INTEGRATION LIMITS ARE AY{4)-0 TO AY(4)=1 (DIMEN. CAPIL. DISTANCE). 
AY(4)=0.0 
C ***INSERT BORINT STATEMENTS (D02QBV=D02QB) THRU (1=1). 
TC=ATC 
C ***INSERT BORINT STATEMENTS (AT=ATA) THRU (31 CONTINUE). 
C ESTABLISH ALVEOLAR FUNCTIONS. ONE EXAMPLE GIVEN. 
PA02=PA02M+AK02*SIN(2.*3»1416*F*AT) ^ 
PAC02=PAC02M+AKC02*SIN(2.*3.1416*F*AT+PHI) to 
PAC0=PAC0M+AKC0*SIN(2.*3.1416*F*AT) 
VA=VM+AKVA*SINI2.*3.1416*F*AT) 
C ***INSERT BORINT STATEMENTS (G1^-D02QBV*(PA02-P02)) THRU (AZ(I,3)==,ETC). 
C ESTABLISH BLOOD FUNCTIONS. ONE EXAMPLE GIVEN. 
AZ(I,4)=ALPHA*ALPHA*l.*TC*(EXP(-ALPHA*TC*l./TB)^EXP(-rALPHA))/(TB* 
l(1.0-EXP(^ALPHA)*(1.0+ALPHA*(liO+ALPHA/2.0)))) 
C ***INSERT BORINT STATEMENTS (DO 4 J=1,NEQN) THRU (AT=ATA+AP(I)*ADT)^ 
C INCREMENT BLOOD VELOCITY PROFILE TIMES. 
TC=ATC+AP(I)*ADT 
IF(TC.LT.TB)GO TO 17 
TC=TC-TB 
17 CONTINUE 
C ***INSERT BORINT STATEMENTS (DO 6 JJ=1,NEQN) THRU (5 ATA=ATA+ADT). 
ATC=TC 
C INSERT BORINT STATEMENTS (DO 8 I=1,NEQN) THRU (8 AY(I)-AYA(I)?). 
C TWO SETS OF RESULTS TO BRACKET END-CAPILLARY. . ADD AS REQUIRED. 
IF(AY(4).LT.(1.-ADT*AZ(4,4))) GO TO 3 
WRITE(6,110)ATA,PA02,PAC02,PAC0,VA,AZ(4,4),(AY(I)rI=l,3) 
110 F0RMATUH0,44Xf31HCAPILLARY RESPONSE CALCULATIGNS/1H0»14X, 
1 14HALVE0LAR TIME=,F7.3,3X,5HPA02=,F7.3,3X,6HPAC02=,F6.3,3X, 
2 5HPAC0=,F8.6,3Xt3HVA=tF6.1,3X«16HVEL0CITY(DIMEN)=,F6.4/ 
3 lHG,40Xf4HP02=tF7.3f3X,5HPe02=,F6.3,3X,4HPC0=,F8.6l 
IF(AY(4).LT.1.0)G0 TO 3 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE LINSYSIN,A,R) 
C 
C MATRIX INVERSION BY THE COMPLETION PROCEDURE. : PROVIDE COEFFICIENT 
C MATRIX A AND RETURN INVERSE R. 
DOUBLE PRECISION A(10»10),B(10*10)>R(lOt10),M(10},Zf10)«Uf10)» 
1 D(10),OABS,TOL«GAPt6A 
KMAX=0 
TOLM=0.001D0 
111 DO 20 1=1,N 
DO 20 J=1,N w 
R(IiJ)=O.ODO 
20 BII,J)=A(I,J) 
DO 1 1=1,N 
R<I,I)=1.0D0 
B(I,I>=B(I,I)-1.0D0 
1 M(I)=0 
C INITIAL TOLERANCE MAY BE REDUCED TO TOLM. 
TOL=0.10D0 
KK=0 
LL=0 
J=1 
K=0 
C ATTEMPT TO ADD COMPLETE COLUMNS. 
25 DO 21 1=1,N 
21 D(I)=B(I,J) 
15 GAP=O.ODO 
DO 2 1=1,N 
Z(I)=R(J,I) 
2 GAP=GAP+Z(I)*D(I) 
KK=KK+1 
IF(KK.GT«50)G0 TO 34 
IF(DABS(GAP+1.0D0)-T0L)3,8,8 
3 IF(MfJ).EQ.2)G0 TO 22 
SAYS COLUMN J CANNOT BE ADDED AT TOL VALUE. TRY ANOTHER 
INCOMPLETED COLUMN. 
M(J)=-1 
16 DO 4 L=1,N 
IF(M(L))4,5,4 
5 J=L 
IF(TOL.LT.TOLH)GO TO 22 
GO TO 25 
4 CONTINUE 
REDUCE TOL VALUE AND TRY AGAIN TO ADD COLUMNS. 
T0L=T0L/10.0D0 
18 DO 6 L=1,N 
IF(M(L))7,6,6 
7 M(L)=0 
6 CONTINUE 
GO TO 16 
8 IF(M(J).EQ.2)G0 TO 26 
M(J)=1 SAYS COLUMN J SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED. 
M(J)=1 
GO TO 29 
M(J)=2 SAYS COLUMN J ONLY PARTIALLY COMPLETED. MAKE M(J)=0. 
26 M(JI=0 
Kî=K-l 
29 GA=1.0DO/{GAP+liODO) 
DO 9 1=1,N 
COMPLETED ELEMENTS OF COLUMN J ARE ZEROED. 
B(I,J)=B(I,J)-D(I) 
Z(I)=Z(I)*GA 
U(I)=O.ODO 
DO 9 11=1,N 
9 U(I)=U(I)+R(IiII)*D(II) 
DO 10 I=1,N 
DO 10 11=1,N 
10 RCI,II)=R(I,II HU(I»*ZUI) 
COLUMN COMPLETIONS ARE ACCUMULATED IN K (K.LE.N)» 
K=K+1 
IFCK.EQ.N)GO TO 17 
T0L=0«lODO 
LL-0 
GO TO 18 
WHEN COLUMNWISE COMPLETIONS ARE NO LONGER POSSIBLE CTOL.LT.TOLM), 
A NONZERO ELEMENT FROM ROW LL OF AN INCOMPLETED COLUMN IS SELECTED 
AS A CANDIDATE FOR COMPLETION. WHEN A SUCCESSFUL ELEMENT IS FOUND, 
COLUMNWISE COMPLETIONS ARE AGAIN ATTEMPTED. ETC. : 
22 LL=LL+1 
IFtLL.GT.NIGO TO 31 
DO 23 1=1,N 
23 D(I)=0.0D0 
IF(B{LL^JKEQ.O.ODO)GO TO 22 
DILL)=B(LL,J) 
M(J)=2 
GO TO 15 
31 M(J)=-1 
LL=0 
DO 32 1=1,N 
IF(M(I)*32,33,32 
33 J=I 
GO TO 22 
32 CONTINUE 
34 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,113) 
113 FORMATllHO,»INVERSION NOT COMPLETE-CHANGE MIN TOL') 
KMAX=KMAX+1 
T0LM=TOLM/10.OD0 
LIMIT TOLM CHANGES TO FIVE. 
IF(KMAX.LT.5)G0 TO 111 
WRITE!6,202) 
202 F0RMAT(1H1,37X,43H*** INVERSION (LINSYS) NOT ACCOMPLISHED ***) 
17 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE NEWVAL(N,AiR,D,Jl): 
C 
C NEW PARAMETER VALUES (COLUMN D) MAY BE INSERTED INTO THE 
C PREVIOUSLY DEFINED MATRIX A TO MODIFY THE PREVIOUSLY INVERTED MATRIX 
C R. J1 LOCATES THE COLUMN CONTAINING THE NEW ELEMENT(S). 
DOUBLE PRECISION A(10*10)tB(10»10}vR(lOt10)tM(10)fZ(10)rU(10)r 
1 D(10),DABS,T0L#GAPiGA 
GAP=O.ODO 
DO 2 1=1,N 
Z(I)=R(J1,I) 
2 GAP=GAP+Z(I)*D(I) 
GA=1«0D0/{GAP+1.0D0) 
DO 9 1=1,N 
Z(I)=Z(I)*GA w 
U(I)=O.ODO m 
DO 9 11=1,N 
9 U(I)=U(I)+R(I*II)*D(II) 
DO 10 I=1,N 
DO 10 11=1,N 
10 R(I,II)=R(I,II)-UfI)*Z(in 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SSALVIKM,N) 
C 
C STEADY-STATE ALVEOLAR AND END-CAPILLARY GAS COMPOSITIONS GIVEN: 
C DEAD SPACE AND VENOUS PART. PRESS., VENOUS CONC., VENT. - PERF. RATIO, 
C SOLUBILITY OF N2 AND X (INERT)i ITERATION TOLERANCES (TOL)j AND 
C CONTROL SPECS KM (1 FOR DIFF. LIMITATIONS, 0 FOR EQUILIBRATION) AND 
C N (5 FOR 02,C02,N2i 6 FOR X ADDED; 7 FOR CO ADDED; 8 FOR CO AND X ADDED)^ 
C TOTAL VENT. BECOMES ALVEOLAR VENT. AND DEAD SPACE PART. PRESS. BECOME 
C INSPIRED PART. PRESS. WITH NO MIXING. . SUBROUTINES BORINT, DISOC, AND 
c LINSYS REQUIRED. INSURE CONVERGENCE WITH INITIAL ALVEOLAR VALUES 
C BELOW THOSE EXPECTED. 
C LABELED COMMON AREAS LC1,LC2, AND LC3 ARE REQUIRED. 
DOUBLE PRECISION AdOylO) «Rf lOylO) »Df 10) ; 
DIMENSION X(10),RHS(10) 
DATA T0L2,T0L3,T0L4,S0LN2/2*0.05,0.0005,0.1705E-4/ 
C ESTABLISH THE ALVEOLAR SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS. 
DO 80 1=1,N 
RHS(I)=0.0 
DO 80 J=1,N 
80 A(I,J)=0.0 
C ***INSERT X(6)^X( 7) vX(8)^0.;A(l,l),A(2,l),AI3,2),A(4f2},A(5,3),A(5,4), 
C A(5,5)=1.0;RHS(5)-713. OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE. 
RHS(1)=CV02-PDC2»S0LN2*PVN2/PDN2 
RHS(3)=CVC02-PDC02*S0LN2*PVN2/PDN2 
A(l,3)=QEQB/760.0 
A(3,4)=A(1,3) : 
A(1,5)=-PD02*(QEQB/760.0+S0LN2)/PDN2 ^ 
A«3,5)=-PDC02*CQEQB/760.0+S0LN2l/PDN2 -J 
C THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS IS SIMPLIFIED WHEN N=6. 
IF(N.NE.6)G0 TO 16 
A(5,6f=1.0 
A(6,5)=~PDX* C QEQ B/760.0+S0LN2)/PDN2 
A(6,6)=S0LX+A(1,3) 
C NOTE THAT PVX RATHER THAN CVX IS REQUIRED FOR THE INERT GAS CX). 
RHS(6)=S0LX*PVX-PDX*S0LN2*PVN2/PDN2 
GO TO 15 
16 A(5,7)=1.0 
C *** INSERT A(5,8)=,A(6,6),A(7,6)=1.0 OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE. 
RHS « 6)=CVC0-PDC0*S0LN2*PVN2/PDN2 
RHS(8)=S0LX*PVX-PDX*S0LN2*PVN2/PDN2 
A(6,7)=A(1,3) 
A(8,8)=S0LX+AC1,3) 
A f6,5)=-PDCO*(QEQB/760.0+S0LN2)/PDN2 
A(8,5 » =-PDX*(QÉQB/760.0+S0LN2)/PDN2 
15 KK=0 
5 CALL DIS0CCC02S,CC02S,CCOS,PA02,PACO2,PAC0) 
c END-CAPILLARY CONC. RELATED TO ALVEOLAR PART. PRESS. BY LINEARIZATION 
C THRU FIRST ORDER DERIV.. LINEAR COEFF. UPDATED EACH ITERATION. FOR 
C DIFF. LIMITATIONS, PART. PRESS. CONSTRUCTED BY DIFFERENCE APPROX. 
C FOR EQUILIBRATION, PARTIALS EXPLICITLY GIVEN BY SUBROUTINE DISOC. 
6 A(2,3)=-C1P1S 
C *** INSERT A(2,4i=-ClP2S,A(2,7)#TClP3S,A(4,3)=;-rC2PlS,AÏ4,4)=-C2P2S, 
C AI4,7)=-C2P3S. OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE. 
RHS(2I=C02S-C1P1S*PA02-C1P2S*PAC02-C1P3S*PAC0 
RHS(4)=CC02S-C2PlS*PAO2-C2P2S*PAC02-C2P3S*PAC0 
IF(N.EQ.6)G0 TO 18 
C *** INSERT A(7,3)=î-C3PlS,A(7,4)--C3P2S,A(7,7)=-C3P3S. SAVING SPACE. 
RHS(7)=CC0S-C3P1S*PA02-C3P2S*PAC02-C3P3S*PAC0 
18 CALL LINSYS(N,A,R) 
KK=KK+1 
DO 1 1=1,N 
X(I)=0.0 
DO 1 J=1,N 
1 XCI»=X(I)+R(I,J)*RHS(J) 
C ESTABLISH AN ARBITRARY LIMIT IKK.GT^IO) ON THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 
IF(KK.GT.IO) GO TO 98 
IF(KM.EQ.1)G0 TO 3 
IF(ABS(X(3)-PA021.GT.T0L2.0R.ABS(X(4)-^PAC02).GT.T0L3.0R.ABSCXI7)-
1 PAC0j.GT.T0L4) GO TO 31 
C EQUILIBRATED CONDITION RESULTS. PREVIOUS ITERATIONS IN PARENS. 
WRITE(6,110)KK,D02QB,0C02QB,DCOQB,QEQB,DMQB,TR-
200 WRITE(6,111)X(1),C02S,X(3)iPA02,X(2),CC02S,X(4),PAC02,X(5) 
IF(N.LE.6} WRITE(6,112) X(6),CCOS,PACO 
IF(N.GT.6) WRITE(6,I13J X(6),CC0S,X(7)iPAC0,X(8) 
IF(KM.EQ.O)GO TO 13 
31 PA02=X(3) 
PAC02=X(4) 
PAC0=X(7) 
GO TO 5 
3 IF(ABS(X(3)-PA02).GT.TCL2.0R.ABSfX{4)-PAC02nGT.T0L3.0R.ABS(XC7)-
1 PAC0).GT.T0L4.0R.KK.EQ.l) GO TO 7 
GO TO 12 
C LINEARIZATION OF (MODIFIED) BOHR INTEGRALS TO CONSTRUCT PARTIALS. 
7 PA02=X(3) 
PAC02=X(4) : 
PAC0=XC7) 
CALL BORINT 
C *** INSERT TEST1=P02,TEST2=PC02,TEST3=PC0,C021=C02S,CC021=CC02S, 
C CC01=CC0S,PA021=PA02,PAC021=PAC02,PAC01=PAC0. SAVING SPACE. 
PA02=PA02+2.0 
CALL BORINT 
C1P1ST=IC02S-C021Ï/(PA02-PA021I 
C2P1ST=(CCQ2S-CC021J/IPA02-PA021) 
C3PIST=(CC0S-CC01)/(PA02-PA02I1 
PA02=PA021 
PAC02=PAC02+0.5 
CALL BORINT 
ClP2ST=fC02S-C0211/CRAC02-PAC021) 
C2P2ST=(CC02S-CC021I/CPAC02-PAC021) 
C3P2ST=(CCOS-CCO117(RAC02-PAC021I 
PAC02=PAC021 
IF(N.LT.7)G0 TO 14 
C IF CO NOT INVOLVED IN THE SYSTEM, DO NOT GENERATE THESE PARTIALS. 
PACO=PACO+0.0005 
CALL BORINT 
C1P3S=(C02S-C021)/(PACO-PACOl) 
C2P3S=(CC02S-CC021)/(PACO-PACOl) 
C3P3S=(CC0S-CC01)/(PACO-PACOl) 
14 C1P1S=C1P1ST 
C *** INSERT C2P1S=C2P1ST,C3P1S=C3P1ST,C1P2S=C1P2ST,C2P2S=C2P2ST,C3P2S=C3P2ST, 
C PAC0=PAC01,C02S=C021,CC02S=CC021,CCOS=CCOl. SAVING SPACE. 
GO TO 6 
C DIFf. LIMITED RESULTS. PREVIOUS ITERATIONS IN PARENS. 
12 HRITE(6,114)KK,D02QB,DC02QB,0C0QB,QEQB,DMQB,TR 
C COMPARE END-CAPILLARY VALUES FROM BOHR INTEGRATION TO SYSTEM VALUES. 
CALL DISC0I<CO2S,CC02S,CCOS,P02,PC02,PC0) 
HRITE(6,H5) TEST1,P02,TEST2,PC02,TEST3,PC0 
KM=0 
GO TO 200 
13 C02S=X(1) 
C *** INSERT CC02S=X(2),PA02=X(3)ëPAC02=X(4)4PAN2=X(5)^ : SAVING SPACE. 
IF(N*EQ.6)G0 TO 123 
C *** INSERT CC0S=X(6)iPAC0=X(7),PAX=X(8); OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE. 
GO TO 124 
123 PAX=X(6) 
C ADDITIONAL RESULTS INCLUDING CHECKS ON TOTAL PRESS. AND R.Q.'S. 
124 R B=(CVCO2-CC02 S)/(C02S-CVO2) 
QEIQE=PAN2=f(1.0+S0LN2*760.0/QEQBJ/PDN2-S0LN2*PVN2*760./CPDN2*QEQ8) 
RG=(PAC02-QEIQE*PDC02)/(QEIQE*PD02-PA02> : 
PBP=PA02+PAC02+PAC0+PAN2+PAX 
WRITE(6,116) RB*RG,PBP,QEIQE 
98 IFCKK.GT.lOl HRITE(6,99)KK 
99 F0RMAT(1H0,44X,30H*** NO CONVERGENCE IN SSALV **,I2,10HITERATI0NS) 
110 F0RMAT(1HQ,39X, 23HEQUILIBRATED CONDITIONS,5X,11HITERATI0NS=,12/ 
1 1H0,22X,6HD02QB=,F8.6,5X,7HDC02QB=,F8.6,5X,6HDC0QB=,F8.6, 
2 5X,5HQEQB=,F7.3/lH0,47X,lH<,5HDMQB=,F8.6,3X,3HTR=rF5.3,iH)) 
111 FORMAT(1H0,5X,5HC02S=,F6.4,2H (,F6.4,1HI,3X,5HPA02=,F7.3,2H (, 
1 F7.3,1H),3X,6HCC02S=,F6.4,2H (,F6.4,lH)f3X,6HPAC02=,F7.3, 
2 2H J»F7.3,1H),3X,5HPAN2=,F7.3) 
112 FORMAT{IHO,37X,8HPAINERT=,F7.3,3X,5HCC0S=,F7.5,3X,5HPAC0=,F8.6) 
113 FORMAT(IHO,26X,5HCC0S=,F7.5,2H (,F7.5,1H),3X,5HPAC0=,F8.6,2H (, 
1 F8.6,1H),3X,8HPAINERT=,F7.3» 
114 F0RMATUH0,39X, 23HDIFF.LIMITED CONDITIONS,5X,11HITERATIONS=,12/ 
1 1H0,22X,6HD02QB=,F8.6,5X,7HDC02QB=,F8.6,5X,6HDC0QB=,F8.6, 
2 5X,5HQE0B=,F7.3/lH0,47XilH(,5HDMQ8=,F8.6,3X,3HTR=,F5.3,lH)) 
115 F0RMAT(1H0,24X,4HP02=,F7.3,2H (,F7.3,1HIj3X,5HPe02=,F7.3,2H (, 
1 F7.3,1H),3X,4HPC0=,F8.6,2H (,F8.6,1H)) 
116 F0RMAT(1H0,10X,11HBL000 R.Q.=,F7.4,3X,9HGAS R.Q.=,F7.4,3X, 
1 25HT0TAL (DRY GAS) PRESSURE=,F7.3,3X,15HINSP/EXP RATI0=,F7.4) 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
c 
SUBROUTINE SSSYS(N) 
SETUP FOR S.S. ALVEOLAR EQNS. INPUT: NCOMP (NO. OF ALVEOLAR COM­
PARTMENTS) j NGAS (TOTAL GAS COMPONENTS LESS 1), MIGAS (2 FOR 02,C02 
c 3 FOR 02,C02»C0lf NPOOL (NO. OF LUMPED CAPIL. POOLS); AQBfPERF. FRACTilV 
C AQVIVENT. FRACT.)f D02(MASS TX. COEFF.) AND KHICKM VALUES) ARRAYS; TOTAL 
C VENT. AND PERF. AND SHUNTED BLOOD; PLUS REQUIREMENTS OF SSALV,ETC. . 
C SUBROUTINES SSALV,LINSYS,BORINT,DISOC,DISCOI AND LABELED COMMON AREAS 
C LC2,LC3,LC4 REQUIRED. 
DATA PA02G,PAC02GFPAC0G/2*40.,0./ 
KN=N-4 
NGPL=NGAS+MIGAS*NPOOL: 
C INITIALIZE MIXED END-CAPILLARY BLOOD-GAS CONC. 
C ***INSERT CM02,CMC02,CMCO,PMX,PMN2=0. OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE. 
WRITE(6,100)NCOMPT PV02,PVC02,PVC0,PVX,PVN2*P002,P0C02,POCO,POX, 
1 PDN2,CV02,CVC02,CVC0,QE,QB,QBS,PA02G,PAC02G,PAC0G, 
2 ( I, AQB(l) ,AQV(I ),D02(I)^KMI( I) rI=l,NC0MP} 
C ESTABLISH RESPIRATORY VARIABLES FOR EACH ALVEOLAR COMPARTMENT*ICOMP); 
DO 41 ICOMP=1,NCOMP 
QPB=QB*AQB(ICOMP) 
QPV=AQV(ICOMP)*QE 
QEQB=QPV/QPB 
C DC02QB AND DCOQB ARE PREDEFINED. ; ALTER TO SUIT. 
D02QB=D02IICOMP)/QPB 
DMQB-D02QB*2.8*TR/(2.8*TR-D02QB*60.0) 
DC02QB=D02QB*20.0 
DC0QB=D02QB/1.23 
C SUPPLY INITIAL GUESSES FOR PA02(PA02G), PAC02CPAC02G) AND PACO(PACOG). 
C *** INSERT PA02=PA02G,PAC02=PAC02G,PAC0=PAC02G. OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE. 
WRITE(6,101ÏICOMP 
CALL SSALVIKMI(ICOMP),N) 
CM02=CM02+C02S*QPW 
CMC02=CMC02+CC02S^QPB 
CMC0=CMC0+CC0S*QP8 
PMX=PHX+PAX*QPB 
PMN2=PMN2+PAN2*QPB 
C AYA IN SUBSETS OF NGPL LENGTH FOR EACH ALV. COMP. FIRST NGAS ELEMENTS 
C OF EACH SUBSET ARE ALV. PART. PRESS. (N2 EXCLUDED). 
C THE NEXT MIGAS*NPOOL ELEMENTS OF EACH SUBSET ARE FOR DISTRIBUTED 
C CAPILLARY CONC. (SEE SSLPM). 
C AT THE END OF NCCMP SUBSETS, PUT IN ANY OTHER VARIABLES AS DESIRED. 
IN THIS CASE, NGAS + NCOMP RESPIRATORY PARAMETERS WITH POTENTIAL TIME 
VARIATIONS - SUPPLIED LATER IF ACTUALLY NECESSARY. EXTEND AS REQUIRED 
AYA[(IC0MP-1)*NGPL+1)=PA02 
AYA((IC0MP-1)*NGPL+2)=PAC02 
GO TO (30,31,32,33),KN 
31 AYA((IC0MP-1)*NGPL+3)=PAX 
GO TO 30 
33 AYA{IIC0MP-1)*NGPL+4)=PAX 
32 AYA((IC0MP-1)*NGPL+3)=PAC0 
30 CONTINUE 
FINALLY, END-CAPILLARY CONC. FROM DISTRIBUTED MODEL SAVED AT END OF 
AYA ARRAY FOR COMPARISON WITH SSLPM VALUES IN LPMFIT. 
AYA(NCOMP*NGPL+NCOMP+NGAS+(ICOMP-1)*MIGAS+1)-CG2S 
AYA(NCOMP*NGPL+NCOMP+NGAS+(ICOMP-li *MIGAS+2)=CC02S 
AYA(NC0MP*NGPL+NC0MP+NGAS+(IC0MP-1)»MIGAS+3)=CC0S 
41 CONTINUE 
"MIXED END - CAPILLARY" AND "ARTERIAL" ARE SYNONYMOUS HERE FOR THE S.S 
CM02=(CM02+QBS*CV02)/(QB+QBS) 
CMC02=ICMC02+QBS*CVC02)/IQB+QBS) 
CMCO=(CMCO+QBS*CVCO)/CQBS+QB) 
PMX=(PMX+QBS*PVX)/(QB+QBSI 
PMN2=(PMN2+QBS*PVN21/(QB+QBS1 
WRITE(6,102»CMG2,CMC02,CMC0,PMX,PHN2 
100 F0RMAT(1H1,34X,37HSTEADY-STATE ALVEOLAR CALCULATIONS - ,12, 
1 13H C0MPARTMENTS/1H0,21X,5HPV02=,F7.3,3X,6HPVC02=,F7.3,3X, 
2 5HPVCO=,F8.6,3X,8HPVINERT=,F7.3,3X,5HPVN2=,F7.3/1HO,21X, 
3 5HPD02=,F7«3,3X,6HPDC02=,F7.3,3X,5HPDC0=,F8.6,3X,8HP0INERT=, 
4 F7.3,3X,5HPDN2=,F7.3/1H0,39X, 
5 5HCV02=,F6.4,3X,6HCVC02=,F6.4,3X,5HCVC0=,F7.5/1H0,42X,3HQE=, 
6 F7.3,3X,3HQB=,F7.3,3X,4HQBS=,F6.4/1H0,27X,12HPA02IGUESS)=;, 
7 F7.3,3X,13HPAC02(GUESS)=,F7.3,3X,12HPAC0(GUESS)=,F8.6/<IHO, 
8 30X,25H(ICOMP,AQB,AQV,DO2,KMI)#(,I2,3X,3(F6.4,3X)^I2,lH))) 
101 F0RMAT(1H0,48X,21HALVE0LAR COMPARTMENT ,12) 
102 FORMATI1H0,44X,32HHIXED END-CAPILLARY C0MP0SITI0NS/1H0,19X, 
1 5HCM02=,F6.4,3X,6HCMC02=,F6.4,3X,5HCMCQ=,F8o6,3X,8HPMINERT=, 
2 F7.3,3X,5HPMN2=,F7.3) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SSLPM(ICOMP) 
C 
C S.S. CALCS. FOR LUMPED-PARAMETER MODEL OF CAPILLARY* INPUT VENOUS 
C CONC., ALVEOLAR PART# PRESS.; NPOOL,NGAS,MIGAS,NCOMP (SEE SSSYS); 
C MASS TX. COEFF.^PERF. RATIOS AND RESIDENCE TIME (SEE BORINT), AND 
C ITERATION TOLERANCES (SEE SSALVI. ; REQUIRE LINSYS AND DISOC SUBROUTINES 
C AND LABELED COMMON AREAS LCI THRU LC4. TYPICALLY USED WITH LPMFIT.ETC. 
DOUBLE PRECISION BdOt 101 *R(10»101 
DIMENSION X(6},RS(6) 
C CP02,ETC, REPRESENT CAPILLARY CONC. INTO A POOL. 
C *** INSERT CP02=CV02,CPC02=CVC02,CPCO=CVCO,APOOL=NPOOL,D02QBV=D02QB. SPACE. 
NN=MIGAS*2 
NGPL=NGAS+MIGAS*NPOOL 
HRITEC6,I00)ICCMP 
DO 40 IPOOL=1,NPOOL % 
KK=0 w 
DO 41 1=1,6 
X(I)=0. 
DO 41 J=l,6 
41 B(I,J)=O.G 
C ESTABLISH THE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS. 
C ***INSERT B(l,l)iB(3,2),B(5,5)=AP00L; B(2,1),B(4,2),B(6,5)=1.0; 
C B(3,4I=DC02QB AND B(5,6I=DC0QB. OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE. 
RS(3)-AP00L*CPC02+DC02QB*PAC02 
RS(5)=APOOL*CPCO+OCOQB*PACO 
C NOTE THAT INITIAL CAPILLARY PART. PRESS. ARE REQUIRED. 
46 CALL DIS0C(C02S,CC02S,CC0S,P02,PC02,PC0) 
IF(P02.GT.104*.0R.P02.LT.40.) GO TO 47 
THET A=(2.8-0.04*(P02-40.0))/6G.0 
D02QBV=DMQB*TH ETA*TR/(DMQB+THET A*TR) : 
47 B(1,3)=D02QBV 
RS(1)=AP00L*CP02+D02QBV*PA02 
C ***INSERT B(2,3)?-C1P1S,B(2,4)=-C1P2S,B(4,3)=-C2P1S,B(4,4)=-C2P2S, 
C BI2,6)=;^ClP3SfB(4»6)--C2P3S,BI6,3)=-C3PlS,B(6,4)=-TC3P2S# 
c BC6,6)=-C3P3S. OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE. 
RSC2I-C02S-C1P1S*P02-C1P2S*PC02-C1P3S*PC0 
RS(41=CC02S-C2P1S*P02-C2P2S»PC02-C2P3S*PC0 
RS(6)?CC0S-C3P1S*P02-C3P2S*PC02-C3P3S*PC0 
CALL LINSYS(NN,B,R) 
DO 43 1=1,NN 
XCI)-0.0 
DO 43 J=1,NN 
43 X(I)=X(I#+R(I,J)*RS(J) 
KK=KK+1 
C LIMIT ITERATIONS TO 10. 
IFCKK.GT.10)WRITE(6,99) 
IFCABS(XC-l)-^P02);GT.T0L2.0R.ABSlXI4)^PC02).GT.T0L3.0R. ABS(X{6Ï-^ 
1 PC0)^GT.T0L4) GO TO 45 
CALL DIS0C(TESTl,TEST2,TEST3,X(3),X(4yfX(6)) 
HRITE(6,101)IP00L.KK,X(l)éC02S,X{2ï,CC02S,XI5),CC0S,X(3)rP02,TESTl 
1 FXC4),PC02,TEST2,X(6UPC0,TEST3 
GO TO 49 
45 P02=X(3J 
PC02=XC4) 
PC0=X(6) 
GO TO 46 
49 CP02=XC1)-
CPC02=XC2I 
CPC0=XI5Î 
C STORE CAPILLARY CONC. IN THE AYA ARRAY. SEE SSSYS FOR ARRAY DIMENSIONS. 
AYAC CICOMP-1)*NGPL+MIGAS*11POOL-1Ï +NGAS+1)=X(3) 
AYA((IC0MP-1I*NGPL+MIGAS*(IP00L-1Ï+NGAS+2I=X(4Ï 
IF(MIGAS.EQ.2)G0 TO 40 i 
AYAH ICOMP-1)*NGPL+MIGAS*CIPOOL-l)+NGAS+3Ï=X(6) 
40 CONTINUE 
99 FORMAT(1H0,44X,31H*** NO CONVERGENCE IN SSLPM ***) 
100 FORMAT!1H0,39X,39HSSLPM RESULTS FOR ALVEOLAR COMPARTMENT ,12) 
101 F0RMATUH0,42X,9HP00L NO. ,I2,12H RESULTS IN ,12,IIH ITERATIONS/ 
1 1H0,24X,5H C02=,F6.4,2H (,F6.4,1H),3X,6H CC02=,F6.4,2H (, 
2 F6.4,1H),3X,5H CC0=,F8.6,2H C,F8.6,1H)/1H0,12X,4HP02=,F7.3, 
3 2H (,F7.3,3X,F7.3,1H),3X,5HPC02=,F6.3,2H (,F6.3,3X,F6.3,IHJ 
4 ,3X,4HPC0=,F8.6,2H (,F8.6,3XFF8.6,IH)) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE LPMFIT(N) 
C 
C FIT END-CAPILLARY CONC. FROM DISTR. CAPILLARY MODEL TO THOSE FROM 
C DISTR.-LUMPED PARAMETER MODEL. PROCEDURE IS TO CALL SSSYS, THAN CALL 
C LPMFIT. REQUIREMENTS OF LPMFIT IDENTICAL TO SSSYS, EXCEPT SSLPM 
C IS NOW ADDED TO THE LIST OF REQUIRED SUBROUTINES. 
WRITEC6,99) 
DO 12 IC0MP=1*NC0MP 
C IF KMI(IC0MP)=0, MAY WISH TO RETURN IGO TO 12». 
PA02=AYA(MG0MP-1»*NGPL+1) 
PAC02=AYA(IICOMP-l)*NGPL+2) 
IF(N.LT.7)G0 TO 13 
PAC0=AYA(Cie0MP-l)*NGPL+3) 
GO TO 14 
13 PAC0=0.0 
14 D02QB=D02{IC0MP)/(QB*AQB(IC0MPII 
WRITE(6,100)IC0MP,D02QB,DO2(IG0MP) 
DQB0=D02QB*1.2 
002QB=0QB0 
K0UNT=0 
C02S=AYA(NC0MP*NGPL+NGAS+NC0MP+(IC0MP-1)*MIGAS+1) 
CC02S=AYA(NC0MP*NGPL+NGAS+NC0MP+(IC0MP-l)*MIGAS+2) 
CC0S=0.0 
IFCMIGAS.EQ.2)G0 TO 33 
CC0S=AYACNC0MP*NGPL+NGAS+NC0MP+Cie0MP-l)*MIGAS+3) 
33 CALL DISC0I(C02S,CC02S,CC0S,P02SAV,PC02,PC0) 
15 K0UNT=K0UNT+1 
DMQB=D02QB*TR*2.8/(2.8*TR-D02QB*60.) : 
DC02QB=D02QB*20.0 
DC0QB=D02QB/1.23 
C *** INSERT P02=PV02,PC02=PVC02,PC0=PVC0. OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE. : 
C FOLLOW PROGRESS OF CONVERGENCE BY SUCCESSIVE OUTPUTS FORM SSLPM. 
CALL SSLPM(ICOMP) 
P02= AYA n I eOMP-1 )*NGPL+MI6ASrJ'l NP0DL~3. )+NGAS+1 » 
IF(ABS(P02SAV-P02).LT.T0L2.0R.K0UNT.GT.5) GO TO 16 
IF(K0UNT.NE.1)G0 TO 17 
D02QB=DQB0*1.1 
P02TST=P02 
GO TO 15 
C ITERATIONS BY THE SECANT METHOD. 
17 DQB1=DQBO+(D020B-DQBO)*(P02SAV-P02TST)/(P02-P02TST) 
1F(ABS(DQB1-002QB);GT.ABS(OQB1-^OQBO))GO TO 18 
D0B0=DO2QB 
P02TST=P02 
18 D02QB=0QB1 
GO TO 15 
16 D02CIC0MP)=D02QB*QB*AQB(1C0MP) 
IFIK0UNT.GT.5) WRITE(6,102) KOUNT 
WRITE(6,101)D02QB,002(ICOMP)* P02,P02SAV,KOUNT 
12 CONTINUE 
99 F0RMAT(1H1,36X,47HLPMFIT - FITTING D02QB BETWEEN BORINT AND SSLPM) m 
100 F0RMAT<1H0,28X,21HALVE0LAR COMPARTMENT ,I2,17H WITH TRUE D02QB=, 
1 F8.6,6H (D02=,F8.6,1H)) 
101 FORMAT(1H0,40X.16HEFFECTIVE D02QB=,F8.6,6H (D02=,F8.6,1H)/1H0,18X, 
1 49HC0MPARATIVE END-CAPILLARY PARTIAL PRESSURES ARE (,F7.3, 
2 3X,F7.3,1H),4H IN ,I2,11H ITERATIONS) 
102 FORMAT(1H0,37X«44H*** NO CONVERGENCE IN LPMFIT *** ITERATI0NS=,I2) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ITRATIPT*ITFUN) 
C 
C SOLVING TWO EQUATIONS (F,G=0) TWO UNKNOWNS (PT(l,IT)iPT(2,IT)) USING 
C A METHOD OF FALSE P0SITI0NI89), SUPPLY THREE SETS OF INITIAL VALUES 
C FOR THE UNKNOWNS (PT ARRAY) AND THE SUBPROGRAM ITFUN (THRU AN EXTERNAL 
C STATEMENT) THAT CONTAINS THE VALUES AND SOURCE STATEMENTS TO EVALUATE 
C F AND G. ; ITFUN ALSO PROVIDES THE TOLERANCES FOR ITRATi TWO EXAMPLES 
C OF ITFUN SUBROUTINES FOLLOW. 
DIMENSION PTI2,4),FC4)^GC4) 
*** INSERT Q,IT,KK=0 AND MX=1. OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE. 
42 KK=KK+1 
ESTABLISH AN ARBITRARY LIMIT (KK.GT.IO) ON THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 
IF(KK.GT.IO) GO TO 56 
IT=IT+1 
CALL ITFUNCPTf1,ITI^PT12,IT}»F(IT I,G(IT»^T0L7,T0L8) 
IF(ABSCF(IT)^.LT.T0L7.AND.ABSCG«ITH.LT^T0L8) GO TO 56 
GO TO 142,42,43,44)ilT 
43 A=F(2)*G(3)^F(3)*G(2) 
B=F(3)*G(1)^F(1)*G(3): 
C=F(1)*G(2)^F(2)*G(1): 
PT(1,4)=(PT(1,1)*A+PT(1,2)*B+PT(1,3)*C)/(A+B+C) 
PT(2,4)=(PT(2,1)*A+PT(2,2)*B+PT(2,3)*C)/(A+B+C) 
GO TO 42 
THE WORST SET (PTtl.J)) IS DISCARDED FOR THE NEW SET (PT(I,4)). 
44 S=0. 
DO 55 IM=1,3 
P=ABS(F(IM)) 
Q=ABS(G(IM)) 
IF(P.LT.Q) GO TO 46 
IFIP.LT.S) GO TO 55 
S=P 
GO TO 54 
46 IFIQ.LT.S) GO TO 55 
S=Q 
54 MX=IM 
55 PT(1,MX)=PT(1,4) 
*** INSERT PTI2,MX)=PT(2,4),F(MX)=F(4),G(MX)=G(4)iIT=3. SAVING SPACE. 
GO TO 43 
56 IFIKK.GT.IO) WRITEC6,99) KK 
99 F0RMAT(1H1,9X,44H*** NO CONVERGENCE IN ITRAT *** ITERATI0NS=,I2) 
WRITE(6,100)PTIl,IT)^PTC2,IT),FCIT),GfIT) 
100 F0RMAT(1H1,43X,33HITRAT - FINAL CONVERGENCE ANSWERS/1H0,6X, 
1 9HP0INT 1 =,E14.7,3X,9HP0INT 2 =,£14é7^3X,12HFUNCTI0N 1 =, 
2 E14.7,3X,12HFUNCTI0N 2 =,E14.7) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE VENFIT(P1,P2,F,G,T0L7,T0L8) 
C 
C CALCULATING VENOUS 02 AND C02 CONC. CONSISTENT WITH METABOLISM. 
C EXCEPT FOR THE THREE SETS OF INITIAL VALUES, ALL INPUT VALUES ARE 
C SUPPLIED BY THIS SUBROUTINE (SEE THE DATA STATEMENTS) - (SEE SSSYS). 
C OUTPUT FROM SSSYS IS SUFFICIENT TO FOLLOW PROGRESS OF CONVERGENCE. 
C SUBROUTINES DISOC, BORINT, LINSYS, SSALV AND SSSYS ARE REQUIRED. 
C LABELED COMMON AREAS LCI THRU LC4 ARE REQUIRED. 
REAL M02,MC02 
C NOTE THAT THE FOLLOWING DATA STATEMENT CONTAINS TYPICALLY REQ'D DATA. : 
DATA NC0MP,NGAS,NP00L#MIGAS/2,2,0, 2/,SOLX,TR,QE,QB/0.000603, 
1 0.9,70.,9O./,PV02,PVCO2,PVC0,PVX,PVN2/40.,46.,0.,0.,573./,PD02, 
2 PDC02 9 PDCOF PDX,PDN2/149.,0.,0.05,100.,464./,002(1),D02(2),AQB(1) 
3 ,AQB(2)VAQV(l)iAQV(2)vKMl(1),KM1(2)/0.6,0.1,0.5,0.5,0.8,0.2,0,1/ 
4 ,QBS/0.9/ 5 
DATA M02,MC02,N/-5.,4.,5/ oo 
C *** INSERT TOL7=0.05,TOL8=0.05,PV02=P1,PVC02=P2. SAVING SPACE. 
CALL DIS0C(CV02,CVC02,evC0,PV02,PVC02,PVC0) 
C FOLLOW PROGRESS OF THE CONVERGENCE BY SUCCESSIVE OUTPUTS FROM SSSYS. 
CALL SSSYS(N) 
F=(CV02-CM02)*(QB+QBS)-M02 
G=(CVC02-CMC02)*(QB+QBS)4WC02 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE A02FIT(P1,P2,F,G,T0L7,T0L8) 
C 
C CALCULATING PARAMETERS OF A TWO COMPARTMENT MODEL. : IN THIS PARTICULAR 
C CASE, D02 OF THE SLOW SPACE AND AQB OF THE SLOW SPACE ARE FIT TO TWO 
C LEVELS OF INSPIRED OXYGEN - INDUCED ARTERIAL OXYGENS. 
C SUBROUTINES DISOC, BORINT, LINSYS, SSA3V A50 SSSYS ARE REQUIRED. 
C LABELED COMMON AREAS LCI THRU LC4 ARE REQUIRED. 
REAL M02,MC02 
DATA NC0MP,NGASiNP00LiMIGAS/2,2,0,2/,S0LX,TR,QE,QB,QBS/0.000603, 
1 0.67,190.3,83.9,9.05/,CVCO,PVC0,PVX,PVN2»PDCO2,PDC0,PDX/3*0., 
2 530.,3*0./,AQV(1),AQV(2 J ^M02,MC02/0.063,0.937,-4.60,4.167/ 
C *** INSERT T0L7=l.E^4/T0L8=l.E-3,D02(2)=0.2,D02(l)^Pl,AQB(l)=f2,KMI(l)=l, 
C KMI(2)?0,NTIME=0, PAR02=65.9,PARC02=38.2#PD02=213. SAVING SPACE. 
2 CALL 0IS0C(CAR02,CARC02,CARCQ,PAR02,PARC02,0.0) 
CV02=CAR02+M02/(QB+QBSI 
CVC02=CARC02+MC02/CQB+QBSl 
CALL DISCOI(CVO2,CVC02,CVC0,PVO2*PVCO2,PVC0l 
PDN2=713.-PD02 
AQB(2)=1.-AQB(1) 
CALL SSSYSC5) 
IF(NTIME.EQ.l) GO TO 1 
F=CM02-CAR02 
C *** INSERT NTIME=1,PAR02=54.7,PARC02=36.0,PD02=173.0 SAVING SPACE. 
GO TO 2 
1 G=CM02-CAR02 
RETURN 
END 
C MAIN PROGRAM FOR FCTDPM INDICATING INITIALIZATIONS. 
C 
C REQUIRE LABELED COMMON AREAS LCI THRU LC4 AND LCUNSS AND SUBROUTINES 
C SSSYS, ETC. AND AS REQUIRED BY FCTDPM AND OUTPl. 
EXTERNAL FCTDPM,OUTPl 
DIMENSION PRMT(5),AY(30),0ERY(30),AZ(16,30) 
DATA NC0MP,NGAS,NP00L,MIGAS/2,2,0, 2/,S0LX,TR,QE,QB/0.000603, 
1 0.9,70.,90./,PV02,PVC02,PVCO,PVX,PVN2/40.,46.,0.,0.,573./,PD02, 
2 PDC02,POCO,POX,PDN2/149.,0.,O.QO,100.,464./,D02(1),D02(2)^AQB(1) 
3 ,AQBf2),AQVf1),AQV(2)sKMIll)vKMIf2)/0.6,0.1,0.5,0.5,0.8,0.2,0,0/ 
4 ,QBS/0.9/,N/5/,PRMT/0.,60.,2.,l.E-2,0./,VM(l)VVM(2)/1500.,3000./ 
C IF S.S SUBPROGRAMS NOT USED, PROVIDE AYA VALUES AND PAX=PAC0=O AND S0LN2. 
CALL DIS0C(CV02,CVC02,CVC0,PV02,PVC02,PVC0) 
KN=N-4 
NGPL=NGAS+MIGAS*NPOOL 
NEQN=NCOMP*NGPL+NCOMP 
c ESTABLISH CAPILLARY VOLS. AND INITIALIZE ALVEOLAR VOLS. 
DO 4 IC0MP=1,NC0MP 
AYA(NCOMP*NGAS+IGOMP)=VM(ICOMP > 
4 VC(ICOMP)=TR*QB*AQB(ICOMP) 
C USE S.S. ROUTINES TO INITIALZE ALVEOLAR VALUES. 
CALL SSSYS(N) 
C SIMULATING APNEA IN THIS PARTICULAR EXAMPLE. 
QE=0. 
AEQN=NEQN 
DO 3 I=1,NEQN 
3 DERY(I)=1.0/AEQN 
C DERY ARRAY AND PRMTC4) ENTER THE ROUTINE WITH ERROR CRITERIA (SEE IBM SSP 
C PACKAGE). PRMT(l) AND PRMTI2) ARE INTEGRATION LIMITS AND PRMT(3) IS 
C STEP SIZE. AYA ARRAY CONTAINS INITIAL VALUES. IHLF MONITORS STEP SIZE 
C REDUCTIONS AND THE AZ ARRAY DIMENSIONED (ONLY) FOR USE IN INTEG. 
CALL HPCG(PRMTfAYAf DERYfNEQNfIHLF,FCTDPMfOUTPlf AZ) 
STOP 
END 
C o 
SUBROUTINE FCTDPM(TfAYfDERY) 
C 
C SYSTEM OF EQNS. FOR LONG-TERM TRANSIENTS SUCH THAT CAPILLARY RESPONSE AT 
C S.S. WITH RESPECT TO ALVEOLAR AND VENOUS PART. PRESS. SUBROUTINE MEETS 
C REQUIREMENTS OF IBM LIBRARY SUBROUTINES HPCG AND RKGS (NUMERICAL INTEG.). 
C INPUTS ARE AS IN SSSYS PLUS INITIAL CONDITIONS IN AY ARRAY AND OTHER 
C REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTEGRATION PROCESS (SEE MAIN). NEED LABELED COMMON 
C AREAS LCI THRU LC4 AND LCUNSS AND SUBROUTINES DISOC AND BORINT. 
C PUT QPBfQPVfETC. ARRAYS INTO COMMON IF OUTPUT IN OUTPl DESIRED. 
DIMENSION AY(1),DERY(1) 
C *** INSERT CM02fCMC02fCMC0fPMXfPMN2=0. OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE. 
DO 45 IC0MP=1,NC0MP 
PA02=AY((IC0MP-1)*NGPL+1) 
PAC02=AY((IC0MP-l)*NGPL+2) 
GO TO (50f51,52,53)fKN 
51 PAX=AY((IC0MP-l)*NGPL+3) 
GO TO 50 
53 PAX=AY((IC0MP-l)*NGPL+4) 
52 PACO=AYetICOMP-1)*NGPL+3) 
50 PAN2=713.0-PA02-PAC02-PAC0-PAX 
QPB=QB*AQB(ICOMP) 
C CALCULATE END-CAPILLARY CONC. PER KM SPECIFICATION. 
IF(KMI(ICOMP).EQ.l) GO TO 40 
CALL DIS0C(C02S,CC02S,CC0S,PA02,PAC02,PAC0): 
GO TO 41 
40 D02QB=D02UC0MP)/QPB 
DMQB=D02QB*2.8*TR/(2,8*TR-D02QB*60.0) 
OC02QB=20.0*D02QB 
0C0QB=D02QB/1.23 
CALL BORINT 
C IF END-CAPILLARY CONC. ARE TO BE SAVED, DEFINE AN ARRAY INTO COMMON 
41 SUMBC=0. 
SUMB=QPB*(C02S+CC02S+CC0S-CV02-CVC02-CVC0+S0LX*(PAX-PVX)+ 
1 S0LN2*(PAN2-PVN2)) 
1 SUMBC1=SUMBC 
C ADJUST VENT. AND ALVEOLAR VOL. FNS. AS DESIRED. SHOWN HERE: APNEA WITH 
C AN OPEN AIRWAY (QE=0) AND (QPVI.GT.O). ANOTHER: APNEA WITH CLOSED AIRWAY m 
C (QPV=QPVI=0) AND (DERY(NC0MP*NGPL+IC0MP);=-(SUMB+SUMBC)*760/713). 
C ANOTHER: CONTINUOUS VENT. AT CONST. VOL. (DERY(NC0MP*NGPL+IC0MP)=0) AND 
C (QPVI=QPV+CSUMB+SUMBC)*760/713.GE.O). 
QPV=QE*AQV(IGOMP) 
QPVI=(SUMB+SUMBC)*760./713. 
DERYCNC0MP*NGPL+IC0MP)=(-SUMB-SUMBC)*760./713. 
C SEE SSSYS FOR VARIABLE ALLOCATION. DERY ARRAY CONTAINS DERIVATIVES. 
C NCOMP LOCATIONS AT END OF NCOMP*NGPL SUBSETS ARE FOR ALVEOLAR VOLUMES. 
C ADD LOCATIONS (HERE AND IN SSSYS) FOR AUXILIARY COMPONENTS. 
VM<ICOMP)-AY(NCOMP*NGPL+ieOMP) 
DERY((ICOMP-1)*NGPL+1)=IQPVI»PD02-QPV*PA02+QPB*(CV02-C02S)*760.-
1 DERYCNCOM P*NGPL+IGOMP)*AY(CICOMP-1)*NGPL+1))/1VMCICOMP)+ 
2 VCfICOMP)*760.*CIPIS) 
SUMBC=(CIPIS+C 2P1S+C3PIS)*DERY(M COMP-1)*NGPL+1) 
DERY({ICOMP-1)*NGPL+2) = (QPVI*PDC02-QPV*PAC02+QPB*ICVC02-CC02S) ; 
1 *760o--DERY(NC0MP*NGPL+IC0MP)*AYt(IG0MP-l)*NGPL+2) ï/(VM(ICOMP) 
2 +VCCIC0MP)*760.*C2P2S): 
GO TO (28,29,30,31),KN 
29 DERY11ICOMP-1)«NGPL+3) = (QPVI*POX-QPV*PAX+QPB*SOLX*(PVX-PAX)*760.-
1 DERY(NC0MP*NGPL+ie0MP)*AYHIG0MP-l)*NGPL+3>)/(VMCICOMP)+ 
2 VC(IC0MP)*760.*S0LX): 
SUMBC=SUMBC+S0LX*DERY((IC0MP-l)*NGPL+3) 
GO TO 28 
31 DERY((IC0MP-1)*NGPL+41#(QPVI*PDX-QPV*PAX+QPB*S0LX*(PVX-PAX)*760.-
1 DERY(NC0MP*NGPL+IC0MP)*AY((IC0MP^i;*NGPL+4))/(VM(IC0MP)+ 
2 VC(ICOMP)*760.*S0LX) 
SUMBC=SUMBC+S0LX*DERY((IC0MP-l)*NGPL+4) 
30 DERY((IC0MP-1)*NGPL+3)=(QPVI*PDC0-QPV*PAC0+QPB*CCVC0-CC0S)*760.-
1 DERYlNCOMP*NGPL+ICOMP)*AYfCIG0HP-l)*NGPL+3n/(VM(IC0MP)+ 
2 VC(IC0MP)*760.*C3P3S) 
S UMBC=SUMBC+(C3P1S+C3P2S+C3 P3SI*DERYI(ICOMP-1)*NGPL+3) 
28 SUMBC=SUMBC*VC(ICOMP) 
RETURN IF TOTAL GAS UPTAKE FNS. NEED CORRECTING. 
IFfA8S(SUMBC-SUMBC1).GT.ABS(»1*SUM8)) GO TO 1 
CALCULATE MIXED END-CAPILLARY INPUTS TO THE ARTERIAL COMPARTMENT. 
CM02=CM02+C02S*QPB 
CMC02=CMC02+CC02S*QPB 
CMCO=CMCO+CCOS*QPB 
PMX=PMX+PAX*QPB 
45 PMN2=PMN2+PAN2*QPB 
CM02=(CM02+CV02*QBS»/tQB+QBS) 
CMC02=(CMC02+CVC02*QBSJ/<QB+QBS) 
CMCO=ICMC0+CVC0*QBS)/CQB+QBS) 
PMX=(PMX+PVX*QBS)/(QB+QBS): 
PMN2=(PMN2+PVN2*QBSI/(QB+QBS} 
MAY ADD AUXILIARY LUNG COMPONENTS HERE, SUCH AS QE OR QB CONTROL, DELAYS, 
ETC. ALSO, EQNS B-18 AND B-19 COULD BE INCLUDED FOR DEAD SPACE EFFECTS. 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT,AY,DERY,IHLF,NEQN,PRMT) 
DIMENSION AY{1»,DERY(1I,PRHT<11 
FOLLOW WRITE LISTS FOR IDENTIFICATION OF OUTPUTS. 
WRITE(6,118)T,(AYII>,I=1,NEQN) 
C ADD SUBR. DISCOI AND LABELED COMMON LC4 IF MIXED END-CAP. VALUES DESIRED. 
CALL DISCOI(CM02,CMC02,CMC0,PM02#PMC02,PMC0) 
WRITE(6,119)CM02,CMC02,CMC0,PM02,PMC02,PMC0,PMN2,PMX 
118 FORMATaH0fI0Xfl4HFCTDPM RESULTS»5X,5HTIME=,F8.4/lHO,5{5XfÊ14.7)) 
119 F0RMAT(1H0,27HMIXED END-CAPILLARY VALUES=/1H0,5(5X,E14.7)) 
RETURN 
END 
C MAIN PROGRAM FOR FCTLPM. SEE FCTDPM MAIN FOR MORE DETAILS. 
C 
C REQUIRE LABELED COMMON AREAS LCI THRU LC4 AND LCUNSS AND SUBROUTINES 
C SSSYS, ETC., LPMFIT, ETC. AND AS REQUIRED BY FCTLPM AND 0UTP2. 
EXTERNAL FCTLPM,0UTP2 
DIMENSION PRMTC5Ï,AY(30),OERY(20),AZI16,201 
DATA NC0MP,NGAS,NP00L,MIGAS/l,2,4,2/,S0LX,TRvQE,QB,QBS/0.a0603,0.9 
1 ,90.,90i,0.9/,PV02,PVC02,PVCO,PVX,PVN2/40.,46.,0.,0.,573./,PD02, 
2 PDC02,PDC0,PDX,PDN2/149.,0.,0.,O.,564./,PIO2,PICO2,PICO,PIX,PIN2 ^ 
3 /149é,0.,0.,0.,564./,VT,V0/650.,15G./,F/.2/r w 
4 AQB(1),AQV(1),D02(l),KM1il),VM(I)/1.,1.,1.,0,2500./,N/5/ 
DATA PRMT/0.,5.5,0.05,0.1,0./ 
DATA ALPHA,TB,TC,TN/3.,.83,0.,0./ 
NGPL=NGAS+MIGAS*NPOOL 
NEQN=NCOMP*NGPL+NCOMP+NGAS 
C ESTABLISH CAPILLARY VOLS. AND ZERO EMPTY ARRAY SPACES. 
DO 23 ieOMP=l,NCOMP 
AYACNCOMP*NGPL+ICOMP»=0. 
23 VC(ICOMP)= TR*QB*AQB(ICOMP) 
C *** INSERT AEQN=NEQN,AP00L=NP00L,PI(1)=PI02,PI(2)=PIC02. SAVING SPACE. 
C PUT INSPIRED PART. PRESS. IN AN ARRAY AND INITIALIZE DEAD SPACE VALUES. 
C ASSUMING A START AT MID-INSPIRATION CVA=VM,0VA0T=3*1416*F*VT,DEAD SPACE 
C PART; PRESS. EQUALS INSPIRED, AND ALL OTHER VALUES AS IN S.S. AT QE=F*VT). 
AYA(NC0MP*NGPL+NC0MP+1)=PI02 
AYA(NC0MP*NGPL+NC0MP+2)=PIC02 
KN=N-4 
GO TO (3,4,5,6),KN 
4 PI(3)=PIX 
AYA(NC0MP*NGPL+NC0MP+31=PIX 
GO TO 3 
6 PI(4)=PIX 
AY AI NCOMP*NGP L +NC0MP+4 ) =? PI X 
5 PIf3)=PIG0 
AYA(NC0MP*NGPL+NC0MP+3)=PIG0 
3 CALL.DIS0C(CV02,CVC02,CVC0,PV02,PVC02fPVC0l 
CALL SSSYSCN) 
CALL LPMFITIN) 
DO 2 IEQN=1,NEQN 
2 DERY(IEQN)=1.0/AEQN 
CALL ;HPCG(PRMT,AYA,DERY,NEQN11HLF•FCTLPM,0UTP2,AZI 
STOP 
END 
C 
SUBROUTINE FCTLPM(T,AY,DERY) 
C 
C EQUATIONS FOR THE TRANSIENT CALCULATIONS OF BREATH-BY-BREATH ^ 
C ANALYSIS. THE LUMPED PARAMETER CAPILLARY MODEL IS USED. A 
C REQUIRE LABELED COMMON AREAS LCI THRU LC4 AND LCUNSS AND SUBROUTINE DISOC. 
C DEFINE COMMONED ARRAYS FOR ADDITIONAL OUTPUTS IN 0UTP2. 
DIMENSION AYfl)»DERY(l)«SUM(4),SUMD(4) 
C *** INSERT CM02,CMCD2,CMC0,PMX,PMN2=0. OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE. 
DO 18 IGAS=1,4 
18 SUMD(IGAS)=0.0 
QD=0.0 
C SINUSOIDAL VENTILATION IS SHOWN. 
VA=VT*SIN(2.0*3#1416*F*T)/2i 0 
DVADT=3.1416*F*VT*C0S(2.0*3wl416*F*T) 
C PULSATILE BLOOD FLOW FUNCTION IS SHOWN. 
102 IF(TC.LT.TB)GO TO 101 
TN=TN+1.0 
101 TC=T-TN*TB 
QBV=QB*ALPHA*ALPHA*TC*(EXP(-ALPHA*TC/TB)-EXP(-ALPHA))/ 
1CTB*(1.0-EXPC-ALPHA)*(1.0+ALPHA*(1.0+ALPHA/2.0»))Ï 
DO 45 IC0MP=1,NC0MP 
PA02=AY((IC0MP-1I*NGPL+1) 
PAC02=AY((IG0MP-l)*NGPL+2) 
GO TO (50,51,52,53),KN 
51 PAX=AY((IC0MP-l)*NGPL+3) 
GO TO 50 
53 PAX=AY((IC0MP-l)*NGPL+4) 
52 PACO=AY((IC0MP-l)*NGPL+3) 
50 PAN2=713.0-PAO2-PACO2-PACO-PAX 
QPB=QBV*AQB(ICOMP) 
C SYNCHRONOUS VENTILATION SHOWN. 
VAI=VM(IGOMPVA*AQV(IGOMP) 
DVATI=AQVIIGOMP)»DVADT 
DO 19, IGAS=1,4 
19 SUM(IGAS)=0.0 
C *** INSERT CPOZ=CV02,CPC02=CVC02,CPCO=CVCO. OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE. 
DM=D02(IGOMP)*2.8*VC(IG0MP»/t2.8*VC(lGOMPI^DO2(IG0MP)*60.0I 
G VOLUME (AREA) : DEPENDENT MASS TX. GOEFF. SHOWN. 
D02V=D02(ICOMP)*VAI/VM(ICOMP) 
DG0=D02(ICOMP)*VAI/(1.23*VM(ICOMP)) ^ 
DC02=D02( ICOMP )*20.*VAI/VM( ICOMP) TN 
DO 22 IP00L=1,NP00L 
G SEE SSSYS AND SSLPM FOR VARIABLE ALLOCATIONS AND NOTE THAT DEAD SPACE 
G PART. PRESS. ARE IN NGAS LOCATIONS AFTER NC0MP*(NGPL+1) LOCATIONS. 
P02=AY((ICOMP-1)*NGPL+MIGAS*(IPOOL-1)+NGAS+1) 
PG02=AY((ICOMP-1)*NGPL+MIGAS*(IPOOL-1)+NGAS+2) 
IF(MIGAS.NE.3)G0 TO 23 
PCO=AY({IC0MP-1)*NGPL+MIGAS*IIP00L-l)+NGAS+3) 
23 IF(P02.GT.104..0R.P02.LT.40.) GO TO 12 
THETA=(2.8-0.04*(P02-40.0))/60.0 
D02V=DM*THETA*VC(ICOMP)*VAI/((DM+THETA*VG(IGOMP))*VM(ICOMP)) 
12 CALL DIS0C(G02S,CG02S,CC0S,P02,PG02,PC0) 
G CAPILLARY BLOOD POOL CALCULATIONS. 
T1=D02V*(PA02^P02)/APOOL 
SUM(1)=SUM(1)+T1 
G1=(^T1-QPB *(CP02-G02S))*AP00L/VG(IC0MP) 
T2=DG02*(PAG02-PC02)/APOOL 
SUM(2)=SUM(2)+T2 
G2=(-T2-QPB *(GPG02-GC02S))*AP00L/VG(ICOMP) 
T3=DC0*(PAC0-PC0)/AP00L 
SUM(3)=SUM(3)+T3 
G3=(-T3-QPB *(CPCO-CCOS))*APOOL/VC(ICOMP) 
DEN0M=C1P1S*C2P2S*C3P3S+C1P2S*C2P3S*C3P1S+C1P3S*C3P2S*C2P1S 
1 -C3P1S*C2P2S*C1P3S-C3P2S*C2P3S*C1P1S-C3P3S»C1P2S*C2P1S 
0UMMY1= C2P2S*C3P3S-C3P2S*C2P3S)+G2*C C1P2S*C3P3S^C1P3S 
1 *C3P2S)-G3*(C1P2S*C2P3S-C1P3S*C2P2S))/DEN0M 
DUMMY2= (G1*(C2P1S*C3P3S-C2P3S*C3P1S)^G2*(C1P1S*C3P3S-C3P1S 
1 *C1P3SI+G3*IC1P1S*C2P3S-C2P1S*C1P3SÏ1/DENOM 
DUMMY3= (-G1*(C2P1S*C3P2S-C2P2S*C3P1S)+G2*(C1P1S*C3P2S-C1P2S 
1 *G3PlS)-G3*tClPlS*C2P2S-ClP2S*C2PlSn/DEN0M 
DERY(IICOMP-1)*NGPL+MIGAS*(IPOOL^ll+NGAS+1)=DUMMY1 
DERY((ICOMP-1)*NGPL+MIGAS*CIPOOL-1)+NGAS+2)=DUMMY2 
DERY((IGOMP-1)*NGPL+MIGAS*(IPOOL-1)+NGAS+3)=DUMMY3 
CP02=C02S 
CPC02=CC02S 
22 CPCO=CCOS 
SUMB=SUM(1)+SUM(2)+SUM(3I 
IFtNGAS-MIGAS.EQ.O)GO TO 32 
SUM(NGAS)=QPB*SOLX*(PAX-PVX)+VCIICOMPÏ *SOLX*DERYI(IGOMP-1)*NGPL+ 
1 NGAS) 
SUMB=SUMB+SUM(NGAS) 
32 SUMB=SUMB+QPB*S0LN2*(PAN2-PVN2) 
QEI=DVATI+760,*SUMB/713. 
DO 25 IGAS=1,NGAS 
IFCQEI.LE.O.) GO TO 26 
ALVEOLAR SPACE DERIVATIVES. 
DERY (( ICOMP-1 ) *NGPL+IGAS )=?( DVATI* { AY CNCOMP*NGPL+NCOMP+IGAS)-T 
1 AY( {ICOMP-1 )*NGPL+I6AS) )-t760-*SUM( IGAS )+760.*SUMB*AY(NCGMP* 
2 NGPL+NC0MP+IGAS)/713o)/VAI 
SUMD(IGAS)=SUMD(IGAS)-QEI*AYCNGOHP*NGPL+NCOMP+IGAS) 
GO TO 25 
26 DERY((IGOMP-1)*NGPL+IGAS)#(-760.0*SUM(IGAS)+760.0*SUMB* 
1 AY((ICOMP-1)*NGPL+IGAS)/713.)/VAI 
SUMDtIGAS)=SUMD(IGAS)^QEI *AY<{ICOMP-1I*NGPL+IGAS) 
25 CONTINUE 
QD=QD+QEI 
CM02=CM02+C02S*QPB 
CMC02=CMC02+CC02S*QPB 
CMCO=CMCO+CCOS *QPB 
PMX=PMX+PAX*QPB 
45 PMN2=PMN2+PAN2*QPB 
DO 27 IGAS=1,NGAS 
IF(QO.LT.O.Q)GO TO 28 
C DEAD SPACE DERIVATIVES. 
DERY(NCOMP*NGPL+NCOMP+IGAS;=(QD*PI(IGAS)+SUMD(IGAS))/VD 
GO TO 27 
28 DERY(NCOMP*NGPL+NCOMP+IGAS)=(SUMD(IGAS)+QD*AY(NCOMP»NGPL+NCOMP+ 
1 IGASn/VD 
27 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE MIXED END-CAPILLARY COMPOSITIONS FOR ARTERIAL COMPARTMENT. 
CM02=(CM02+QBS*CV02)/(QBV+QBS) 
CMC02=(CMC02+QBS*CVC02)/(QBV+QBSI : 
CHC0=fCMC0+QBS*CVC01/CQBV+QBS) 
PMX=IPMX+QBS*PVX)/{QBV+QBS) ^ 
PMN2=(PMN2+QBS*PVN23/(QBV+QBS) <i 
C ADD AUXILLARY COMPONENTS HERE AS IN FCTDPM. 
RETURN 
END 
C 
SUBROUTINE 0UTP2(T,AY,DERY,IHLF,NEQN,PRMT) 
C 
C REQUIRE LABELED COMMON AREA LC4. 
DIMENSION AY(I),DERYil)tPRMT(l) 
C FOLLOW WRITE LISTS FOR OUTPUT IDENTIFICATION. 
WRITE(6,118)T,(AY(I),I=1,NEQN) 
CALL OISC0ICCM02.CMCO2fCMC0,PM02#PMCO2tPMC0) 
WRITE(6,119)CM02,CMC02,CMCO,PM02,PMCO2,PMCO,PMN2*PMX 
118 F0RMATUH0,10X,14HFCTLPM RESULTS/1H0,5(5X,E14.7) ) 
119 F0RMATUH0tl0X,26HMIXED END-CAPILLARY ,VALUES/1H0»5(5X, E14é7) ) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE MIXING 
C 
C A SPECIALITY SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE DEAD SPACE MIXING EFFECTS. ALL 
C REQUIREMENTS AS IN SSSYS. FOUR MIXING POSSIBILITIES ARE CONSIDERED 
C IN A TWO-COMPARTMENT MODEL. ADDITIONAL INPUTS: DEAD SPACE VOL., EXPIRED 
C TIDAL VOL., AND INSPIRED PART. PRESS. DISCOI SUBROUTINE ALSO ADDED. 
DATA NC0MP,NGAS*NP00L,MIGAS/2,2,0, 2/,S0LX,TR,QE,QB/0.000603, 
1 0.9,90.,90./,PV02,PVC02,PVCO,PVXéPVN2/40.,46.,0.,0.,573./,PD02, 
2 PDC02,P0C0,P0X,P0N2/I49.,0.,0.*0.,564. /,002(1),002(21,AQB(1) 
3 ,AQB(2),AQV(1),AQV(2),KMItI),KM1(2)/0.6,0.1,0.5,0.5,0.2,0.8,0,0/ 
4 ,VT^VO,PI02,PIC02,PICO,PIX,PIN2/500.,150.ffl49.,G.,0.,0.,564./, 
5 QBS/0.9/ 
CALL DIS0CICV02,CVC02,CVC0,PV02,PVC02,PVC0) 
C NO MIXING EFFECTS. QEQB BECOMES QAQB AND PDI BECOME PII. : 
QEO=QE 
QE=QE*(VT-VD)/VT 
C *** INSERT KPART=0,P002=PI02,PDC02=PIC02. OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE. 
PDN2=713.0-PD02-PDC02 ^ 
CALL SSSYS15) œ 
QE=QEO 
C *** INSERT PD02T=PD02,PDC02T=PDC02,PD02T1=PD02,PDC2T1=PDC02. SAVING SPACE. . 
C *** INSERT P102=AYA(1),PA02=AYA(3),P1C02=AYA(2),PAC02=AYA(4); SAVING SPACE. 
IFCKPART.EQ.OI GO TO 10 
8 CM02=((C102*AQB(1)+C02S*AQB(2))*QB+CV02*QBS)/(QB+QBS) 
CMC02=((C1C02*AQB(1)+CC02S*AQB(2))*QB+CVC02*QBS)/CQB+QBS) 
10 CALL DISCOI(CM02,CMC02,CMC0,PM02,PMC02,PMC0) 
KOUNT = 0 
WRITE(6,100IKPART 
WRITE(6,lOllCM02,CMC02,CMCO,PMO2,PMCO2,PMCO 
KPART=KPART+1 
IFCKPART.GT.3)G0 TO 13 
11 GO TO (5,6,7),KPART 
4 CONTINUE 
C *** INSERT PD02T=PD02,PDC02T=PDC02,PD02T1=PD021,PDC2T1=PDC021. SAVE SPACE. 
DO 2 1=1,2 
PDN2=713.0-PD02-PDC02 
QEQB=QE*AQV(I)/(QB*AQB(I)) 
D02QB=002(1>/(QB^AQB(I)) 
DMQB=D026B*2.8*TR/(2.8*TR-D02QB*60.0) 
DC02QB=D02QB*20é0 
DC0QB=D02QB/1.23 
C *** INSERT PA02=PA02G AND PAC02=PAC02G. OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE. 
CALL SSALV{KMIll)r5) : 
IF(1.EQ.2) GO TO 11 
C *** INSERT C102=C02S,C1C02=CC02S,P102=PA02,P1C02=PAC02,PD02=PD021. SPACE. 
2 PDC02=PDC021 
GO TO 11 
C CALCULATIONS FOR SIMPLE SYNCHRONOUS MIXING IN THE DEAD SPACE. 
5 QEIQEl=(713.- P102 - P1C02)*C1.+S0LN2*760.*QB*AQB(1)/(QE*AQV(1)))/ 
1 PDN2-S0LN2*PVN2*760./(PDN2*QE*AQV(1)/(QB*AQB(1))) 
QEIQE2=C713.- PA02 - PAC02)*(1.+S0LN2*760.*QB*AQB(2)/(QE*AQV(2))!/ 
1 :PDN2-S0LN2*PVN2*760./(P0N2*0E*AQV(2)/(QB»AQB<2)I) 
VTI=VT*(QEIQE1*AQV(1)*QEIQE2*AQV(2)) 
PAM02=P102*AQV(1)+PA02*AQV(2) 
PAMC02=P1C02*AOV(1)+PAC02*AQV(2) ^ 
PD02=(VTI-VD)*PI02/VTI+VD*PAM02/VTI u) 
PDC02=IVTI-VD}*PIC02/VTI+VD*PAMC02/VTI 
PD021=PD02 
PDC021=PDC02 
GO TO 9 
C CALCULATIONS FOR SLOW SPACE IN LAST AND OUT LAST. (VTl AND VTIl.LT.VD) 
6 VT1=VT*AQV(1) 
QEIQE2=I713.- PA02 - PAC02)*tl.+S0LN2*760.*QB*AQB(2)/(QE*AQV(2)))/ 
1 PDN2-S0LN2*PVN2*760./IPDN2*QE*AQV(2)/(QB*AQB(2)}) 
VTI2=VT*AQV(2)*QEIQE2 
PAM02=VT1*P102/VD+« VD-VTl)*PA02/VD 
PAMC02=VT1*P1C02/VD+« VD-VTl1*PAC02/VD 
C NOTE THAT P002 IS COMPARTMENT ONE AND PD021 IS COMPARTMENT TWO,ETC. 
PD021=(VTI2-VD)*PI02/VTI2+VD*PAM02/VTI2 
PDC021=(VTI2-VD)•PIC02/VTI2+VD*PAMC02/VTI2 
PD02=PI02 
PDC02=PIC02 
GO TO 9 
C CALCULATIONS FOR SLOW SPACE FIRST IN AND LAST OUT. (VTl AND VTIl.LT.VD) 
7 QEIQE1=(713.- P102 - P1C02)*(1.+S0LN2*760.*QB*AQB(1)/(QE*AQV(1)))/ 
1 PDN2-S0LN2*PVN2*760./(PDN2*QE*AQV(11/IQB*AQB(1))) 
QEIQE2=(713.- PA02 - PAC02)*(1.+S0LN2*760.*QB*AQB(2)/(QE*AQV(2)))/ 
1  PDN2-S0LN2*PVN2*760./(PDN2*QE*AQVC2)/lQB* AQB ( 2 n >  
VTI1=VT*AQVC1)*QEIQE1 
VTI2=VT*AQV(2)*QEIQE2 
PAM02=VT1*P102/VD+(VD-VT1)*PA02/VD 
PAMC02=VT1*P1C02/VD+(VD-VTll*PAC02/VD 
PD021=(VD-VTI1Î*PAM02/VTI2+CVTI2-VD+VTI1»*PI02/VTI2 
PDC021=(VD-VTI1)*PAMC02/VTI2+(VTI2-VD+VTI1)*PIG02/VTI2 
PD02=PAM02 
PDCQ2=PAMC02 
9 KOUNT = KOUNT+1 
IF(K0UNT»GT.12) GO TO 13 
IF {ABS ( PD02T-rPD021 .GT,T0L2.0R. ABSIPDC02T-PDC02) .GT.T0L3. OR. ABS 
1 <PD02Tl-PD021)iGT«TOL2«0R.ABS(PDC2Tl-PDC02U.GT.TOL3) GO TO 4 
IF(KOUNT.EQ.l) GO TO 10 
GO TO 8 
13 IF(KDUNT.GT»12) WRITE(6,102)KOUNT 
100 F0RMAT(1H0,10X,13HMIXING NUMBER,12,17H RESULTS COMPLETE) 
101 FORMATI1H0,5X,27HMIXED END-CAPILLARY RESULTS/1H0,6(5X,E14.7)) 
102 F0RMAT(1H0,10X,43HWARNING - NO CONVERGENCE IN MIXING - KOUNT-,13) 
RETURN 
END 
COMMON /LCI/ CMAX,ALC0,C1P1S,C1P2S,C1P3S,C2P1S,C2P2S,C2P3S,C3P1S, 
1 C3P2S,C3P3S 
COMMON /LC2/ C02S,CC02S,CC0S,P02,PC02,PC0,C02,CC02,CC0,PV02,PVC02, 
1 PVC0,PVN2,PVX,PA02,PAC02,PAC0,PAN2,PAX,D02QB,0C02QB, 
2 0C0QB,DMQB,TR,002QBV 
COMMON /LC3/ CV02,CVC02,CVC0,PD02,P0C02,PDC0,PDN2,POX,QEQB.SOLX, 
1 S0LN2,T0L2,T0L3,T0L4rT0L5,T0L6 
COMMON /LC4/ NC0MP,NGAS,MIGAS, NP00L,NGPL,KM1(10),QE,QB,QBS, 
1 AQVdO),AQB(10)^OO2(lO),AYAI50),PA02G,PACO2G,PACOG, 
2 CM02,CMC02,CMCO,PM02,PMC02,PMCO,PMX,PMN2 
C0MM0N/LCUNSS/KN,VC(10)fVM(10),ALPHA,TB,TC,TN,PI(5),VT,VD,F,AP00L 
COMMON /LCFNS/ ALPHA,TB,AKOZTAKCOZTAKCO,F,PHI,AKVA,VMTPA02MT 
1 PAC02M,PACOM 
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APPENDIX II: PERIODIC RESPONSE APPROXIMATIONS 
Because periodic, or breath-by-breath, respirations are 
most difficult (expensive) to compute, and because the results 
apparently have limited significance, an approximation pro­
cedure is now suggested. 
The first step of the procedure is to quantify the param­
eters of the particular alveolar region and establish the 
steady-state "alveolar point" as in Figure D-5. Then, for near 
zero respiration rates, periodic changes in alveolar oxygen 
partial pressures would simply be recorded along the prevailing 
Bohr integral isopleth (assuming constant D^ /^Qg). Furthermore, 
the alveolar oxygen partial pressure amplitude might be esti­
mated by 
<V^ D> (Plo -% ' -
ap ^^  
°2 'm + (V^ d'/2 
where P and V_ are derived from the steady-state analysis, 
O2 2 
and the tidal and dead space volumes are appropriately 
distributed (no dead space mixing effects are included). Then 
the zero-frequency, or quasi steady-state, amplitude ratio is 
, "W'\' 
"^3 ' % " 
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where the difference approximations are provided by the pre­
viously developed subprograms. 
More precisely, the steps involved would be: 
1. From SSALV, obtain Pj, , and ACO,/AP- (the final 
°2  ^ °2 
CIPIS variable constructed by successive Bohr 
integrations). 
2. Insert COg (and concomitant concentrations) into DISCOI 
and retrieve ACOg/APg (the final CIPIS variable from 
this routine). 
3. Compute the amplitude ratio, alveolar oxygen partial 
pressure amplitude, and end-capillary blood-oxygen 
partial pressure amplitude. 
By inspecting Figure D-5 with this approximation procedure 
in mind, the basis for amplitude ratios greater than unity is 
quite evident (locate regions where ACO_/AP_ > ACOu/AP- ). 
 ^ 2 
Furthermore, if alveolar oxygen partial pressures are 
symmetrically distributed about a steady-state value, an 
asymmetric end-capillary oxygen partial pressure amplitude may 
be observed, with a mean value greater than its respective 
steady-state value. 
The influence of alveolar volume on mass transfer 
coefficients may also be approximated. The procedure is 
similar to that just given, but the CIPIS value from SSALV is 
not now applicable. Rather, ACQ /AP^  must be constructed 
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from two Bohr integrations (EORINT) at paired values of oxygen 
mass transfer coefficient and alveolar oxygen partial pressure 
(other values should be consistent). The extreme of these 
two values are nearly coincident and, thus, the extrema of the 
paired values, in terms of end-capillary amplitudes, are 
readily established. The net result will be to effectively 
increase the slope of the Bohr integral isopleth and therby 
increase end-capillary oxygen partial pressure amplitudes, etc. 
To correct the approximations for "high" frequency 
amplitude attenuations, the results of the linear (equilibrium) 
model may be of assistance. For that model, the zero-frequency 
amplitude ratio is 
ARl = l-exp(-R) 
and the "true" frequency response is (Equation C-22c) 
AR^  = 1 - 2  e x p ( - R )  c o s ( w )  +  e x p ( - 2 R )  
1 + (w/R) 
1/2 
< ARg 
The ratio of these two then suggests a correction factor for 
the nonlinear approximations, 
AR = AR 
where the proper linear "rate" constant must be estimated. 
